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Summary

Energy Management of Fast-Charger Systems for Electric Vehicles

Experimental Investigation of Power Flow Steering Using Bidirectional
Three-Phase Three-Port Converters

Conventional utility grid networks are normally designed to support loads with
specific power demand patterns. Loads that require substantial energy in a short
time interval, as in the case of electric vehicle fast-charge systems, result in high
peak power demand. Specifically, a substantial number of electric vehicles con-
nected to the grid could produce a pulsating load that leads to voltage flicker,
affecting the distribution transformers. As a result, fast-charger systems will af-
fect the quality of supply voltage, and necessary actions, such as deploying static
var compensators and local energy storage, need to be undertaken.

This thesis presents a possible solution to enhance utility grid performance
when unconventional loads are connected to the public network. The proposed
topology shows a combination of dc-link and magnetic-coupling structures, which
allows the interconnection of multiple sources, storage devices, and loads without
the penalty of extra conversion. The proposed general topology shows several
possibilities to construct a multiport converter for particular applications and,
due to its flexibility in structure, provides a solution to integrate a diverse class
of sources and loads. In addition, the control and energy management of the
converter can be implemented by a single processor. The centralized control
eliminates complicated communication structures that would be necessary in the
conventional topology based on separate conversion stages.

Specifically, this thesis studies the integration of electric vehicle fast-charge sys-
tems in the public network. The solution is based on the implementation of an
extra stationary source next to the facilities of the utility grid. Therefore, elec-
tric vehicles can be charged using energy simultaneously from two different power
sources, i.e., the utility grid and the stationary storage source. To implement
such a system, this thesis proposes, analyzes, designs, and verifies a three-port
converter. The proposed converter connects the three ports through a common
high-frequency transformer. Between each port and the high-frequency trans-
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former, bidirectional dc/dc and ac/ac power converters are used to control the
energy flow in fast-charger systems. An innovative direct ac/ac converter is devel-
oped to connect the utility grid (low-frequency) to the high-frequency transformer,
avoiding additional conversions, as normally implemented in conventional ac/ac
converters.

The advantages of the proposed topology are the possibility of bidirectional
energy management in more than two ports, improvement of the power quality,
peak-shaving capability, and direct ac/ac conversion. Furthermore, the proposed
multiport technology could be implemented in future power systems, where in-
terfacing of various energy sources will be a must. An ideal multi-input power
supply could accommodate a variety of sources and combine their advantages.
With multiple inputs, the diversified energy sources increase reliability and uti-
lization.

To validate the theoretical study, a 40 kW prototype was built to connect the
vehicle battery, the utility grid, and the stationary storage battery. Experimental
results prove the capability of the multiport converter to control the power flow
between these ports, with an efficiency of 93%.
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ac Alternating current
Ah Ampere-hours
BMS Battery management system
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CMC Conventional matrix converter
dc Direct current
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EDLC Electric double-layer capacitor
ESL Equivalent series inductance
ESR Equivalent series resistor
FPGA Field-programmable gate array
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EMI Electromagnetic interference
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PF Power factor
PHEV Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
PWM Pulse width modulation
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SAE Society of automotive engineers
SB Stationary storage battery
SCR Silicon controlled rectifier
SE Specific energy
SLI Starting, lighting, ignition
SLI Six-leg inverter
SoC State of charge
SoD State of discharge
SoH State of health
SP Specific power
SUV Sport utility vehicle
SVC Static var compensator
TLI Three-leg inverter
THD Total harmonic distortion
THDI Total current harmonic distortion
THDV Total voltage harmonic distortion
UG Utility grid
V2G Vehicle to grid
VB Vehicle battery
VSI Voltage source inverter
VRLA Valve-regulated lead-acid battery
ZVS Zero-voltage switching
ZVZCS Zero-voltage zero-current switching
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Ae Effective magnetic cross-section m2
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B Magnetic flux density vector T
α Pulse width of vPA, vPB, and vPC rad
B Magnetic flux density T
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C Generic capacitor F
Ca,Cb,Cc Input capacitors F
CA,CB,CC Output capacitors F
Ccp Clamp circuit capacitor F
Cac Capacitor to block the dc-component of transformer F
Cdc Capacitor at dc-link F
Cel Aluminum electrolytic capacitance F
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Cfa,b,c Filter capacitors at input F
CIN Input capacitor of a dc-source F
Cm Constant in Steinmetz equation [W/m3HzxTy]
Csn Snubber capacitor F
Cth Constant of for thermal-resistance approximation –
CO Output capacitor of a dc-source F
CSB Filter capacitor at SB port F
CVB Filter capacitor at VB port F
d duty cycle –
D Generic diode –
D1,D2, ...Dn Ideal diodes –
∆B Change in the magnetic flux density T
∆T Temperature rise oC
∆VCSB Ripple voltage at SB port V
∆VCVB Ripple voltage at VB port V
δ Phase-shift across the high-frequency inductors rad
δsd Skin depth m
δsr Phase-shift between Vs and Vr rad
δvCSB Ripple voltage at SB port V
δvCVB Ripple voltage at VB port V
εr Dielectric constant –
εo Electric constant (vacuum permittivity) F/m
Eon,Eoff Energy dissipation during turn-on and turn-off J
ESL Electrolytic capacitor equivalent series inductance F
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EV Battery internal voltage V
f Frequency Hz
fc Switch carrier frequency Hz
fs Switching frequency Hz
fg Utility grid frequency Hz
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gap Inductor gap m
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H Magnetic field-strength A/m
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I Generic current A
IAC Current ripple A
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W Energy J
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Because of global warming and local pollution in densely populated areas, govern-
ments encourage the development of and research into the use of cleaner vehicles.
These cleaner vehicles should maximize the effective use of energy from natural
resources. One of the possible solutions is to use, on a large scale, electric vehicles
(EV), as shown in Fig. 1.1. Electric vehicles utilize energy from natural resources
about three times more efficiently than vehicles with combustion engines powered
by fossil fuels [146].

Because of this improved energy usage, electric-based vehicles are the preferred
technology for future cleaner vehicles. In this respect the Dutch government has
also selected EVs as the chosen technology for future cleaner vehicles. This ambi-
tion is expressed in a strategic view letter [124], in which the expected advantages
arising from the introduction of EVs are as follows:

• Reduced dependency on fossil fuels;

• Storage of energy produced during off-peak hours;

• New opportunities for business and innovation;

• Higher energy efficiency than vehicles powered by internal combustion en-
gines (ICE);

• Silent means of propulsion.

The same document also lists a number of obstacles or uncertainties:
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Figure 1.1: Electric vehicle versus internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles
[146].

• Drivers are habituated to refuel the car after approximately 800 km, where
current batteries cannot store enough energy;

• Regulation has to be created to continuously charge the EVs and avoid peak
consumption from the utility grid;

• With the lack of engine noise, pedestrians do not anticipate approaching
EVs;

• The availability of raw materials, e.g., copper, lithium, lanthanum, dyspro-
sium, is in question;

• The charging infrastructure does not exist: there is the question of whether
the infrastructure should have fast-charging points at gas stations, sole
charging at home, or battery exchange stations;

• Battery price will probably decrease, but with performance, usability, and
lifespan still uncertain;

• Rules should be developed related to the safety of EVs.

Furthermore, the desire has been expressed to have one million EVs on Dutch
roads in 2020 (∼13% based on car ownership in 2012 [136]), while by 2040 all cars
are expected to be electrically powered. Based on these expectations, network
operators and municipalities are investigating the implications arising from the
full-scale charging of electric vehicles on the utility grid, e.g., power quality and
peak shaving.
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1.2 Power quality of the utility grid

The quality of the grid power supply must meet standards and regulations, specif-
ically voltage amplitude, frequency, power factor, and harmonic content [111].
This means that the generation of disturbances, such as transients, voltage sags,
and harmonics, should be eliminated. According to [44], the quality of the Dutch
utility grid would be at risk if only 5% of the population switches to electric vehi-
cles (about 350,000 EVs). At 20% (about 1.4 million EVs as predicted in 2020),
the utility grid would be completely overloaded, and two new power plants would
need to be installed to meet the peak electricity demand. Another investigation
was carried out by [80] to check if the Dutch electricity companies could supply
energy if the Dutch population massively switched to EVs. The conclusion was
that, even if only 20% of the inhabitants of a certain district slow-charged their
electric vehicles at the end of the day for 10 hours (at a power level of 3 kW), it
would be enough to overload local transformers.

Any battery charger consists of power converters, which introduce electrical pol-
lution into the utility grid. This pollution consists of overvoltage, under-voltage,
voltage sags, power surges, interruptions, electric noise, and harmonics. In this
respect, harmonics, between the fundamental grid frequency and a few kilohertz,
can cause long-term damage to the utility grid when the amplitude of a harmonic
frequency reaches a significant value. For example, the transformer windings get
warmer than they were designed for, capacitors can be damaged, electrical con-
sumption increases, sensitive equipment become less reliable, and circuit breakers
may be wrongly switched off. The existence of additional pollution due to battery
chargers, or more general power electronics, requires actions to be taken by the
network operators, such as the following:

• Cables and equipment should be designed with over-capacity;

• Special transformers aimed at eliminating the third harmonic should be
implemented;

• In applications where low THD is required, passive filters should be imple-
mented, especially for the 5th and 7th harmonics.

However, by means of advanced power converters, active compensation can be
implemented to minimize the introduction of pollution to the utility grid, as
discussed in section 7.2.4. Active filters adapt themselves continuously to the
variations of grid harmonics. Compared with passive filters, these filters present
clear advantages: no interaction between adjacent filters, wide operating range,
and resistance against overload.
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Figure 1.2: Peak shaving or “valley filling” [100, 135].

1.3 Peak shaving of the utility grid

New regulations have resulted in significant changes in the invoicing strategies of
network operators, e.g., separating energy costs from delivery costs [111]. A few
years ago most Dutch users paid a flat per-kWh rate for electric power. Electric
rates are now often broken into many portions and time segments, e.g., summer
and winter rates, day and night rates. In delivering energy, most utilities now
pass on the energy cost to consumer with regular adjustments, such as annual,
seasonal, or even monthly changes. In some cases network operators charge large
users the hour-by-hour market price of electricity, exposing customers to tremen-
dous risk as demand rises and falls. However, this new form of energy pricing
also opens new opportunities to market on-site power generation or storage. For
example, customers that use energy during off-peak hours will pay less than reg-
ularly adjusted flat rates. During peak hours, the electricity price will rise well
above the flat rates. At these hours it will be much more economical to generate
or use energy from on-site storage than to use the higher-priced energy from the
public utility grid, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

With the introduction of a smart grid, EV batteries or other storage sources can
provide power to help and balance the load for the utility grid. This can keep
voltage and frequency stable, and provide energy in case of sudden demands for
power. It has been proposed [53, 72] that in the future the use of EVs could buffer
renewable power sources such as wind power, for example, by storing the excess
energy produced during windy periods and deliver it back to the grid during high
load periods, thus effectively stabilizing the intermittency of wind power. Some
researches [29, 61, 97, 118] see this application of vehicle-to-grid technology as a
renewable energy approach that can penetrate with the increase of the EV market.
However, the required number of EVs to achieve peak shaving will depend heavily
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on the improvement of the battery technology.

1.4 Batteries within electric vehicles

The future success of EVs will depend greatly on battery size, cost, lifetime,
and capacity. The battery capacity of EVs has to contain enough energy to
allow EV users to drive, at least, the minimum distance of ICE vehicles, which
is around 500 km [69] instead of the 800 km as mentioned in [69]. However,
even with very efficient EVs and combining all the available highly efficient EV
technologies, battery capacity still needs to be around 75 kWh, to allow EV users
to drive this distance of 500 km. To date, the battery price per energy density is
around USD 500/kWh [69, 163]. Therefore, the battery alone would cost around
USD 37,500. This extreme price is one of the reasons why EVs with relatively
large battery capacities are still expensive, hence only a few very expensive sport
cars with large battery capacities have found their way to the market [149, 150,
161]. To date, most EVs have shorter driving ranges, e.g., 50 km to 200 km,
which implies batteries with a lower capacity than the aforementioned 75 kWh.
Therefore, the general public perception related to EVs will significantly improve
if an infrastructure, with sufficient fast-recharging locations for the public, would
be in place to significantly augment the driving range for EVs with relatively low
battery capacities. These fast-charging stations should be capable of charging an
empty EV battery in less than 30 minutes, preferably around 5 to 10 minutes.

The current state of the art distinguishes two types of battery chargers (see Ta-
ble 1.1):

• Low power chargers with a limited capacity, but very efficient, lightweight,
and compact [93, 147];

• High power chargers with a high power and volume [2, 59].

For fast-charging applications it is desirable to combine the above two types of
battery chargers. The fast chargers for EV applications have to be more compact,
efficient, and designed for higher power (50-500 kW).

1.5 Fast charging

Fast charging requires battery technologies that are able to withstand high charg-
ing current. In [46] an EV is mentioned with a battery that charges in about
10 minutes. This EV has a range of 200 km, and a battery capacity of 32 kWh,
which is approximately half of what is necessary to drive the minimum acceptable
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Table 1.1: Comparison between low- and high-power converters for battery
charger applications [16, 49, 69].

Parameter Low power Industrial
high power

Power level < 5 kW 10-500 kW
Input Single phase Three phase
Efficiency 90-93% 85-90%
Switching frequency 25-50 kHz 50 Hz
Magnetics Ferrite Laminated steel
Power ports Two Two
Power flow Uni-directional Uni-directional

Table 1.2: Example of an EV with an operational range of 200 km that can be
charged in 10 minutes [46].

Vehicle Mass 1700 kg
Motor Four in-wheel motors
Gearbox No
Battery type Lithium-Titanate
Battery voltage 243–415 V
Battery mass 550 kg (1.6 kg/cell)
Battery capacity 32 kWh
Fast charging 250 kW (10 minutes)
Operation range 200 km
Acceleration 0-100 km/h 6 s

driving range (around 500 km as mentioned in section 1.4). The used lithium-
titanate battery in this vehicle can be charged in only 10 minutes [8, 75]. However,
to achieve this limited charging time, a fast charger with a power level of 250 kW
is necessary, and consequently a high current will be drained from the utility grid.
Based on the distribution structure in the Netherlands [115], as shown in Fig. 1.3,
it is possible to connect loads of up to 1 MW to the distribution lines of 400 V.
Thus, a 250 kW fast charger could be directly connected to the low voltage level,
to service the EV as described in Table 1.2. However, future fast-charging stations
will certainly comprehend more than one charger.

Figure 1.4 shows a possible schematic of a fast-charging station for six EVs. In
this station each charger can deliver 250 kW, and therefore, the maximum power
drawn by this charging station is 1.5 MW. A utility grid for 400 V cannot support
such power. Thus, the station should be connected to the 10 kV transmission line
that can support loads of up to 100 MW. To connect the charging station, a
conventional low-frequency 300 kVA transformer could still be used [1]. This
transformer can support line-to-line output voltages of up to 690 V and deliver
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Figure 1.3: Load constraints of the distribution and transmission lines in the
Netherlands [115].

phase currents of 435 A, which suffice for each individual fast charger.

Conventional dc/dc and ac/dc converters could be used within these fast-charger
stations. However, due to the required power level, these conventional converters
have to have parallel inverters. The advantages of a fast charger using conventional
parallel inverters are as follows:

• Possibility of using standard, off-the-shelf, converters;

• Use of standard power modules within the parallel converters;

• Technical maturity of the individual converters;

• Low-cost system.

However, some disadvantages of standard converters with parallel inverters are
apparent as well:

• Installation cost: Installing the system with many individual components
is time-consuming and, therefore, more expensive. The system will also be
more fault sensitive;
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Figure 1.4: Fast-charging station for six electric vehicles.

• Volume: Because there are many individual components, more space and
cooling are required;

• Efficiency: Although modern two-port converters have an efficiency of around
95%, the complex composition of the power system involves greater losses
due to suboptimal solutions in terms of control, cabling, connectors, heat
losses, etc;

• Complexity: Controlling and directing the power flow in each inverter re-
quires a separate processor;

• Investment: The cost of installation is relatively high because individual
power inverters have to be used. Therefore, additional investments for the
control (e.g., separate processors) and cooling systems are necessary.

Ideally, high-power converters should be designed without paralleling inverters.
There are alternatives to parallel inverters:

• Design a single converter using components that can support higher stresses
(current, voltage, and temperature);

• Redesign the converter using multiport topologies [141, 166].

Multiport topologies often include energy storage buffers, to allow for fast en-
ergy transients between loads and sources with different time responses. This
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additional energy storage buffer can also be used for peak shaving, and there-
fore, reduce the peak power drained from the utility grid. As a result, multiport
converters can be designed using lower, hence cheaper, power modules.

1.6 Multiport converters

Power electronic converters are applied to simultaneously satisfy the needs of both
energy sources and loads. When matching sources and loads with quite different
time responses, it is unavoidable to introduce energy storage buffers to allow
fast energy transients. Examples of applications with different time responses
are electric vehicles, fuel cellbased stationary applications, grid-connected wind
generation systems, and dynamic active filters that guarantee a certain level of
power quality.

A recently introduced family of multiport bidirectional dc-dc converters derived
from a general topology has been proposed [29, 141, 166]. This multiport topol-
ogy uses a combination of a dc-link and magnetic coupling. In this respect, the
topology interconnects multiple sources, storage devices, and loads without the
penalty of an extra conversion or additional switches. The resulting converters
consequently have the advantage of being simple in topology and inclusion of a
minimum number of power devices. The topology introduces several new possibil-
ities to construct a multiport converter for particular applications and, due to its
flexibility in structure, provides a solution to connect diverse sources and loads.
The system features a minimal number of conversion steps, making compact pack-
aging possible. In addition, it allows for the control and power management of the
converter by a single digital processor. This centralized control eliminates com-
plicated communication structures that would be necessary in the conventional
topology based on separate conversion stages.

A potential application of this multiport technology at higher power levels would
be in future power systems, where interfacing of various energy sources will be a
must. An ideal multi-input power supply could accommodate an infinite variety
of sources and combine their advantages. With multiple inputs, the diversified
energy sources increase reliability and utilization.

In this thesis multiport topologies are proposed to fast charge EVs. Fast charging
an EV battery requires high power to be drawn from the utility grid. The mul-
tiport topology has a port with rapid time response to supply the energy during
the relatively short charge period. If this port is designed to be faster than the
utility grid, it can guarantee, locally, the grid power quality. Moreover, this rapid
port could be used to buffer energy when the power demand of the utility grid
is low and to deliver energy to the load when the grid power demand is high
(peak-shaving approach).

A few multiport topologies have been recently proposed [140–142, 166], but very
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few have been experimentally verified. In [141, 166] multiport converters were
tested for low power levels (<3 kW), using single-phase converters in each port. In
[140], a multiport topology using bidirectional three-phase converters in each port
is proposed. This converter was designed for high-power applications, but was not
experimentally verified. Moreover, each port of the multiport converter proposed
in [140] was designed for dc voltage. Thus, if an ac port is required, for instance,
to connect to the utility grid, an extra inverter needs to be implemented. This
extra inverter means an additional energy conversion, hence increased capacitor at
the dc-link stage and a decrease in converter efficiency and reliability. Therefore,
a bidirectional three-phase three-port converter using a direct ac/ac converter to
connect with the utility grid is proposed, analyzed, designed, and verified in this
thesis.

1.7 Thesis contributions

The current infrastructure of the utility grid is unsuitable for a large-scale tran-
sition to electric vehicles. Simply expanding the entire network is not feasible in
terms of cost and efficiency. Moreover, the introduction of fast-charger systems in
the utility grid will affect power quality. Hence, the infrastructure of the utility
grid needs to be improved. Therefore, as a possible supporting solution, this the-
sis proposes a multiport converter to improve the energy management
of fast-charger systems. Furthermore, to evaluate the topology performance
an experimental investigation of the proposed multiport converter is
verified.

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

1. Development of methods to calculate coaxial transformer param-
eters. This method can be used to calculate the leakage and magnetizing
inductance of a single-phase coaxial transformer. Finite element methods
(FEM) are implemented and verified with experiments.

2. Design and experimental verification of a high-frequency trans-
former for the power level of 40 kW. A three-port transformer built
with UU-shaped ferrite cores can be used to link a three-port converter.
This transformer is designed for high frequency (10-20 kHz) and maximum
power of 40 kW. Methods to determine the temperature on the magnetics
(transformer and inductors) are introduced.

3. An isolated bidirectional dc/dc converter using three-leg and six-
leg inverters. This converter is an extension of a three-phase dual active
bridge converter. The proposed converter can have a ratio between input
and output dc voltages of two, while maintaining the same current in all the
switches. Therefore, this converter is suitable for EV batteries with low dc
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voltage. Simulations and experimental results for the power level of 20 kW
are presented to validate the theoretical analysis.

4. Direct ac/ac converter (matrix converter) with high input fre-
quency. Conventional ac/ac converters require the input and output fre-
quency to be much lower than the switching frequency. The designed and
built direct ac/ac converter has an input frequency equal to the switching
frequency (10-20 kHz), and low output frequency (50 Hz).

5. Simulation framework to evaluate the losses and overvoltage across
the switches of the proposed direct ac/ac converter. With the use
of well-known RLC circuit equations, a method is described to estimate
the overvoltage across the proposed ac/ac converter switches. Solutions to
decrease the overvoltage and semiconductor losses are presented.

6. An isolated bidirectional dc/ac converter implemented by a six-leg
inverter connected to an ac/ac converter. To control the bidirectional
power flow between utility grid and energy storage, a high-power dc/ac
converter is proposed. Simulations and experimental results for the power
level of 20 kW are presented.

7. Design and implementation of a 40 kW bidirectional three-phase
three-port converter. A bidirectional three-port converter is proposed
to connect the vehicle battery, utility grid, and stationary storage battery.
These three ports are magnetically coupled by a high-frequency transformer,
and the power flow between these ports can be independently controlled.
Simulations and experimental results are presented.

8. Changes in the utility grid facilities to reduce the impact from
the introduction of fast-charger systems. The change is based on
the implementation of an extra stationary source next to the facilities of
the utility grid using the thee-port converter proposed in this thesis. The
advantages of the proposed system are the possibility of bidirectional energy
management in more than two ports, improvement of the power quality, and
peak-shaving capability.

1.8 Thesis outline

This thesis is divided into three parts. In the first part the main characteristics
of EV architectures, charging stations, impact on the utility grid, and dc/dc and
ac/ac converters for EVs are discussed. In the second part a three-port converter
is proposed and the power flow steering between each port is explained. Finally,
in the third part, the conclusions and recommendations are presented.
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Part I: Vehicle electrification

Chapter 2: A brief overview of dc/dc converters that can provide a high voltage
ratio between input and output, low input current ripple, and bidirectional power
flow capability is presented.

Chapter 3: This chapter discusses compact and reliable ac/ac converters, toward
the design of direct ac/ac converter as proposed in chapter 7.

Chapter 4: Architectures, storage devices, charging methods, equipment, and
the impact of fast charging of electric vehicles on the utility grid are described.

Part II: Three-port bidirectional conversion systems

Chapter 5: A multiport converter that minimizes pollution of fast-charging
stations to the utility grid is suggested. This multiport converter consists of three
ports, i.e., the electric vehicle battery, the utility grid, and the stationary storage
battery. Further, conventional and coaxially wound high-frequency transformers
are discussed and experimentally verified.

Chapter 6: A dc/dc converter that is implemented to control the power flow
between the stationary storage battery and electric vehicle battery is described.
Simulations and experimental results are included to validate the study.

Chapter 7: Techniques to control the power flow between the stationary storage
battery and the utility grid are discussed. Further, a dc/ac converter consisting of
a six-leg inverted combined with a direct ac/ac converter is proposed. Simulations
and experimental results are also included in this chapter to verify the theoretical
study.

Chapter 8: Simulations and experimental results are presented for the three-
port converter as proposed in chapter 5. Experimental verifications are carried
out for a power level of 40 kW.
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Part III: Closing

Chapter 9: Conclusions and recommendations for future research and develop-
ment are presented.
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Vehicle electrification





Chapter 2

Dc/dc power converters for
battery charging applications

2.1 Introduction

Electric vehicles (EV) are among the most promising alternatives to reduce CO2

emissions in the automobile industry. However, this new technology will heavily
depend on battery packs. It is therefore important to develop accurate battery
models and power converters for EV applications.

The design of power converters for EV batteries is a challenging task because of
the nonlinear physical effects of batteries during their discharge. In the ideal case,
the battery voltage stays constant during discharge, with an instantaneous drop
to zero when the battery is empty. In the same way, the ideal capacity would
be constant for all discharge currents, and all energy stored in the battery would
be used. For a real battery, however, the voltage drops slowly during discharge,
and the effective capacity is lower for high discharge currents [77]. Many battery
models can be found in the literature, and different approaches can be used to
model the battery properties. With the use of these models it is possible to predict
parameters like state of charge, terminal voltage, and even battery temperature
for determined conditions [51, 120].

Due to the nonlinear behavior of batteries, a battery management system (BMS)
is commonly used in the EV applications system to monitor and control battery
packs. The BMS provides the necessary monitoring and control to protect each
battery cell. This is essential in automotive applications, because the vehicle bat-
tery usually works in dynamic conditions. Most EV battery packs are composed
of many battery cells. Each cell has an average voltage of 3.7 V. Therefore, many
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cells are connected in series to obtain the desired output voltage level. For in-
stance, for a battery bank with a terminal voltage of 400 V, 110 battery cells
are connected in series, resulting in a large and heavy bank. To avoid the use
of a large number of cells in series, it is desirable to decrease the voltage of the
battery bank. However, to decrease the voltage of the battery bank, switches that
can withstand higher currents are needed. Therefore, if battery packs with lower
voltage are desired, the converters connected to these battery packs should also
support higher current levels. Moreover, these power converters should be able to
charge and discharge the battery, i.e., provide bidirectional capability and cope
with different battery voltage levels.

This chapter provides an overview of a few dc/dc converters that can provide
bidirectional power flow control, galvanic isolation, stability for different voltage
levels, and high-current capability. A bidirectional dc/dc converter is proposed in
chapter 6, to control the power flow between two batteries, based on two converters
shown in this chapter (the dual active bridge and the dc/dc converter using three
full-bridges).

2.2 Battery charger characteristics

One of the biggest challenges for the development of EV technology is the battery
charging process [58]. The EV battery can be fast-charged or slowly charged
[17, 164]. When the EV battery is slowly charged, the electric vehicle is connected
to an ac voltage and the battery charger (ac/dc converter) is placed inside the
vehicle. In this case the electric vehicle can be directly charged from the utility
grid. On the other hand, when the EV battery is fast-charged, the electric vehicle
is directly connected to a dc voltage because the battery charger (or fast-charger
converter) is placed outside the vehicle.

To classify the EV battery charging process, the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE) [126] divided the EV charging process into three different levels, as shown in
Table 2.1. These charging levels are used as a standard by most EVmanufacturers.

As shown in Table 2.1, the power level in EV fast-charging applications is normally
higher than 50 kW, and the EV battery can be charged in only 10 minutes [8,
46]. Some types of batteries, such as lithium-ion, lithium-titanate, lithium-iron
phosphate, and even certain nickelmetal hydride variants, can be charged up to
their full capacity in 10 to 20 minutes [17, 46, 74]. To fast-charge an EV battery,
however, a high current in a short time is required. Therefore, the converter that
manages the power flow between the utility grid and the vehicle battery has to
be able to control the power flow and supply these high currents. Moreover, for
optimum performance, the EV battery has to be charged (or discharged) with a
regular dc current, i.e., with very low current ripple and noise. Disturbances of
the battery terminal current may have a significant impact on the battery lifetime.
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Table 2.1: Charging options for an electric vehicle [126].

Level Voltage and current Usage Power (kW) Charging time

Level 1 120V (ac), 15A Home 1.4 18 hours

Level 2 230V (ac), 15A Home 3.5 8 hours

Level 2 230V (ac), 30A Home/Public 6.9 4 hours

Level 3 up to Public/Private 50-330 10-50 min
600V (dc), 550A (fast charging)

Table 2.2: Power levels for dc charging [17, 126].

Charger power level (kW)
Type of charging Heavy Duty SUV/Sedan Small Sedan

Fast charge (10 min.), 100% SoC 500 250 125
Rapid charge (15 min.), 60% SoC 250 125 60
Quick charge (60 min.), 70% SoC 75 35 20
Plug-in-hybrid (30 min.) 40 20 10

Unfortunately, dc/dc converters that are connected to the batteries also inject
current ripple. Therefore, the following sections present converters that are ca-
pable of controlling the power flow between battery and load, with high-current
capability and low current ripple.

2.3 Dc/dc converter for low-voltage applications

For an electric vehicle connected to the utility grid, the general structure is imple-
mented by an ac/dc inverter (to obtain a dc voltage), an isolated dc/dc converter,
and a relatively low-voltage (200-450 V) battery pack as the load. In EV fast-
charging applications (see Table 2.2), this dc/dc converter inevitably sees a high
current in the EV side, making the design of a dc/dc converter with low-voltage
and high-current levels very challenging. The converter needs to be capable of
high-power operation with a high-voltage conversion ratio.

In [94] a dc/dc converter using three full-bridges in parallel is proposed for low-
voltage high-current applications. It consists of three full-bridge inverters whose
outputs are connected to a three-phase full-bridge diode rectifier through a set
of transformers, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The proposed transformer with a wye
connection in the secondary winding is capable of boosting the output voltage
without increasing the transformer ratio coefficient. The major features of the
converter are as follows:
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Figure 2.1: Dc/dc converter using three full-bridge inverters in parallel at the
input side.

• Increased converter power rating by paralleling phases, not by paralleling
multiple devices;

• Doubled output voltage by transformer delta-wye connection, thus lowering
the turn ratio;

• Reduced size of output filter and input dc bus capacitor with interleaved
control;

• Achieved zero-voltage zero-current switching (ZVZCS) over a wide load
range without auxiliary circuitry.

The three full-bridge single-phase converters can be controlled in an interleaved
manner, which means the output waveforms are shifted by 120◦ from each other.
Therefore, the rectifier output ripple frequency increases up to six times the
switching frequency, significantly reducing the size of the output filter.

This converter is highly recommended as the interface between a low-voltage high-
power source and an inverter load. It is also suitable for other low-voltage sources,
such as batteries and solar panels, to supply high-voltage, high-power dc to other
circuits.

The drawback of this topology is the large number of switches and drivers. De-
spite the fact that this converter does not allow bidirectional power flow, this
topology has a high ratio between the primary and the secondary voltage, and it
might be a good candidate for dc/dc converters used in fast-charging applications.
Furthermore, this converter can be adapted to allow bidirectional power flow, sub-
stituting the diode-bridge with a pulse width modulation (PWM) rectifier. This
variant is discussed in chapter 6.
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Figure 2.2: Non-isolated half-bridge bidirectional converter.

2.4 Bidirectional dc/dc converters

Most dc/dc converters are designed to have power flow in only one direction, i.e.,
from the input to the output. However, a few topologies can be made bidirec-
tional by replacing the rectifying diodes with transistors. Bidirectional converters
are normally used in automotive applications for regenerative braking [159, 162]
and are also implemented in smart-grid systems to inject or drain energy from
the utility grid [12, 61]. Recently, EV chargers have been implemented with bidi-
rectional converters to return energy from the EV batteries to the utility grid,
to enhance the performance of the utility grid. This technology is also known as
vehicle-to-grid technology (V2G) [97, 118, 152].

Bidirectional converters can be as simple as the half-bridge converter shown in
Fig. 2.2 [7, 39, 101, 133]. This converter is a two-quadrant converter, i.e., the
direct voltage is always positive, but the current can be positive or negative. It
has a low number of components, is highly efficiency, and is therefore used in many
low-power applications. If a small ripple input current is required, an interleaved
topology can be implemented by placing inverter-legs and inductors in parallel
[66]. Although this topology allows bidirectional power flow, it does not meet
the power level criteria for fast-charging applications. A converter that provides
high-power bidirectional conversion is described in the following subsection.

2.4.1 Dual active bridge topology

The dual active bridge (DAB), shown in Fig. 2.3, was first introduced in [11, 36,
81]. This topology is suitable for bidirectional dc/dc conversion when isolation
between the primary and the secondary sides is required. The DAB can provide
ZVS over most of the operating area without the need for additional circuits
[56, 60, 71]. Due to the high switching frequency, the magnetic components can
be downsized, and therefore, this topology has high power density.

In each full-bridge, a square-wave voltage should be applied to the corresponding
transformer winding. The two square waveform voltages, vP and vS in Fig. 2.3,
are phase-shifted with respect to each other, leading to power flow through the
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Figure 2.3: Dual active bridge (DAB) converter.
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent circuit for DAB topology referenced to the primary side.

inductor Llk. This inductor represents the sum of the primary and the secondary
leakage referenced to the primary side. Because the frequency for this converter
is always fixed, Llk can be used as an energy transfer element.

Figure 2.4 shows the primary-referred equivalent circuit for DAB converters.

Replacing the transformer with an inductor simplifies the circuit analysis. The
dc conversion ratio can be defined as

d =
UIN

NUO
, (2.1)

where N = NS/NP. The full soft-switching range can be obtained when d=1.
Figure 2.5 shows the idealized waveforms for d=1, i.e., UIN = U′

O.

The square waveforms vP and vS can be easily controlled by the gate signals
S1, S

′
2 and S3, S

′
4, and, consequently, the power flow can be steered. The power

flow equation for this converter is given by [82]

P =
UINUO

NωLlk
δ(1 − |δ|

π
) [W], (2.2)
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Figure 2.5: Ideal DAB waveforms (d=1, δ > 0).

where δ is the phase-shift between the two full-bridges, and ω = 2πf , where f is
the switching frequency. The maximum power is reached when δ = π/2.

To avoid an excess of reactive power the operational region should be |δ| � π/2
[82]. According to [139] the reactive power of the DAB is given by

Q =
δ2UINUO

N2πωLlk
[var], (2.3)

and the apparent power and power factor are found to be, respectively,

S =
√

P2 +Q2 [VA], (2.4)

and

PF =
P

S
=

π − δ
√

δ2/4 + (π − δ)2
. (2.5)

In accordance with (2.3), to avoid an excess of reactive power, the angle δ has
to be designed as small as possible. This can be achieved by choosing a small
inductance. However, a small inductance makes the power flow control quite
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Figure 2.6: Effect of δ on the input current.

sensitive, and therefore high accuracy control is required. Therefore, it is advisable
to choose the operating phase shift δ within π/12 to π/4 [139]. In this way the
power factor will not deteriorate and the control system can be implemented
easily.

A large δ also increases the peak of the input current iIN, as shown in Fig. 2.6.
In Fig. 2.6, the shaded area represents the reactive power.

According to [139], for a given power flow (or inductance) and phase shift, the
RMS current in the transformer is given by

Irms =
UINδ

ωLlk

√

1− 2

3π
δ =

P
√

1− 2
3π δ

UIN(1− |δ|
π )

[A]. (2.6)

Based on (2.6), it is possible to conclude that a small phase-shift will generate
an input current with lower RMS current, compared with a higher phase-shift for
the same amount of power transferred. Therefore, the filter capacitor placed at
the input side is smaller.

The main drawback of the DAB converter is that it cannot handle a wide in-
put voltage range (e.g., fuel cells and supercapacitors). In such a case the soft-
switching region of operation will be significantly reduced [36, 82]. Therefore,
techniques to increase the range have to be implemented [143].

2.5 Conclusions

Electric vehicle batteries show nonlinear behavior during charging and discharge,
and therefore, the battery-pack terminal voltage has different values when the
battery is fully charged or discharged. Thus, the dc/dc converter that links this
battery to the source should be designed for a large voltage operational range.
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Furthermore, because of the relatively low-voltage level in the battery-pack ter-
minal and the high power required in EV fast-charge applications, the converter
should be able to provide a high voltage ratio between input and output, and high
power-flow capability.

The converters that can provide a wide voltage ratio between input and output
are usually composed of high-frequency transformers. Due to high operation
frequency, transformers have low volume and high density. Furthermore, the
transformer can provide galvanic isolation.

Most of the dc/dc converters mentioned in this chapter use a full-bridge con-
nected to a high-frequency transformer. This combination provides a wide volt-
age range, and such topologies can handle higher current due to the number of
switches. Furthermore, in most of these topologies soft-switching techniques can
be implemented, and bidirectional power flow is allowed.

A high-power density topology that presents all the required features (high-power
capability, galvanic isolation, and bidirectional power flow) is the dual active
bridge. It is isolated by a high-frequency transformer, has bidirectional power
flow, and has soft-switching for a wide voltage range. The power flow can be
easy controlled through the phase-shift between the two full-bridges across the
transformer. The reactive power can also be avoided if certain limits on the
phase-shift are imposed.

Another topology that presents most of the required feature is the dc/dc converter
using three full-bridges in parallel at the input side, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The
output is connected to a three-phase full-bridge diode rectifier through a set of
transformers, and therefore it has unidirectional power flow characteristics. The
major features of this converter are double output voltage by transformer delta-
wye connection, ZVZCS over a wide load range, and high power rating due to a
large number of switches in parallel. As its drawbacks, this topology involves a
large number of switches and drivers, and bidirectional power flow is not allowed.

Although the converter shown in Fig. 2.1 does not allow bidirectional power flow,
substituting the diode-bridge with a PWM rectifier can make this converter similar
to the three-phase DAB converter. However, it can support higher current levels
at the input side, with lower input current ripple, due to the parallel phases at
the input stage. The link between these two converters is discussed in chapter 6.
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Chapter 3

Ac/ac power converters for
electric vehicle applications

3.1 Introduction

The conversion of input power at a given frequency to output power at different
frequency can be carried out using direct or indirect power converter topologies.

Indirect topologies consist of two or more stages of conversion, and an intermediate
dc-link stage is always present. A typical example of an indirect ac/dc/ac power
conversion, with two stages, is a diode-bridge rectifier connected to an inverter
topology. In this converter an alternating voltage is first converted to a dc voltage,
and then converted to ac voltage, at given frequency, using inverter topologies.

On the other hand, direct conversion topologies use a single stage to carry out
the ac/ac conversion. In the literature, several direct ac/ac topologies have been
proposed to carry out this power conversion [88]. A common example of direct
ac/ac topology is the matrix converter. This circuit is pushed by the progress of
power electronic devices, and the prospect of realizing very compact and reliable
ac/ac converters. The matrix topology is frequently seen as a future concept
for variable speed drive technology. However, despite intensive research over the
decades, this topology has until now only achieved low industrial penetration.
The reason for this lies in the complex modulation and dimensioning calculations
compared with indirect converters. Figure 3.1 shows a classification of indirect
and direct converter topologies [88, 89].

In chapter 7, an ac/ac topology is proposed to connect an electric vehicle to the
utility grid. Because the proposed ac/ac topology has many similarities with the
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Figure 3.1: Classification of three-phase ac/ac converters.

matrix converter and other ac/ac converters, this chapter presents a brief overview
of several ac/ac converters.

3.2 Ac/ac power converters with dc-link

3.2.1 PWM voltage source inverter with diode-bridge rec-
tifier

Figure 3.2 shows a common ac/ac converter used for ac drive technology in the
low- and medium-power range [23]. This topology represents the well-known
PWM voltage source inverter (VSI) with diode-bridge rectifiers.
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Figure 3.2: PWM voltage source inverter with diode rectifier.

The diode-bridge rectifiers convert the electrical power from ac to dc, while the
VSI converts dc to ac with variable amplitude and frequency. It is a reliable solu-
tion with low production cost, is simple to implement, and has high performance
modulation strategies available, e.g., PWM, space vector modulation, etc.

Due to the diode-bridge this topology has an ac input current with a large amount
of harmonics that produce voltage distortion. As a result, sensitive equipment
connected to the same power supply might have their performance affected. Fur-
thermore, the current harmonics cause additional losses in the system and may
excite electrical resonance, leading to large overvoltages.

Because this topology is composed of a diode-bridge rectifier, a reverse current is
not allowed. Therefore, a chopper circuit to protect the topology against reversal
energy flow, e.g., during an electromagnetic braking of the motor, needs to be
implemented [23, 88]. This chopper circuit prevents the voltage at the dc-link
from reaching destructive levels. Alternatively, an anti-parallel thyristor bridge
must be implemented in the rectifier section to feed energy back into the ac line
[88].

The dc-link capacitor represents another weak point of the PWMVSI, particularly
when using electrolytic capacitors. These capacitors have a high energy storage
capability but also high temperature sensitivity, which reduces their lifetime [45].
Because electrolytic capacitors are also sensitive to current ripple, they need to
be dimensioned based on the maximum current ripple on the dc-link.
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3.2.2 Ac/ac converter with voltage/current dc-link

Replacing the diode-bridge rectifier from Fig. 3.2 with a PWM rectifier makes a
bidirectional power flow possible, as shown in Fig. 3.3. This topology is known
as a back-to-back configuration (BBC). The bidirectional feature becomes more
attractive for these medium- and high-power-range applications in which regen-
erative operation and speed reversal are involved in steady-state operating condi-
tions, as in automotive applications. Furthermore, a PWM rectifier reduces the
input current harmonic distortion content.

The drawbacks of this topology compared with the previous topology that used
diodes are the higher complexity of the PWM rectifier and inverter control, and
the higher cost due to the large number of switches and drivers. In addition, this
topology also has a reliability problem related to the bank of capacitors at the
dc-link.

This circuit can also be extended to a current source inverter (CSI) scheme, sub-
stituting the capacitor at the dc-link by an inductor, and placing a diode in series
with the switches, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

Due to the large dc-link storage elements, i.e., Ccd and Lcd, both stages are
decoupled, which makes the control easier.

3.2.3 Dc-link capacitor

Often [45, 88, 125] aluminum electrolytic capacitors are used at the dc-link of
power electronics converters, due to their high volumetric efficiency, i.e., capaci-
tance per unit volume. However, aluminum electrolytic capacitors have parasitic
resistances (ESR and Rlk) and inductances (ESL), as shown in Fig. 3.5, which
might reduce the capacitor lifetime.

The lifetime of aluminum electrolytic capacitors is very dependent on environmen-
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Figure 3.5: Equivalent circuit of an electrolytic capacitor [45].

tal and electrical factors. Environmental factors include temperature, humidity,
atmospheric pressure, and vibration. Electrical factors include operating volt-
age, current ripple, and the charge-discharge duty cycle. Among these factors,
temperature (ambient temperature and internal heating due to current ripple) is
the most critical to the lifetime of aluminum electrolytic capacitors. Conditions
such as vibration, shock, and humidity have little effect on the actual capacitor
lifetime.

Because a capacitor is essentially an electrochemical device, an increased temper-
ature accelerates the chemical reaction rate within the capacitor (usually a 10◦C
rise in temperature will double the chemical reaction rate). Therefore, higher
temperatures cause decreasing capacitance (Cel) and increasing resistance (ESR)
due to the gradual evaporation of the electrolyte through the capacitor seal [45].

The parasitic resistance (ESR) in an aluminum electrolytic capacitor is the crit-
ical component in the capacitor design. This parasitic resistance leads to heat
generation when a current (iESR) circulates through the capacitor. The power
generated by iESR and the resistance ESR can be expressed as

PESR = ESR× I2ESR [W]. (3.1)

Therefore, the aluminum electrolytic capacitor has to be designed based on am-
bient temperature and the current ripple through the ESR resistor. Figure 3.6
shows a graph to determine the lifetime of the aluminum electrolytic capacitor. In
this figure IAC represents the current ripple through ESR and IAC,R is the rated
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Figure 3.6: Useful life of electrolytic capacitor versus ambient temperature (TA)
for natural cooling [45].

current ripple, used as a base for the calculations [45]. According to this graph,
if the current IAC is kept constant, the electrolytic capacitor has its lifetime de-
creased by 50% for each 10◦C rise in temperature. The graph also shows a high
current ripple sensitivity.

Due to the high temperature and current ripple sensitivity of the electrolytic
capacitor, its use reduces the lifetime of the system. Therefore, several topologies
are proposed to avoid the use of electrolytic capacitors, as shown in Fig 3.1.
Furthermore, this bank of capacitors has a relatively large physical volume.

As previously described, ac/ac topologies using dc-link capacitors have a few
drawbacks, and it is desirable to avoid them. Although the ac/ac converter with
current dc-link does not use electrolytic capacitors, it employs a large and heavy
inductor at the dc-link, and it should also be avoided. The next sections provide a
brief introduction to indirect ac/ac converters without energy storage components.
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3.3 Indirect matrix converter

The indirect matrix converter (IMC) is derived from the ac/ac converter with
dc-link voltage, as shown in Fig. 3.3. By omitting the dc-link capacitor Cdc from
Fig. 3.3 and adding capacitors at the input side, it is possible to build an ac/ac
converter without an energy storage device [73, 84, 167], as shown in Fig. 3.7.
The current required by the PWM inverter, which circulates through the dc-link,
has to be supplied by the input circuit (controlled rectifier) shown in Fig. 3.7. To
avoid short circuit in the phase of the input circuit, the transistor in anti-parallel
with the diode may be switched on only when its anti-parallel diode is conducting
[88]. Therefore, the transistor from the input circuit has no influence on the dc-
link formation. The transistors in the input stage are only used to allow reverse
current.

This indirect ac/ac topology, when compared with the conventional converter
structure with dc-link storage, as shown in Fig. 3.3, has lower switching losses in
the input circuit [88]. Therefore, this indirect system has a higher efficiency and
still allows for bidirectional power flow. As a drawback, this indirect converter
has relatively high harmonic current levels at the input circuit [88].

To decrease the harmonic current levels at the input circuit, the controlled rectifier
switches (shown in Fig. 3.7) can be replaced with bidirectional switches, as shown
in Fig. 3.8 [90]. A transistor, Sap, is placed in series with the anti-parallel diode
Dap to be able to influence the conductive state of the input stage. However,
when the transistor Sap switches off, a forward voltage may occur and damage
the transistor Spa. To avoid this, a diode (Dpa) should be placed in series with
the transistor Spa. By using this switch configuration, it is possible to control the
current in both directions and, consequently, have an input current with lower
THD and power factor close to unity. This topology can also be built using RB-
IGBT switches [88]. To avoid a short-circuit between two phases, the two upper
or bottom switches should never conduct at the same time.
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The advantages of the IMC are the simple and robust modulation scheme, in-
dependent of the commutation voltage polarity and current flow direction, and
negligible rectifier stage switching losses due to zero-current commutation.

In contrast to the IMC, a direct matrix converter can connect each phase of the in-
put stage (a,b,c) directly to the output stage (A,B,C). In chapter 7 a direct ac/ac
topology is proposed to connect batteries to the utility grid. Because the pro-
posed ac/ac topology has many similarities with the direct matrix converter, the
next section presents a description of the main characteristics of the conventional
matrix converter.

3.4 Direct matrix converter

Direct ac/ac converters consist of an array of power switches connected directly
between the input and the output terminals. The best known example of this
type of power frequency converter is the classical cycloconverter [57].

A conventional matrix converter (CMC) [57] consists of nine switches, as shown
in Fig. 3.9. The inputs a, b, and c are connected to a three-phase voltage-fed
system, for instance the utility grid, and the output is connected to a three-phase
inductive load.

To make things easier for the reader, the three letters describe which output phase
is connected to which input phase, according to the schematic representation of
Fig. 3.10.

The switches used in a matrix converter need to be bidirectional. By definition,
a bidirectional switch is capable of conducting currents and blocking voltages
of both polarities. These four-quadrant switches can be realized using anti-series
connections of IGBTs with anti-parallel diodes, a diode bridge with a single IGBT,
or two reverse blocking IGBTs (RB-IGBT), as shown in Fig. 3.9.
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Because an inductive load is used, a capacitive filter is necessary on the voltage-
fed side, as shown in Fig. 3.9. The capacitor size is inversely proportional to the
matrix converter switching frequency [6].

There is no energy storage component present between the input and the output
of the CMC. Thus, the output voltages have to be generated directly from the
input voltages. The output voltage waveform is created by sampling the input
voltage waveforms. Therefore, the sampling rate has to be set much higher than
both input and output frequencies, and the duration of each sample is controlled
in such a way that the average value of the output waveform within each sample
period tracks the desired output waveform [6].

The input currents are directly generated by the output currents, created by
sampling the output current waveforms. If the switching frequency of the matrix
converter is set to a value that is much higher than the input and output frequency,
the input currents drawn by the converter are sinusoidal, and their harmonic spec-
trum consists only of the desired fundamental component plus harmonic content
around the switching frequency.

Several modulation and control methods have been developed for the matrix con-
verter, allowing the generation of sinusoidal input and output currents, and op-
erating with unity power factor [6, 105, 155].

To avoid a short circuit at the input side, different input phases should never
be connected to the same output phase. On the other hand, because the output
behaves as a current source, one output should only be connected to one input
phase. Furthermore, all output can be connected to the same input phase.

Only one bidirectional switch per output phase must be switched on at any in-
stant. By this constraint, in a three-phase input to three-phase output matrix
converter only 33 = 27 permitted switching combinations are possible. Table 3.1
lists all possible switch positions. Figure 3.11 shows the output voltage space-
vector for switching states of groups II and III.

The voltage space-vector of the line-to-line input (vi) and output (vo) voltage are
given, respectively, by [155]

vi(t) =
2

3
(vab + avbc + a2vca), (3.2)

vo(t) =
2

3
(vAB + avBC + a2vCA), (3.3)

where a = exp(j2π/3). In the complex plane, vo(t) is a vector rotating at angular
frequency ωo.
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Table 3.1: The switching table and corresponding output line voltage of CMC
[155].

Group A B C vAB vBC vCA vo
a b c vab vbc vca vi
a c b −vca −vbc −vab −vi

I b c a vbc vca vab vi
b a c −vab −vca −vbc −vi
c a b vca vab vbc vi
c b a −vbc −vab −vca −vi
a b b vab 0 −vab 2/

√
3 vab

b a a −vab 0 vab −2/
√
3 vab

II-A b c c vbc 0 −vbc 2/
√
3 vbc

c b b −vbc 0 vbc −2/
√
3 vbc

a c c vca 0 −vca 2/
√
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Figure 3.11: Matrix converter output voltage space-vector for switching states of
groups II and III.

In group I, each output line is connected to a different input line. Output space
vectors are constant in amplitude, rotating (in either direction) at the supply
angular frequency.

The second group of switching combinations (II-A, II-B, and II-C) is used in
the CMC modulation. This group generates the maximum possible output volt-
age vector. When these switching voltage vectors are used, for a given input
voltage, the synthesized output voltage is limited to the maximum amplitude of
2/

√
3 = 0.867 times the input voltage [155], as shown in Table 3.1.

In group III, all output lines are connected to a common input line. Output space
vectors have zero amplitude, i.e., they are located at the origin.

A commutation between switches in a matrix converter is more difficult than for
conventional voltage source inverters because there are no natural freewheeling
paths. Figure 3.12 shows a schematic that represents the first two switches of the
converter shown in Fig. 3.9.

The commutation should respect two basic rules: never short-circuit two input
voltage sources, i.e., va and vb in Fig. 3.12, and never switch off at the same time
both SaA and SbA, because then there is no path for the load current iL.

Although the proposed ac/ac topology is different from the one shown in Fig. 3.9,
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Figure 3.12: Prohibited connections for a single-phase matrix converter: a)
short-circuit two input voltage sources (va and vb) or b) switch
off at the same time both SaA and SbA.
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Figure 3.13: Single-phase matrix converter schematic using two IGBTs with anti-
paralleled diodes and common emitter in each cell.

it has to follow the same rules, because the proposed structure also behaves as
voltage-fed on the input and current-fed on the output. Chapter 7 will describe
the commutation strategy used in the proposed topology.

A reliable method of current commutation that respects the previous rules is the
four-step commutation strategy [155]. With this strategy the direction of current
flow through the commutation cells can be controlled.

The strategy can be implemented using a bidirectional switch, as it allows current
flow control in both directions. Figure 3.13 shows a schematic for a single-phase
matrix converter using two IGBTs with anti-paralleled diodes and common emit-
ter in each cell.

Assume the current load (iL) is in the direction shown in Fig. 3.13, and the
upper switches SaA1 and SaA2 are conducting. When a commutation from the
upper switches to the bottom switches is required, the current direction is used
to determine which device in the active switch is not conducting. This device is
then turned off. In this case, that device is the switch SaA2, because the current
is flowing through the diode of the switch SaA2.

Next, the device that is to conduct the current in the selected switch (SbA1)
is gated. The load current is transferred to the incoming device either at this
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point or when the switch SaA1 is turned off. The remaining device, i.e. SbA2, is
turned on to allow current reversals. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show the commutation
sequence described here. This method allows the current to commutate from one
switch cell to another without causing a line-to-line short circuit or a load open
circuit.

3.4.1 Practical issues of the direct matrix converter

Integrated power modules

Although the matrix converter has more switches than the previously discussed
topologies, matrix converter structures can have their size reduced due to the
absence of a capacitor bank and because it is possible to find switch modules
that make the design easier and more compact. Such characteristics make this
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of the physical construction of the very sparse matrix
converter (left) and the back-to-back configuration (right) [125].

topology a good candidate for electric vehicle application, where volume and
weight are limited. In [125] a matrix converter and a back-to-back topology were
designed for the same amount of power, to prove that for certain applications the
CMC can have smaller size than a conventional structure. Figure 3.16 shows the
final prototypes for these two topologies.

The direct matrix converter can be built using single components, or with stan-
dard six-pack IGBT modules. Using this technology it is possible to build the
converter by using only a single component. In this way, the final topology will
be very compact, increasing its reliability and energy density [92]. Figure 3.17
shows a six-pack IGBT module. Figure 3.18 shows the internal circuit of that
single component. The device is designed for a power of 7.5 kW and an input
voltage of 230 V.

Input filter

In practical implementation, a filter has to be used at the input, as shown in
Fig. 3.19. The input filter is necessary to reduce the harmonic content present
in the input current. The filter should be designed based on a few requirements
[87], e.g., reactive power, volume, weight, cutoff frequency. It should be noticed
that this filter does need to store energy coming from the load. In most cases an
LC filter would be used for this application [87, 156]. Moreover, due to the LC
filter some problems appear during the power-up procedure, creating overvoltage
during transient operation [86].

As shown in Fig. 3.19, overvoltages can be eliminated by introducing a damping
resistor in each input phase during the capacitor charging period. The value of the
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Figure 3.17: Complete matrix converter in a single module [108].
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Figure 3.18: Power stage of a single module for CMC [108].

damping resistor must guarantee an aperiodic response of the RLC series circuit.
This cannot be done with the matrix converter running because of the voltage
drop across the damping resistors, but it is a solution to eliminate overvoltages
during power-up.

Overvoltage protection

During the matric converter operation, overvoltage from the input due to line
disturbance might appear, or it may come from the output when faults occur
because of overcurrent. When faults occur, all the switches are switched off and
the energy stored in the output inductors has to be discharged without causing
an overvoltage on the device. Therefore, an extra circuit for protection should be
implemented across the matrix converter. A simple clamp circuit was proposed
by [110], as shown in Fig. 3.20. This clamp circuit uses 12 diodes to connect the
input and output terminals to the capacitor Ccp.
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A second passive protection scheme for low power applications relies on the use
of three varistors, in delta configuration, added at the input and the output sides
of the converter [98].

In chapter 7 the same clamp circuit shown in Fig. 3.20 will be used to protect the
proposed matrix converter. However, it will use only six fast diodes to connect
the load to the capacitor Ccp, because the input side is already connected to a
capacitor from another converter.

3.5 Conclusions

This chapter has presented a brief description of the main characteristics of ac/ac
converters. These converters are usually designed using direct or indirect topolo-
gies.

Indirect topologies consist of two or more stages of conversion, and an interme-
diate dc-link stage is always present. A typical example of an indirect ac/ac
converter is the BBC. This converter is widely used, and it can have bidirec-
tional features. Therefore, this topology becomes more attractive for medium-
and high-power-range applications in which regenerative operation and speed re-
versals are involved. However, converters based on BBC topologies have volume
and reliability problems, due to the large bank of capacitors at the dc-link.

Direct topologies have a single stage to carry out the ac/ac conversion. A common
example of a direct ac/ac topology is the matrix converter. This converter has
more switches compared with the BBC. However, the size of the matrix converter
structure can be reduced due to the absence of capacitor banks. Moreover, matrix
converter switches can be assembled using a single six-pack semiconductor module,
which makes the design easier and more compact. Such characteristics make this
topology a good candidate for electric vehicle applications, where volume and
weight are limited. Therefore, in chapter 7 a direct ac/ac converter is proposed
to connect a bank of batteries to the utility grid.



Chapter 4

Electric vehicle overview

4.1 Introduction

The term electric vehicle (EV) refers to several different technologies. For in-
stance, hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs),
or pure EVs running on an electric motor powered by batteries.

The technologies necessary to build electric vehicles are already available, and
many electric vehicles based on HEVs, PHEVs, and pure EVs are currently on
the market [128, 149, 150, 161]. However, the control and battery technologies are
still being improved. EV manufacturers are looking for batteries that can provide
the best balance between cost, performance, capacity, and durability.

In HEVs and PHEVs, the battery storage is combined with an internal combustion
engine (ICE) to save energy and improve efficiency. Moreover, the braking energy,
usually lost during braking, can be conserved in batteries, further improving the
vehicle efficiency. This improvement is accomplished by a reduction in the internal
combustion engine size [22, 127].

One of the biggest challenges in the development of electric vehicle technology
is the battery charging process [58], which is either fast or slow [17, 164]. If the
battery is slow-charged, the converter that manages the power flow is inside the
vehicle and is usually called an EV onboard charger. In this case, the vehicle can
be directly charged from the utility grid. On the other hand, a fast- charger can
reload a vehicle battery in only 10 minutes [46]. In this case, the charge converter
is outside the vehicle and is called an EV off-board charger. Vehicles with this
type of battery are charged using direct voltage.

The fact that EV batteries can be fast-charged within a few minutes improves the
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electric vehicle acceptance. However, the introduction of fast-charging stations in
distribution grid lines will affect the quality of the energy supplied [163]. There-
fore, certain devices, such as a static var compensator (SVC) or energy storage,
have to be introduced in the network system.

In this thesis, a possible solution to enhance the utility performance during the EV
fast-charging process is proposed. Therefore, a description of the most common
EV architectures, storage devices, charging methods, and equipment is necessary.
To conclude such description, a study about the impact of the introduction of
electric vehicles on the utility grid is presented.

4.2 Full electric vehicles

In an electric vehicle, the energy is portable and the traction effort is given by
an electric motor, as shown in the diagram in Fig. 4.1. The link between the
energy source and the wheels, called the power train, mainly consists of a power
converter, an electric motor, and a transmission [14, 43].

The energy source is usually a battery, but other kinds of energy storage, such as
fuel cells, flywheels, or supercapacitors, are also common. The last two storage
types are often used to optimize the efficiency of EVs when the peak power is
required.

Electric-vehicle batteries differ from the batteries normally used in conventional
vehicles, e.g., SLI (starting, lighting, and ignition) batteries. EV batteries are
designed to give maximum power during different periods of time. Traction bat-
teries have to be designed with a high ampere-hour capacity. Batteries for electric
vehicles are characterized by a relatively high power-to-weight ratio, energy-to-
weight ratio, and energy density. Smaller and lighter batteries reduce the weight
of the vehicle and improve its performance. Compared to the fuel used in internal
combustion engines, all current battery technologies have a much lower specific
energy, and this often impacts the maximum all-electric range of the vehicles. The
battery pack also contains a variety of temperature, voltage, and current sensors.
The collection of data from the pack sensors and the activation of the pack re-
lays are accomplished by the Battery Management System (BMS), as shown in
Fig. 4.1.

Power electronics plays an important role in improving vehicle performance, fuel
economy, emission, safety, and comfort. Power semiconductor devices are widely
used in automotive power electronics systems and have to be designed based
on efficiency, cost, and volume. Active power semiconductor switches, such as
MOSFETs and IGBTs, serve as load drivers for motors.

The power converter is responsible for controlling the power flow between the
energy source and load. In full electric vehicles, the converter is normally bidi-
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Figure 4.1: Electrical vehicle diagram.

rectional to regenerate the energy during braking or when the vehicle is going
downhill.

Electric motors can be of the dc or the ac type. Due to its excellent match with
the road load characteristics and its ease of control, dc series motors have been
used in a number of prototype electric vehicles in the past. However, the size and
maintenance requirements of dc motors are making their use obsolete, not just in
the automotive industry but also in several motor drive applications. The more
recent electric and hybrid vehicles use ac and brushless motors, which include
induction, permanent magnetic, and switched reluctance motors.

Electric motors offer a wide torque curve compared to ICEs, but their efficiency
decreases significantly outside of a certain speed range, especially at low speed;
therefore, a multispeed transmission offers significant benefits to all types of elec-
tric vehicles [134]. A transmission assembly includes various rotating parts, such
as gears, clutches, levels, bearings, and shafts.

4.3 Hybrid electric vehicles

Hybrid electric vehicles combine a conventional internal combustion engine propul-
sion system with an electric propulsion system [9, 20, 104]. The ICE can be used
to generate energy to power the electric machine. An energy storage device buffers
the electrical energy flow between the electric machine, operated as a generator,
and the electric machine, operated as a motor. Because an electric machine can
be operated both as a motor and as a generator, vehicle configurations with a
single electric machine can perform both electric power generation and vehicle
propulsion. The problem is that power generation and power delivery are not
possible at the same time. Therefore, in hybrid vehicles, the traction electric
motors can operate independently or combine with the ICE to power the wheels.

There are a few different configurations or architectures that can be used in HEVs
[25, 104, 157]. The most common one is when the energy flows from the storage
source through a mechanical transmission. In hybrid architectures, the power
is transmitted to the wheels through the mechanical power transmission, the
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Figure 4.2: Series HEV power train.

electrical power transmission, or a combination of both. The mechanical path
consists of an ICE and a transmission, whereas the electrical path consists of
an energy storage system, a generator, a propulsion motor, and a mechanical
transmission. The vehicle power train is designed to meet the vehicle base load
requirements, as well as the peak demand during acceleration and starting. The
arrangement of the power train components and path transmission distinguish
the hybrid architectures as series, parallel, and series-parallel.

4.3.1 Series hybrid powertrain

This is the simplest hybrid configuration. The electric motor provides all the
propulsion power to the wheels [13, 114]. An ICE is connected to a generator
and provides energy to the battery when the state of charge is low. The power
is provided only by the electric motor. Beyond the ICE and the generator, the
propulsion system is the same as that of the electric vehicle; thus, the electric
motor power has the same power as the electric vehicle. The drawback of this
architecture is the size of the electric motor, which has to be rated for the max-
imum power required by the EV. Figure 4.2 shows the series HEV configuration
[160].

Whereas the engine in a conventional vehicle is forced to operate inefficiently to
satisfy the varying power demands of stop-and-go driving, series hybrids perform
at their best in such conditions. This is because the gasoline engine in a series
hybrid is not coupled to the wheels. This means the engine is no longer subject
to the widely varying power demands experienced in stop-and-go driving and
can instead operate in a narrow power range at near-optimum efficiency. This
also eliminates the need for a complicated multispeed transmission and clutch.
Because series drive trains perform best in stop-and-go driving, they are primarily
considered for buses and other urban work vehicles.
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4.3.2 Parallel hybrid power train

In the series hybrid configuration, the primary (ICE) and secondary (battery)
power sources are coupled together electrically [38, 119, 129]. However, in a
parallel hybrid electric vehicle, the primary and secondary sources are coupled
mechanically, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Each engine supplies its power mechanically
to the wheels, such as in a conventional engine-powered vehicle. The mechanical
coupling of the engine and electric motor power leaves room for several different
configurations [28].

In the series configuration, the main drawback is the size of the electrical traction
motor, which should be designed for the maximum power required of the vehicle.
In parallel architecture, this drawback can be removed if the mechanical and
electric engines are connected by a mechanical coupling. In the parallel HEV,
the power requirements of the electric motor in the parallel hybrid is lower than
that of an electric vehicle or series because the ICE engine complements the total
power demand for the vehicle. The power to the wheels could be provided by the
electric motor alone, by the ICE, or by a combination of these two engines.
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4.3.3 Series-parallel hybrid power train

A series-parallel HEV has both series and parallel energy paths [19, 109, 113]. As
shown in Fig. 4.4, a system of motors and/or generators that sometimes includes
a gearing box or power split device allows the engine to recharge the battery. The
variations of this configuration can be very complex or simple depending on the
number of motors/generators and how they are used. These configurations can be
classified as complex hybrids, split-parallel hybrids, or power-split hybrids [28].

The advanced hybrid combines the benefits of the series and parallel types. The
vehicle is primarily a parallel HEV, with a small series element added to the
architecture. In these combinations, the ICE is used to charge the battery. The
small series element ensures that the battery charger is continuously charged
during prolonged wait periods, such as at traffic light stops or in traffic jams.
The controller in this architecture effectively uses the ICE and the electric motor
to guarantee maximum efficiency in different driving conditions. Because the
combustion engine torque output is minimal at lower speeds, a larger ICE is
necessary for acceptable acceleration in a conventional vehicle. The larger engine,
however, has more power than is needed for steady speed cruising. On the other
hand, an electric motor has maximum torque at standstill and is well suited to
complement the engine’s torque deficiency at low RPMs. In a power-split hybrid,
a smaller, less flexible, and highly efficient engine can be used. The smaller
engine, using a more efficient cycle and often operating in the favorable region of
the brake specific fuel consumption map, contributes significantly to the higher
overall efficiency of the vehicle.
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4.4 Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles

A plug-in hybrid electric vehicle is similar to a conventional hybrid vehicle [24,
52, 70]. Both use a gasoline engine and an electric motor. However, a plug-in
hybrid uses larger battery packs that can be recharged by connecting to common
household electricity. This vehicle can operate in battery-only mode for much
longer distances compared to a conventional HEV and is designed to be operated
as a pure electric vehicle, e.g., using only batteries for a specific daily distance.
The ICE is used only to supply extra power to drive an additional distance. The
energy is mainly provided by the utility grid; therefore, this EV has the potential
for higher usage of alternative fuels in comparison to other HEVs, in which all of
the energy comes from fossil fuels [145].

The vehicle battery can be fast- or slow-charged [17]. If the battery is slow-
charged, the converter that manages the power flow is located inside the vehicle
and is usually called an EV onboard charger. In this case, it will take between
6 and 8 hours to charge the battery directly from the utility grid. On the other
hand, a fast-charger can charge a vehicle battery in only 20 minutes. This is called
an EV off-board charger because the charger converter is outside the vehicle. In
this case, the vehicle battery is charged using direct voltage. Figure 4.5 shows a
plug-in HEV architecture using onboard and off-board charges.

In future grid network systems, PHEVs could be connected to the utility grid,
thus becoming part of the system infrastructure. The PHEV batteries could then
be used to store and supply energy when necessary, enhancing the performance of
the utility grid. This concept is known as “Vehicle-to-Grid” power or V2G [97].

A higher-capacity battery increases the mass of the vehicle. This extra mass
affects the EV performance, and the components thus have to be designed for
higher power. Because the battery is quite expensive, this electric vehicle will
have a high cost.

To maximize the PHEV efficiency, this electric vehicle is usually charged from the
utility grid. Using the ICE to charge the battery decreases the PHEV’s benefits.
To achieve the best efficiency, the ICE has to be used in series mode operation
most of the time.

4.5 Energy storage devices used in electric vehi-
cles

For years, flooded lead-acid batteries have been used as a source of energy for
many power applications, for instance, traction and uninterruptible power sup-
plies. However, the main drawbacks of these batteries are their maintenance,
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Figure 4.5: Plug-in HEV power train using an onboard (a) and an off-board (b)
charger.

which entails the regular addition of water to the cells), and their energy density,
which is too low for EV applications. The development of valve-regulated lead-
acid (VRLA) batteries has provided an alternative for flooded lead-acid batteries.
Because of their construction, VRLA batteries do not require the regular addi-
tion of water to the cells, and they expel less gas than flooded lead-acid batteries.
Despite these features, however, the current VRLA batteries are still not suitable
for electric vehicle applications. The improvement of energy storage devices has
become an important task in the development of EVs because the battery is one
of the most expensive components of the technology; it should not be too heavy,
and it should not take too long to charge. Thus, it is important to understand
the benefits and limitations of the storage devices used in electric vehicles.

Below are some features of the traction storage device for EVs [22]:
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• It provides long-range, high-energy density that can be attained with one
charge;

• Its high-energy density makes it possible to attain stable power with deep
discharge characteristics to allow for the acceleration and ascending power
capability of the EV;

• It has a long cycle life with maintenance-free and high-safety mechanisms;

• It is widely accepted as a recyclable device from the environmental stand-
point.

The following subsections describe the main storage devices used in electric vehi-
cles, e.g., batteries, flywheels, and ultracapacitors. A brief description of fuel cell
is also provided.

4.5.1 Batteries

Portable energy storage is the biggest obstacle in the commercialization of electric
vehicles. Among the choices of energy storage devices, batteries have been the
most popular for electric vehicles. The EVs and HEVs on the market use bat-
teries as the main storage device. The desirable characteristics of a battery are:
high specific energy and power, high charge acceptance for both recharging and
regenerative braking, and a long cycle life. Other aspects are also important, for
instance, the methods to determine the state of charge (SoC) and the recycling
facilities for battery components [4].

Lead-acid batteries have been studied for decades; however, the power density of
these batteries is low compared to several other types. The research on alternative
batteries has resurged with the development of EV and HEVs. In addition, the
development of lithium-ion (Li-ion) and nickel-cadmium (NiMH) batteries for
low-power devices opens a possibility for their use in the automotive industry.
The rechargeable batteries considered for electric and hybrid vehicle applications
include lithium-ion, nickel-cadmium hydride, lithium-polymer, and sodium-sulfur
types. Table 4.1 shows a comparison between these batteries.

Among the batteries included in Table 4.1, the most promising is the lithium-
titanate type. This new battery technology utilizes nanotechnology to make an-
odes with an enormous surface area free of carbon. According to [8], these new
batteries have a cycle life of 12 years and can be recharged 18,000 times. It is also
possible to recharge the batteries to more than 80% in only 10 minutes.

Li-ion batteries work by forcing lithium ions from a lithium cobalt oxide cathode to
a carbon anode through an electrolyte solution. The lithium titanate battery has a
modified anode surface composed of lithium titanate nanocrystals. Compared to a
carbon surface, which is only 3 square meters per gram, this anode surface is about
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Table 4.1: Comparison of the most common batteries used in EVs and HEVs [3].

Battery type Specific Specific Energy Cycle
energy power efficiency life

(Wh/Kg) (W/Kg) (%)

Lead-acid 35-50 150-400 80 500-1000
NiMH 60-80 200-400 70 1000
Lithium-ion 90-160 200-350 >90 >1000
Lithium-polymer 150-200 350 not available 1000
Lithium-titanate 80-100 1000 >90 18000
Sodium-sulfur 150-240 230 85 1000

10 mμ

Figure 4.6: Anode surface of the lithium-titanate battery.

100 square meters per gram (see Fig. 4.6), which vastly increases the battery’s
energy storage and enables it to recharge much faster than Li-ion batteries. The
carbon-free anode prevents thermal runaway or overheating, which can cause fires,
making this battery extremely safe.

The amount of current that can be stored and delivered by this new chemistry is
extremely high, between 30 and 100 times that of normal Li-ion batteries [8, 75].
Thus, the battery is ideally suited for UPS systems, electric vehicles, and other
high drain applications.

Lithium-ion batteries are already in the market and are the most commonly used
in EV applications. This battery, which is recommended for long-term use, has
low memory effect, high specific energy of 160 Wh/kg, high specific power of
350 W/kg, and a cycle life longer than 1000. The battery needs a built-in con-
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troller to ensure that every cell operates within a specified voltage, temperature,
and current range during charging and discharging. To optimize power and en-
ergy usage, the cell controller communicates with the vehicle through a battery
management system (BMS). The drawbacks of the lithium-ion battery include its
high cost and the need for a ventilation system to keep the batteries cool. The
manufacturing costs are high because the battery uses an oxidized cobalt material
for the anode, a highly purified organic material for the electrolyte, and a complex
cell control system [3].

The nickel-metal hydride battery consists of nontoxic recyclable materials and
thus is environmentally friendly [3]. It has a cycle life of 1000 or more, is sealed
and maintenance-free, and can be charged quickly in 15 minutes. This battery is
robust and resists overcharging and overdischarging.

The lithium-polymer battery is made using thin film technology. This battery
could be 25% more expensive than the lead-acid type, but it delivers twice the
energy and has a life span of 80000 km [83]. The battery has a maximum op-
erational temperature of 120◦C. It can be fast-charged in less than 90 minutes
but can be damaged by overcharging. The challenge for this technology is to
sufficiently reduce the battery size to fit in an electric vehicle.

The sodium-sulfur (NaS) battery has good characteristics but is still in the devel-
opment stage. The EVs that use these batteries have a range of up to 250 km per
charge. The batteries must be kept at a temperature of around 300◦C to keep the
sulfur in a molten state, and they have built-in heaters to keep the sodium and
sulfur from solidifying. These batteries can cost seven times more than lead-acid
batteries; however, the prices are expected to drop as soon as the production
volume increases. The main disadvantage of the NaS battery is that it has to
be kept at a high temperature and must be charged every 24 hours to keep the
sodium and sulfur melted [153].

Some battery parameters that have practical implications in electric vehicle ap-
plications are described below:

Battery/cell capacity

Battery capacity refers to the amount of charge available, expressed in ampere-
hours (Ah). The capacity of a battery is related to the amount of active materials
and electrolyte it contains and the surface area of the plates. It is measured
by discharging the battery at a constant current until the terminal voltage is
reached. This is usually done at a constant temperature. The battery capacity
is calculated by multiplying the discharged current value by the time required to
reach the terminal voltage. The cells in a battery are connected in series, and the
capacity of the battery is the smallest cell capacity [68]. The theoretical capacity
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in Ah is defined as

QT = 0.278 · FmRn

Mm
[Ah], (4.1)

where F is the Faraday constant (F = 996, 485.33 C/mol), Mm is the molar mass,
mR is the mass of the reactant material, and n is the number of electrons per ion
produced at an electrode.

Steady-state battery equivalent circuit

A battery can be represented as a resistance (RB) connected to a battery internal
voltage (EV), as shown in Fig. 4.7 [144]. The battery internal voltage appears
at the battery terminals as the open circuit when there is no load connected.
Figure 4.8 shows a graph of the voltage in a battery open circuit. As the bat-
tery is gradually discharged, the internal voltage decreases, whereas the internal
resistance increases. Once the battery is completely discharged, the open circuit
voltage decreases sharply. However, to precisely calculate the SoC, other parame-
ters or variables should be considered, for instance, the temperature, the number
of chargers and dischargers, the discharge current, etc.
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State of charge (SoC)

The SoC represents the remaining capacity of the battery after a certain discharge.
The state of charge is often expressed as a percentage of the capacity and can be
calculated as

SoC(t) =
QT −

∫ t

to
i(τ)dτ

QT
× 100 [%]. (4.2)

State of discharge (SoD)

The state of discharge measures the charge drawn from the battery during dis-
charge. It is represented as

SoD(t) = QT − SoC(t) [%]. (4.3)

Depth of discharge (DoD)

The DoD is an alternative method to indicate a battery’s state of charge (SoC).
Whereas SoC units are given in percent, DoD units can be given in Ah or per-
centage points. DoD can be represented as

DoD(t) =
QT − SoC(t)

QT
× 100% [%]. (4.4)

Discharge rate

The discharge rate is the current at which a battery is discharged. It is expressed
as C/h, where C is the capacity of the battery, and h is the discharge time in
hours. For instance, if the battery capacity is 100 Ah, and it is discharged at a
constant current of 50 A, the discharge rate will be 0.5 C, and discharge time is
2 hours. On the other hand, if the current is 200 A, it will take only 30 minutes
to discharge the battery, and the discharge rate will be 2 C. Figure 4.9 shows the
discharge curves for the same battery at different discharge rates.
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Figure 4.9: Discharge curves at constant current with different discharge rates;
EV is the battery internal voltage.

Specific energy (SE)

The energy of a battery is measured based on its capacity and discharge voltage.
The theoretical stored energy could be calculated as

ET = VTQT [Wh], (4.5)

where VT is the terminal voltage, and QT is the theoretical battery capacity.
Therefore, the specific energy (or energy mass density) of a battery is given by

SE =
ET

battery mass
[Wh/kg]. (4.6)

The energy volume density is the amount of energy per unit volume, expressed
as Wh/m3.

Specific power (SP)

The specific power (or power mass density) of a battery is defined as the ratio
between the power delivered by the battery and its mass. It is represented as

SP =
P

battery mass
[W/kg]. (4.7)

The power volume density is the amount of power per unit volume, expressed as
W/m3.
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Figure 4.10: Ragone plot.

Ragone plot

The Ragone plot is a graph used for performance comparison of various energy
storage devices [95, 99]. On such a chart, the energy density values are plotted
versus the power density. Both axes are logarithmic, which allows comparing the
performances of very different devices (for example, extremely high and extremely
low power units). Figure 4.10 shows a Ragone plot for different batteries. Having
more energy means the electric vehicle can be driven for more kilometers before
it has to be recharged, and having more power means the EV can accelerate
faster from 0 to 100 km/h. Therefore, with a Ragone plot, it is easier to compare
batteries and determine which type is best fitted for a specific application.

Battery management system (BMS)

The battery management for electric vehicles is much more demanding than for
other applications, such as telecommunication networks and uninterruptible power
supplies [27, 103]. It has to interface with a number of other onboard systems,
work real-time in rapid charging and discharging conditions when the vehicle
accelerates and brakes, and operate in a harsh and uncontrolled environment.
Below is a list of possible functions of a battery management system [30, 132]:

• Cell protection

• Charge control

• Demand management
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• SoC determination

• State of health (SoH) determination

• Cell balancing

• Battery history monitoring and storage

• Authentication and identification

• Communication

A battery management system provides more vehicle functions than simply man-
aging the battery [26, 138]. The BMS also provides the necessary monitoring and
control to protect the cells. In automotive applications, this is very important
because the vehicle battery usually works in harsh conditions. Therefore, this
protection system must be designed to respond to external fault conditions by
isolating the battery.

An important function of the BMS is to determine the state of charge of the
battery. The BMS monitors and calculates the SoC of each cell in the battery. It
checks for uniform charge in all cells to verify that individual cells do not become
overstressed. The SoC indication is also used to determine the end of the charging
and discharging cycles. Overcharging and overdischarging are the usual causes of
battery failure; therefore, the BMS has to keep the battery operating within its
working range.

The batteries must be maintained at a certain SoC to be able to deliver the
required power but still have enough capacity to receive the regenerative braking
power without risking overcharging the cells. Therefore, accurate information is
needed for an electric vehicle to keep its battery operating within the safe limits.
Figure 4.11 shows the EV battery limitations.
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4.5.2 Flywheel

Flywheels, usually called mechanical batteries, have high instantaneous power and
a high cycle life [15, 48, 67, 112]. A flywheel is very similar to an ultracapacitor
except that it stores energy as kinetic energy, whereas an ultracapacitor stores
energy as potential energy. In a flywheel, as higher the angular speed is, the larger
the energy storage capacity will be. This can be compared to the voltage in an
ultracapacitor, which follows the same principle. The equations are also similar,
but the efficiency of a flywheel is lower than that of an ultracapacitor because it
depends on electromechanical energy conversion in both power flow directions.

Figure 4.12 shows a flywheel system, which consists of the following: a contain-
ment vessel to hold a vacuum for a long time and with non-contact bearings,
strong materials that can resist high stress without rupturing, a power electronic
converter, a brushless motor/generator, and the flywheel mass.

Flywheels are usually nontoxic, fully recyclable, and completely rechargeable. The
lifetime of a flywheel is limited only by the bearing system, the motor/generator,
and the containment vessel vacuum integrity.

To date, flywheels have not been used in electric vehicles. Although there have
been many discussions and studies regarding these systems, their application in
EVs is not yet feasible, mainly because of their high cost compared to batteries
and ultracapacitors.
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4.5.3 Ultracapacitors

An ultracapacitor or supercapacitor is an electrochemical capacitor with relatively
high energy density, typically hundreds of times larger than that of conventional
electrolytic capacitors. This capacitor is also known as an electric double-layer
capacitor (EDLC) because it consists of two layers [22, 32, 68].

In a conventional capacitor, energy is stored by removing electrons from one
electrode and depositing them in another. The electrodes are separated by a
dielectric that controls the capacitor voltage. Construction aspects, such as the
area, the distance between the plates, and the dielectric, define the capacitance.

An ultracapacitor does not have a conventional dielectric. Its two plates are
separated by an insulator, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The small distance between the
charges means there is only a thin physical separation of the layers, which permits
packing plates with a much larger surface area into a given volume, thus resulting
in high capacitance.

Ultracapacitors have high power and store electric energy by accumulating and
separating charges between the particles. Batteries, which are based on the move-
ment of charges in a liquid electrolyte, have relatively slow charge and discharge
times compared to ultracapacitors, which behave like high-power, low-capacity
batteries. Ultracapacitors can provide high power during acceleration and can
receive high power during regenerative braking [31, 33, 96], making them ideal
for electric vehicles. A supercapacitor also has a superior cycle life because, un-
like chemical batteries, it can be cycled very quickly and deeply without a large
decrease in cycle life.

The drawbacks of ultracapacitors are that they have low specific energy, and their
voltage is directly proportional to the state of charge. Therefore, the operation
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range must be limited to high SoC regions, or the power electronic converter’s
control has to compensate for the varying voltage.

4.5.4 Fuel cells

A fuel cell is a device that converts the chemical energy from a fuel into electricity,
similar to what a battery does [76]. The main difference between a fuel cell and
a battery is that the former can produce energy as long as the fuel is supplied,
whereas the battery has to be recharged.

A fuel cell consists of two electrodes, i.e., one cathode and one anode, which is
similar to a battery structure. The fuels used in this device are hydrogen and
oxygen. Figure 4.14 shows a fuel cell structure. The hydrogen flows from the
tank to the anode on one side of the fuel cell, whereas the oxygen from the air
flows to the cathode on the other side of the cell. At the anode, a platinum
catalyst causes the hydrogen to split into positive hydrogen ions (protons) and
negatively charged electrons. The polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) allows
only the positively charged ions to pass through it to the cathode. The negatively
charged electrons must travel along an external circuit to the cathode, creating an
electrical current. At the cathode, the electrons and positively charged hydrogen
ions combine with oxygen to form water, which flows out of the cell.

The fuel cell is one of the most promising power sources for vehicle applications
[63, 64]. They have the advantage of high efficiency and low emissions because
all the free energy in the fuel cell can be converted into electrical energy. The
hydrogen in the fuel cell does not burn as in an internal combustion engine, thus
avoiding losses due to mechanical conversion.

Vehicles powered by fuel cells have some disadvantages. They require a large and
heavy power unit because of the fuel cell’s low power density, they take too long to
start operating, and their power response is not fast enough. Most of the fuel cells
used in vehicles produce less than 1.16 volts, which is too low to power a vehicle.
Therefore, multiple cells must be assembled into a fuel cell stack. The fuel cell
vehicle also has low efficiency during very high and very low power output.

Hybrid fuel cell vehicles are the best solution to overcome the disadvantages of
vehicles powered by fuel cells alone. These use a battery, an ultracapacitor, or a
flywheel to supply the peak power [10, 42, 64]. The hybrid fuel cell vehicle is simi-
lar to the hybrid electric vehicle shown in Fig. 4.5. By replacing the ICE/generator
with a fuel cell stack, it is possible to build a fuel cell hybrid vehicle, as shown in
Fig. 4.15. The battery in Fig. 4.15 can be replaced with a faster-peaking power
source, such as an ultracapacitor or a flywheel system.

During regenerative breaking, the fuel cell system does not operate, and the energy
it generates is stored in the peaking power source (a battery, ultracapacitor, or
flywheel). Because of the peaking power source, the fuel cell system does not need
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Figure 4.14: Fuel cell structure.

to be designed for peak power, and it is not required to deliver large power in a
short time. Additionally, the peaking power source will supply energy during very
high and very low power output, preventing the fuel cell system from operating
in the low efficiency region.

4.6 Charging stations

One of the biggest challenges for the development of electric vehicle technology
is the battery charging process [58], which can be fast or slow [17, 164]. If the
battery is slow-charged, the converter that manages the power flow is inside the
vehicle, and is usually called an electric vehicle onboard charger. In this case,
the vehicle can be directly charged from a utility grid. However, depending on
the charge rating, the system may require an upgrade of the electrical service.
For instance, for a 65-km-range plug-in HEV, charging may take 6 to 8 hours
using a 120 V utility grid voltage. If charged at 240 V, the process may take
three hours. Homeowners using 240 V will probably require an upgrade of their
electrical service because of the much higher current when using a 120 V grid
voltage. Another issue is the vehicle range. Certainly, there will always be a
demand for an increased vehicle range and, consequently, a demand for more
efficient charging.

On the other hand, a fast-charger can reload a vehicle battery in only 10 minutes.
In this case, the charge converter is outside the vehicle and is called an EV off-
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board charger. The vehicle battery is charged using direct voltage. Table 2.2 lists
a few commonly used terms in charging.

Some battery types, such as lithium-ion, lithium-titanate, lithium-iron phosphate,
and even certain nickelmetal hydride variants, can be charged almost to their full
capacity in 10-20 minutes [17, 74]. Fast-chargers require a high current in a short
time; therefore, the converter that manages the power flow between the grid
and the vehicle battery has to be able to control the power flow and supply the
high current. Careful charge management is required to prevent damage to the
batteries because of overcharging.

Most of the plugs and connectors, and the utility grid itself, are not designed
to supply high current peaks. Therefore, an upgrade in the charging interface is
necessary.

The availability of charging stations at work, at shopping locations, or along
streets and roads is also an issue that should be discussed. There are also questions
about who should provide the charging services [40].

In 1998, the California Air Resources Board classified charging power into three
levels. These levels, described in Table 2.1, have been codified in California reg-
ulations and the SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) international standards
[126]. The set of charging options defined is used as a standard by most of the
electric vehicle manufacturers.
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4.6.1 Electrical vehicle supply equipment (EVSE)

In 1996, the NEC and California Article 625 [126] defined EVSE as: “The conduc-
tors, including the ungrounded, grounded, and equipment grounding conductors,
the electric vehicle connectors, attachment plugs, and all other fittings, devices,
power outlets or apparatuses installed specifically for the purpose of delivering
energy from the premises wiring to the electric vehicle.”

Figure 4.16 shows the types of equipment described as EVSE. These include the
supply device, the power cord, and the connector.

The supply device is part of the electric vehicle charging station. It is composed
of a circuit protection device, which measures the amount of energy and displays
other information for the consumer. For levels 1 and 2, the charger is located
onboard the electric vehicle.

The power cord carries the current and usually transmits communication signals
from the supply device to the connector. For levels 1 and 2, an alternating current
is used to charge the EV, which has an onboard charger.

The connector is the plug used to connect the vehicle to the power cord. For
levels 1 and 2, the connector most often used in EVs is the J1772, which is shown
in Fig. 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Connector J1772 for levels 1 and 2.

Figure 4.18: Level 1 onboard charger.

4.6.2 Level 1

This charging level uses the voltage and current available in domestic and business
buildings. The voltage used for this level is 120 V ac (single-phase), and the
current is around 12-16 A. Charging at this level may require minor upgrades of
the existing electrical service if the current drained from the grid is increased to
15-20 A. In addition, the householder may expect to wait 8-18 hours to fully charge
an electric vehicle. Therefore, level 1 is not the preferred method for charging an
electric vehicle. A number of EVs using this level can be found in the market,
e.g., Volt (Chevrolet), Leaf (Nissan), Mini E (BMW), Roadster (Tesla), etc.

Level 1 charging equipment are typically installed onboard, and the 120 V is
brought to the vehicle through a plug and cord set. Figure. 4.18 shows an onboard
charger for this level.
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Figure 4.19: Level 2 connector used in inductive technology: an inductive
method using a cable (top) and wireless charging (bottom).

4.6.3 Level 2

Level 2 is the preferred method for charging an electric vehicle battery because it
is faster than level 1 and can be implemented in both private and public facilities.
The level 2 uses 230 V ac (single-phase) with 40 A branch circuit protection. The
level 2 method uses special equipment to provide a higher level of safety; thus,
it requires an upgrade of the existing electrical service and a permanently wired
and fixed charging station location.

There are two main charging technologies in level 2: conductive and inductive.
However, an electric vehicle will adopt only one of these because the two tech-
nologies use different connectors.

Conductive charging is the method used by most onboard chargers or by systems
that place the charging circuit and control on the vehicle. It uses physically
connecting contacts, similar to those used in common appliances. Figure 4.17
shows the connector used in this technology.

An inductive charger uses mutual inductance to transfer electrical energy from
the source to the vehicle. The ac power is transferred by magnetic coupling from
the primary to the secondary winding on the vehicle side. Current flows through
the primary inductor coil, and the resulting magnetic flux induces an alternating
current in the secondary coil. The system uses an ac/dc converter to charge
the EV battery. In this technology, most of the charging circuits and controls are
outside the EV, i.e., off-board charging is adopted, and they communicate with the
battery and vehicle electronics wirelessly. Figure 4.19 shows two different methods
of transferring energy using inductive technology: through a cable connected to
the primary side and through a wireless charger.
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4.6.4 Level 3

Level 3 charging, also known as fast-charging, adopts a technology that can charge
a vehicle in 20-50 minutes [5, 37, 78]. The power required for level 3 charging is
beyond the capacity of most residential houses. For this reason, level 3 is not
expected to be implemented for residential use.

Level 3 typically uses an off-board charging system serviced by a three-phase
circuit. In practice, the equipment sizes vary from 50 to 80 kW. If the electric
vehicle battery achieves 50% charge in 10 to 15 minutes, the goal of level 3 charging
is considered to have been met [126]. Figure 4.20 shows an example of a level 3
fast-charging station and connector, which has 60 kW rating, 0.95 power factor,
480 V (three-phase ac), 84 A input current, 200 A maximum dc current output,
and 50-600 V maximum dc voltage output.

Level 3 charging provides a way to return large amounts of energy to the propul-
sion batteries in a short period of time. However, the battery may still require
periodic equalizing charges. Therefore, the battery management system (BMS)
is responsible for equalizing the batteries.

4.7 Impact on the utility grid

In the last few years, global warming and high petroleum prices have encouraged
many manufacturers and researches to study new technologies to address issues
regarding the utility grid. Electric vehicles may be an answer to these issues be-
cause they are more efficient than conventional vehicles [40, 163]. The electronics
inside an electric vehicle can provide up to 96% efficiency, which is significant
when compared to the 35% maximum efficiency of ICE vehicles [68].

The increasing use of electric vehicles will have an inevitable impact on the utility
grid. Because EVs are ideally charged during off-peak hours and under controlled
conditions, most studies show that there is sufficient energy generation to supply
these vehicles, and the impact on the grid will be minimal [54, 163]. However,
because of the battery cost, size, and capacity, alternative solutions, such as
fast-charging stations, are necessary to increase public acceptance of EVs. Fast-
charging stations will certainly affect the utility grid, even with a small percentage
of use.
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Figure 4.20: Fast-charging station and connector.

4.7.1 Range anxiety and fast-charging

The battery size, cost, and capacity have been the major obstacles in the success
of electric vehicles. The minimum range of vehicles nowadays is 500 km [69], and
even with very efficient vehicles applying all the different EV technologies, the
battery will need to be at least 75 kWh. In the United States, the battery costs
around USD 500/kWh [69, 163]; therefore, the battery alone costs USD 37,500.
Today it is possible to find vehicles with a shorter driving range, e.g., 50 km
to 200 km, which require batteries with lower capacities. A system with enough
public recharging locations, such fast-charging stations, will certainly increase the
driving range.

As shown in Table 2.1, it is possible to charge an electric vehicle in only 20 minutes
using level 3 technology. This might still be insufficient, however, because the
drivers of conventional vehicles are used to charging their vehicles in 10 minutes
[69]. Another factor to consider is the range anxiety, which refers to the fear of
being stranded in a remote place in an EV vehicle with an empty battery [17].

Using slow-charging technology, a vehicle can cover a short distance around the
service area; however, using fast-charging facilities, this distance can be increased
to cover the entire service area. This may solve the problem of range anxiety.

4.7.2 Impact of fast-charging

Conventional utility grid networks are designed to support loads with a specific
pattern. When a load that requires energy within a short time interval, usually
within minutes, is included in the system, the result is high charging power.
The demand for high charging power from a large number of electric vehicles
connected to the grid produces a pulsating load that leads to voltage flicker in the
distribution transformers. In [163], the impact of fast-charging on the grid and
possible solutions are investigated. The results showed that fast-charging stations
affect the quality of supply and that necessary actions, such as SVC deployment
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and energy storage, need to be taken to keep the fast-charging stations in the
distribution grid.

4.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, an overview of EV architectures (power train), storage devices,
charging methods, and equipment, as well as the impact of the introduction of
EVs on the utility grid, is presented.

The battery size, cost, and capacity are the major obstacles in the success of
electric vehicles. Most of the manufacturers are looking for batteries that provide
the best balance between cost, performance, and durability. The cost of batteries
remains high but is expected to go down once the production volume increases.

Another obstacle to EV acceptance is the charging infrastructure. Most drivers
will switch to EVs only when they are convinced that there are enough EV charg-
ing stations along or near the highways. Such large number of EV charging
stations is necessary because of an important factor called range anxiety, which is
defined as the fear of being stranded in a remote place in an EV vehicle with an
empty battery. With enough charging stations close to the highway, this fear will
be reduced. Furthermore, the battery should be capable of fast-charging to im-
prove EV acceptance. However, to charge fast a vehicle battery, a higher current
is necessary, and an advanced infrastructure should be designed.

With the introduction of fast-charging stations in the utility grid, the quality of
the energy provided by the utility grid will be locally affected, as shown in [44, 80].
Therefore, necessary actions, such as the use of a static var compensator (SVC) or
an extra energy storage source, have to be implemented close to the fast-charging
systems. In the next chapter, an infrastructure is proposed to improve the energy
quality locally and allow the introduction of fast-charging systems in the utility
grid.
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Chapter 5

Three-port converter proposal

5.1 Introduction

As described in the previous chapter (section 4.7), fast-charger systems require
high current in a short time interval. Hence, the converter that manages the power
flow between the grid and the vehicle battery has to be able to supply high currents
with a fast time-response. However, most of the plugs, connectors, and the utility
grid itself are not designed to supply high peak current. Moreover, conventional
utility grid networks are normally designed to support loads with specific power
demand patterns. Introducing loads that require substantial energy in a short
time interval, as in the case of EV fast-charge systems, results in high peak power
demand [18, 34, 35, 121, 163].

Therefore, as a possible solution to decrease the impact on the grid generated by
the implementation of a fast-charger system, an extra storage energy buffer can
be installed on-site. The energy can be stored during peak-off energy rates and
delivered during the fast charging of EV batteries. Furthermore, if this storage
energy buffer has a rapid time response, with appropriate converters and energy
management systems, this storage source can compensate for the mismatch be-
tween the source (utility grid) and the load (EV battery).

A similar idea has been proposed in [21], where a storage battery is used to supply
extra power to a fast-charge system network. Only one stationary storage battery
is connected to a dc bus in parallel with many off-board charger converters. The dc
bus shown in [21] is obtained by rectifying the grid voltage through diode rectifiers.
Therefore, bidirectional power flow is not possible. Because this topology allows
only unidirectional power flow, it is not possible to return energy from the EV
batteries to the utility grid, and some disturbances like transients and voltage sags
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cannot be compensated by the EV or the storage battery. Ideally, the structure
should be designed with bidirectional power flow in all three ports (EV battery,
utility grid, and storage battery ports). One possible candidate to connect three
bidirectional ports is the multiport topology.

Multiport topologies are often composed of energy storage buffers to allow fast
energy transients for loads and sources with different time responses. This extra
energy storage buffer can also be used for peak shaving, and therefore, for reducing
the power drained from the utility grid. As a result, the converters that link loads
and sources can be designed using lower power level components. Therefore, a
multiport converter to enhance the performance of the utility grid is proposed in
this chapter.

The proposed converter is composed of three bidirectional ports: the EV battery,
the utility grid, and the stationary storage battery, as shown in Fig. 5.1.

The EV battery and the stationary storage battery behave as a dc voltage source,
while the utility grid behaves as an ac voltage source. Therefore, power converters
are necessary to carry out a conversion from dc to ac and from ac to ac, and control
the power flow between the ports. Furthermore, these three ports should allow
bidirectional power flow.

To connect these three ports, a high-frequency transformer is used, as shown
in Fig. 5.1. High-frequency transformers are compact, efficient, and have high
energy density, and hence are a good option for EV applications. This chapter
investigates conventional and coaxially wound high-frequency transformers and
describes their characteristics.
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5.2 Bidirectional high-power three-phase three-
port converter

The proposed converter is composed of three ports: the vehicle battery (VB), the
utility grid (UG), and the stationary storage battery (SB) with a high-frequency
link transformer as interface. The three ports use bidirectional converters, as
shown in Fig. 5.2.

The power flow between the ports can be controlled independently, but they have
to obey the constraint

PSB + PUG + PVB + Plosses = 0, (5.1)

where PSB, PUG, and PVB are the power in the stationary storage battery, the
utility grid, and the EV battery, respectively. Plosses are general losses.

A battery with high current rating and capacity, e.g., lithium or nickel based,
is used at the vehicle battery port to make rapid charging possible. This port is
supplied by the utility grid and the stationary storage port at the same time or by
each port individually. Using this technique, the utility grid has more freedom to
control the power between the ports, i.e., during the hours of peak grid demand
the storage battery can supply the EVs individually but also support the grid
when it is needed. During low grid demand the stationary storage battery is
charged by the grid. In the same way, the EV batteries can support the grid if
this is required.

The vehicle battery can also be charged directly from the grid, and no current
will be injected into the stationary storage battery. In this case, however, all the
power will pass through the six-leg inverter switches. This converter has to be
designed to process the maximum power. Since the proposed topology aims to
reduce the current taken from the grid, charging the vehicle battery directly from
the utility grid at maximum power would decrease the efficiency of the system.
Thus, this strategy should be avoided.

The stationary storage battery port has a six-leg inverter to handle more current
in this port. Thus, it is possible to increase the power delivered by this port.

In agreement with [94], the six-leg inverter in Fig. 5.2 has the following advantages:

• Reduced RMS input current per phase;

• Lower conduction losses;

• High system efficiency;

• Low transformer turns ratio;
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• Reduced size of output filter;

• Reduced size of input capacitor;

• Zero-voltage zero-current switching over a wide load range without the need
for an auxiliary circuit;

• Excellent modularity.

A direct matrix converter has been applied to realize the connection with the util-
ity grid, i.e., carry out the ac/ac conversion. By using a matrix converter topology,
it is possible to control and convert the input power at a given frequency to the
output power at a different frequency and amplitude. The proposed matrix con-
verter has some similarity with the conventional direct matrix converter (CMC)
shown in chapter 3.

To guarantee a sinusoidal current at the input and output of the CMC, the switch-
ing frequency has to be set much higher than the input and output current fre-
quency. In the proposed matrix converter, however, the input ripple current (iVSA,
iVSB, and iVSC) has the same frequency as the switches, and low frequency out-
put current (iLS, iLT, and iLU). Because of this property, the proposed converter
can be connected to a high-frequency transformer at the input side, and to the
utility grid, which has low frequency, at the output side. On the other hand, the
proposed topology employs more switches than a CMC does.

There are two different modulators in the proposed topology: one to control the
power flow between the SB and the UG ports, and another to control the power
flow between the SB and the VB ports. Both modulators use the primary voltage
of each transformer (vPA,vPB, and vPC in Fig. 5.2) as a reference. The power is
managed by adjusting the phase-shift of the voltage between the inductors LS,
LT, LU (low-frequency) and LX, LY, LZ (high-frequency) for the ports UG and
VB, respectively.

The modulation and power flow steering between the three ports will be explained
in detail in chapters 6, 7, and 8.

The interconnection of the three-port converter as proposed has to be achieved
through a high-frequency transformer. A major design challenge of the proposed
high-power three-phase three-port converter is the realization of this transformer,
where low and symmetric leakage inductances are essential to ensure balanced
three-phase currents (transferred power).

Transformers that can provide low-valued naturally symmetric leakage are either
conventionally [36] or coaxially wound [82], as shown in Fig. 5.3. Since convention-
ally wound high-frequency three-phase transformer core shapes are expensive and
difficult to manufacture, both a coaxially wound transformer and high-frequency
transformers using UU-cores in parallel are discussed in the next three sections.
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Figure 5.3: Conventionally wound (a) and coaxially wound (b) transformer.

5.3 Magnetic core

The purpose of a magnetic core is to provide a suitable path for the flow of the
magnetic flux. The ability of a material to convey magnetic flux is defined as
permeability. As usual, the permeability of all materials is measured with respect
to the permeability in vacuum defined as µo.

Most materials, such as air, paper, and wood, present low magnetic flux perme-
ability. A few materials, such as iron, nickel, cobalt, and their alloys, have high
permeability, sometimes ranging into the hundreds of thousands. These materials
and their alloys are used as the base materials for all core materials.

The main purpose of the core is to contain the magnetic flux and create a well-
defined, predictable path for the flux ΦB, as shown in Fig. 5.4. The magnetic path
length and permeability are vital keys in predicting the operation characteristic of
a magnetic device. Selection of a core material and geometry are usually based on
a compromise between conflicting requirements, such as size, weight, temperature
rise, flux density, core loss, and operating frequency.

Among the types of material used to construct cores, ferrite and iron-silicon (FeSi)
lamination are the most common. For operation at low frequency, FeSi lamination
is more appropriate, but at higher frequencies hysteresis losses increase, and the
use of laminated steel becomes impractical.

Ferrite cores are suitable for high-frequency operation, but some drawbacks ap-
pear compared with iron-silicon laminations, such as low saturation flux density
(300 mT) and fragility.

Table 5.1 and Fig 5.5 show an example of a ferrite core. The material saturates
at 360 mT (100◦C); therefore, 200 mT may be used as the maximum magnetic
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Ferrite

BF

vPA

vSA

vTA

Figure 5.4: Magnetic flux (ΦB) path.

Table 5.1: Example of a ferrite core used in applications for a power higher than
1 kW.

Parameter Value

Manufacturer EPCOS
Code B67345
Material N87
Dimensions UU 93/152/30 mm
`e 354 mm
AL 5700 nH
Ae 840 mm2

µe 1900
Core losses < 5.5 W/set
Mass 1.5 kg/set
Volume 102000 mm3

flux density.

5.4 Coaxially wound transformer

Coaxial winding techniques are commonly used in radio-frequency transformers,
offering a feasible solution to confine the leakage flux within the inter-winding
space. This prevents the core from being saturated locally [82]. As a result, the
core and copper losses are lower, and local heating is avoided. Furthermore, from
a mechanical point of view, this technique results in reduced forces within the
transformer and a robust construction. In [82], it has been demonstrated that
in high-frequency soft-switched dc-dc and resonant converters, coaxial windings
can lead to low-loss and low-leakage inductance power transformers. Some of
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Figure 5.5: Hysteresis curve of the core shown in Table 5.1 at different temper-
atures.

the important loss aspects, such as the influence of the skin effect on winding
resistance, the variation of core loss caused by non-uniform core flux density,
and the choice of the dimensions and aspect ratios for maximum efficiency, were
examined in [122].

As demonstrated in Fig. 5.2, for analysis purposes a multiport three-phase trans-
former can be thought of as three separate phases. Thus, the study of only one
single-phase transformer is enough. Figure 5.6 shows the coaxially wound single-
phase transformer that will be studied.

5.4.1 Two-winding coaxially wound transformer

To start with, the calculation of leakage inductances is considered only for two
windings: the primary winding as an outer tube and the secondary as an inner
tube, as shown in Fig. 5.7. To make the calculations easier, the secondary is
considered a solid tube.

The methodology presented in [62] is used to calculate the leakage inductance in
the coaxial transformer. Figure 5.7 shows a view of the coaxial cable with the
magnetic field profile.

To determine the total leakage inductance in Fig. 5.7, it is necessary to calculate
the magnetic field in zones 1 to 4. Because the cable is coaxial, the magnetic
field in zone 4 is zero. Once the H-field is calculated in each zone in Fig. 5.7, the
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Figure 5.6: Single-phase coaxially wound transformer.
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Figure 5.7: Coaxial cable view with magnetic field-strength profile, considering
direct current circulating in the primary winding and this same cur-
rent returning from the secondary winding.
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energy W in each zone can be calculated by

W =
1

2

∫

V

−→
B · −→HdV =

1

2
LI2 [J]. (5.2)

In Appendix the total leakage inductance per length in a coaxial transformer is
developed. It can be found that

Llk

m
=

µo N2

2π

[

1

4
+ ln

(

R2

R1

)

+
R4

3

(R2
3 − R2

2)
2
ln

(

R3

R2

)

+
(R2

2 − 3R2
3)

4(R2
3 − R2

2)

] [

H

m

]

, (5.3)

where µo is the permeability of free space, N is the transformer ratio, and radii
R1, R2, and R3 are shown in Fig. 5.7. Equation (5.3) is developed considering
direct current circulating in the primary winding and this same current returning
from the secondary winding.

A 2D FEM numerical model of the coaxial transformer in Fig. 5.7 was developed
using Maxwell software, to calculate the energy in the four zones of the trans-
former. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the results. When a current with the same
value in the outer tube and inner tube is imposed with opposite direction, the
energy will be concentrated in zones 1 to 3, as shown in Fig. 5.8, which represents
the leakage inductance. The numerical calculations confirm that the result found
in (5.3) is correct.

If high-frequency current is used, skin effects should be considered. The magnetic
field profile will change, but it can be estimated as illustrated by the dotted line
in Fig. 5.7. Thus, to calculate the leakage inductance at high-frequency, radii R1

and R3 must be recalculated by subtracting the skin depth as defined by

δsd =

√

2

ωσµoµcu
[m], (5.4)

where ω is the angular frequency, which is equal to 2πf ; σ is the conductor
conductivity, in [S/m]; and µcu is the relative permeability of copper.

The magnetizing inductance per unit length of a coaxial transformer can be cal-
culated as shown in Appendix. It is found to be

Lmg

m
=

µo µfe N2

2π
ln

(

R4

R3

) [

H

m

]

, (5.5)

where µfe is the relative permeability of the ferrite. For the calculations it is con-
sidered that the current flows only in the primary (outer tube) or secondary (inner
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Figure 5.8: 2D model, developed with Maxwell software, assuming the current
in the outer and inner tubes to have the same value and opposite
directions.

Figure 5.9: 2D model, developed using Maxwell software, considering current
only in the outer tube or inner tube.
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Figure 5.10: 3D model using Maxwell software.

tube) winding. Therefore, all energy will be concentrated in the toroidal core, as
demonstrated in Fig. 5.9, and only a small amount of energy is concentrated in
zones 1 to 3. However, to keep (5.5) simple, only the energy inside the core is
considered, because in this case the magnetizing is much higher than the leakage
inductance.

Using the same procedure as before, the magnetizing inductance observed from the
secondary side is calculated, leading to the same result. Once the magnetizing and
leakage inductances are known, it is possible to determine the 2 by 2 inductance
matrix of this transformer.

A 3D model (Fig. 5.10) is also developed to evaluate the fringing flux from the
external cables. In a later subsection the results from an experimental set-up
show the fringing flux as compared with this model.
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5.4.2 Three-winding coaxially wound transformer

The procedure in the previous section is repeated here, using three windings
instead of two. A 3 by 3 inductance matrix can therefore be calculated. It is now
necessary to find six parameters, i.e., the magnetizing and leakage inductances
observed from each side, as discussed below.

5.4.3 Inductance matrix

Now that we have a method to calculate the leakage and magnetizing inductances
of a coaxial transformer, the related inductance matrix can be defined.

Based on Faraday’s Law, the voltage across the terminal of a winding composed of
several turns, considering the magnetic flux shared equally by all turns, is defined
as

u =
∑

j

d

dt
Φj. (5.6)

Assuming several windings in series, the terminal voltage of the i-th winding is
described by

ui =

Ni
∑

j=1

d

dt
[Φji,1 +Φji,2 + ...], (5.7)

where Ni is the number of turns. Thus, Φji denotes the flux through the turn
j of the winding number i. The secondary index refers to the different currents
through windings 1, 2, 3, etc.

Flux Φji is generated by the current i through the winding j, and is proportional
to this current. Thus, it is possible to write a matrix, normalizing the flux to the
current, as
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, (5.8)

where the terms in the diagonal are known as measurable inductances and will be
designated as Lij. The others terms are mutual inductances and will be addressed
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Figure 5.11: Circuit diagram of T-model for a two-winding transformer.

as Mij. Thus, the matrix can now be represented by
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. (5.9)

It is useful to define coupling coefficients as

kij =
Mij

√

LiiLjj

. (5.10)

5.4.4 Inductance matrix for a two-winding transformer

Using the inductance matrix (5.9) it is possible to determine the terms of a T-
model transformer with i windings. The inductance matrix

[

u1
u2

]

=

[

L1 M
M L2

]

d

dt

[

i1
i2

]

, (5.11)

represents the π–equivalent circuit diagram shown in Fig. 5.11. In this figure we
assume M12 = M21 = M.

The primary and secondary leakage inductance equations are defined based on
Fig. 5.11, in accordance with

Llp = L1 −NM, and (5.12)
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Figure 5.12: Circuit diagram of π-model for a three-winding transformer.

Lls = L2 −
M

N
. (5.13)

Because the model has four parameters and (5.11) has only three, this model
is underdetermined. Some designers use this fact and set for convenience the
primary and secondary leakage inductances as equal.

To measure the three parameters in (5.12) and (5.13) for a real transformer, three
steps are normally carried out: measure the magnetizing inductance in the pri-
mary side, leaving the secondary open; short-circuit the secondary or primary
side and measure the leakage from both sides; and measure the magnetizing in-
ductance from the secondary side with the primary open. With these three steps
it is possible to define the components in Fig. 5.11.

5.4.5 Inductance matrix for a three-winding transformer

For a three-winding transformer the inductance matrix is defined as





u1
u2
u3



 =





L1 M12 M13

M21 L2 M23

M31 M32 L3





d

dt





i1
i2
i3



 . (5.14)

Fig. 5.12 shows the circuit diagram for the π-model using three-windings. Because
the inductance matrix and circuit diagram both have six parameters, this system
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is uniquely determined. The six parameters from Fig. 5.12 are found to be

LL1 = L1 − M12M13

M23
, M = M12M13

M23
,

LL2 = L2 − M12M23

M13
, N2 = M23

M13
,

LL3 = L3 − M13M23

M12
, N3 = M23

M12
.

(5.15)

To calculate these six parameters in a real transformer, six steps must be carried
out: measure three reflected magnetizing inductances on each side, considering
the other two windings open, then short-circuit two windings and measure the
remaining two leakage inductances for all windings. For transformers with more
than three windings a π-model is overdetermined. The inductance matrix can, of
course, always be calculated using (5.9).

5.4.6 Experimental results for a two-winding coaxial trans-
former

To check the theoretical and simulation results a simple one-turn and two-winding
coaxial transformer prototype was constructed. Two prototypes were made: one
using a tube 28.6 cm long and another using two tubes, each with a length of
14.3 cm, as shown in Fig. 5.13. Both prototypes used toroidal ferrite cores, with
a relative permeability (µfe) of 700.

Table 5.2 summarizes the results obtained from experimental measurements using
an impedance analyzer. A 3D Maxwell model was developed for only two tubes
because most of the leakage inductance is concentrated inside the core, when the
one-tube prototype is used. Thus, the fringing flux of the prototype from Fig. 5.13
was neglected.

Theoretical, simulated, and experimental results were obtained at 10 kHz. Theory
and simulation considered the skin effect.

The theoretical, simulated, and experimental inductance matrix of the configura-
tion described in Fig. 5.13, are found to be

Theoretical;

[

28.22 28.23
28.23 28.30

]

, (5.16)

Simulation;

[

28.22 28.22
28.22 28.29

]

, (5.17)
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Table 5.2: Experimental results for two-winding coaxial transformer prototypes.

Leakage Magnetizing
inductance [nH] inductance (µH)

Theoretical (1 tube) 65.13 28.22

Theoretical (2 tubes) 65.13 28.22

3D Maxwell software (1 tube) — —

3D Maxell software (2 tubes) 96.61 28.34

Experimental (1 tube) 68.54 27.75

Experimental (2 tubes) 92.99 27.61

Experimental;

[

27.46 27.57
27.57 27.75

]

. (5.18)

All previous results shown in (5.16), (5.17), and (5.18) are given in µH.

Because a coaxial transformer prototype using three windings was not built, only
theoretical and simulated results are considered, these being very close to each
other. They were found to be





104.51 104.51 104.51
104.51 104.83 104.61
104.51 104.61 104.73



 [µH]. (5.19)

5.4.7 Coaxial transformer remarks

Theoretical and simulation results were obtained for a single-phase coaxial trans-
former, which is intended to be used on each phase of the proposed multiport
converter. Experimental results are given for one turn and two windings. The
measured magnetizing and leakage inductances compare quite well with the the-
oretical and simulated values.

Once the dimensions of the coaxial transformer and some of its desired character-
istics, e.g., number of turns and relative permeability of ferrite, are defined, the
leakage and magnetizing inductances can be accurately calculated.

However, when a coaxial transformer requires more than one turn at the primary
winding, i.e., the inner tube, the construction becomes too complex. Therefore,
this transformer is suitable for applications where a low number of turns is re-
quired. Nevertheless, if a low number of turns is used, the magnetizing inductance
increases, and consequently the total transformer size is larger.
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Figure 5.13: Prototype coaxial transformers using one tube (top) and two tubes
(bottom).

A 120 kW coaxial winding transformer for fast-charging electric vehicles was built
and presented in [85]. An unity turns ratio was chosen with only four turns for
both primary and secondary windings. The resulting transformer has a magne-
tizing to leakage inductance ratio of 1000:1, an efficiency well over 99%, and a
power density of 25 kW/kg.

Another high-power high-frequency transformer is presented in [117]. This trans-
former was designed for renewable energy applications for a frequency of 20 kHz
and power of 1 MW.

To maintain the low leakage inductance required for acceptable high-frequency
operation, a low number of turns is used. However, this usually leads to un-
acceptably high magnetizing current. This effect is minimized by providing an
absolute minimum air gap. As shown in Fig. 5.14a in [85] the transformer uses
UU cores in parallel with inner primary and secondary. The configuration leads
to low leakage inductance, but manufacturing the primary and secondary turns
is still quite complex (see Fig. 5.14b).

Due to the high complexity in manufacturing a coaxial transformer, another struc-
ture using UU cores in parallel is described here. The proposed transformer does
not have such a low leakage as in a coaxial transformer, but it can be easily
constructed with acceptable leakage inductance.
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Figure 5.14: Coaxial winding transformer as proposed in [85]: a) 3D view of the
transformer, and b) primary winding connection.

5.5 High-frequency transformer using UU-shaped

ferrite cores in parallel

The successful construction and operation of galvanically isolated converters is
related to the proper design of the magnetic elements. The major problem lies in
the fact that transformers and inductors operating in high-frequency power con-
verters come with a series of parasitic elements (non-idealities), such as magnetiz-
ing inductance, leakage inductance, capacitances between windings, capacitance
between turns, and so on.

These parasitic elements interfere with converter operation. The most promi-
nent effects are voltage peaks in semiconductors, high losses, and electromagnetic
interference.

By placing UU-shaped ferrite cores in parallel it is possible to build a high-power
high-frequency transformer that suits the requirements of fast charging. Fig-
ure 5.15 shows the proposed transformer structure with three ports (vPA ,vSA,
and vTA). The three-port converter under research (in Fig. 5.2) needs one three-
port transformer at each phase.
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Figure 5.15: Proposed transformer using UU cores.

5.5.1 Geometry design

The transformer in Fig. 5.15 can be designed using the same methodology as that
used for conventional high-frequency transformers. It has three ports, as shown in
Fig. 5.12. The first design step is to determine voltages and currents for the worst
case. Because the vehicle battery port will receive power from the utility grid
and the stationary storage battery at same time, the VB port will have higher
stress, and thus the transformer design will be based on the needs of this port. The
voltage and current waveforms at the VB port will be defined in chapters 6, 7, and
8, but the requirements are shown here in advance to allow the transformer design.
Table 5.3 shows the specifications for the proposed high-frequency transformer.

Figure 5.16 shows the voltage at the tertiary port and the current through its
magnetizing inductance. The magnetizing current usually is defined as 10% of the
maximum current through the transformer [106], in this case, through the tertiary
port. The well-known relationship between voltage v(t) across an inductor with
inductance L and the current i(t) through it is

v(t) = L
di(t)

dt
= L

∆i

∆t
. (5.20)
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Table 5.3: High-frequency transformer specifications.

Parameter Symbol Value

Primary peak current iPApeak 61.5 A
Secondary peak current iSApeak 61.5 A
Tertiary peak current iTApeak 123 A
Primary peak voltage vPApeak 400 V
Secondary peak voltage vSApeak 400 V
Tertiary peak voltage vTApeak 200 V
Switching frequency fc 10 kHz
Maximum magnetic flux density B 0.2 T
Maximum duty cycle d 0.5

vTA

UVB

- UVB

0.1 iTpeak

img

2ππ

ctw

Figure 5.16: Voltage in the primary winding (vPA) and current in the magnetiz-
ing inductance (img).
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Figure 5.17: The windows area (Aw), the effective magnetic cross-section (AE),
and the area occupied by the winding.

Therefore, the magnetizing inductance can be found by

Lm = UVB
∆t

∆i
, (5.21)

where UVB is the vehicle battery, ∆i is defined by 10% of the maximum current
in the winding, and ∆t is 1/2fc, according to Fig. 5.16. Because (5.21) is just an
approximation, the resistive voltage loss is not considered. Thus, the magnetizing
inductance at the tertiary port can be found by

LmTA = UVB
1/2fc

2(0.1iTApeak)
= 406.25 µH. (5.22)

Referencing (5.22) to the primary side the magnetizing inductance is found to be

LmPA = 1.63 mH. (5.23)

Therefore, the final magnetizing inductance of the transformer should be higher
then 1.63 mH.

There are a few techniques [47, 102, 106] to determine the size of the core in a
transformer design procedure. The product of the window area (AW) and the
effective magnetic cross-section area (AE) is used to estimate the size of the core.
Figure 5.17 shows the areas AW and AE.

Applying Faraday’s law for the third port of the transformer, it can be found that

UVB = NT
∆Φ

∆t
. (5.24)
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where NT is the number of turns of the tertiary port and ∆Φ is the magnetic flux
variation

∆Φ = ∆BAE, (5.25)

where ∆B is the change in the magnetic flux density. Substituting (5.25) into
(5.24) follows

UVB = NT
∆BAE

∆t
, (5.26)

and thus the effective cross-section is found as

AE =
UVB∆t

NT∆B
=

UVBd

NT∆Bf
. (5.27)

with d as the duty cycle of the switching period T=1/f. The maximum value of
the duty cycle d in this situation is 0.5.

To define the window area AW, the surface current density needs to be determined.
As shown in Fig. 5.17, the wires inside AW have circular shape and occupy only
a certain area of the available window. A typical value of a constant called the
utilization factor, kW, for inductors is 0.7 [102], i.e., the area occupied by the
wires is only 70% of the available window. An extra factor also has to be used
(kp) due to the isolation between the windings. A typical value for kp is 0.4 [102].

All together it is preferable to define a new window area parameter as

AP = kWkPAW, (5.28)

and the window surface current density can be found as

J =
NT Irms

AP
[A/m2], (5.29)

leading to

AW =
NTIrms

kWkPJ
. (5.30)

In (5.27) and (5.30) there is one term in common, which is the number of turns
NT. Therefore, it is possible to rearrange (5.27) and (5.30) to calculate the area
product as

AEAW =
UVBIrmsd

kWkPJ∆Bf
. (5.31)
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As a consequence, the core size can be defined by choosing a core geometry with
the area product higher then the one found in (5.31).

The surface current density indicates the current capacity per unit area, and it
depends on the conductors used in the windings. The surface current density J is
typically 500 A/cm2 for common copper.

For the data in Table 5.3 this results in

AEAW > 435 cm4. (5.32)

The area product using two sets of UU-shaped cores (as in Table 5.1) placed
beside each other (four U cores) is 453 cm4.

Simulations using Mag-tool 5.0 were carried out with two sets of UU cores, re-
sulting in the saturation of the core . Therefore, more sets were placed in parallel
and were tested using Mag-tool software. The best result was found with two sets
in parallel, totalizing eight U-shaped ferrites cores, as shown in Fig. 5.15.

5.5.2 Number of turns

To avoid saturation of the core, the magnetic flux density is set to 0.2 T, and
therefore the number of turns for the tertiary port can be directly obtained from
(5.26) as

NT =
UVBd

AE∆Bf
= 7.5. (5.33)

Because the ratio between the tertiary port and the primary port is equal to
0.5, the primary port should have 15 turns. However, 16 turns are used for the
primary and secondary winding, and 8 turns for the tertiary.

Based on the number of turns it is possible to calculate the magnetizing inductance
of the transformer. Since no gap is required, the magnetizing inductance can be
calculated by

Lm =
µoµeAeNt

`e
. (5.34)

where µe is the ferrite effective permeability.

Using the parameters given by the manufacturer, shown in Table 5.1, the new
magnetizing inductance, referenced to the primary side, is found to be

LmPA = 5.87 mH. (5.35)
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To guarantee good performance, the magnetizing inductance needs to be higher
than 1.63 mH (as calculated in (5.23)), and the number of turns should be higher
than 15 turns to avoid core saturation.

The magnetizing inductance in (5.35) is higher than the necessary value. There-
fore, the core could be further optimized. However, due to the lack of ferrite core
shapes for such power, this transformer configuration has been used. Thus, if the
wires of the windings are properly designed, a lower temperature is expected for
the device.

5.5.3 Conductor design

The skin depth effect must be taken into account when using conductors at high
frequencies. It is well known that as the frequency increases, the current tends
to distribute peripherally, i.e., there is a higher surface current density in the
borders and lower density in the central region of conductors. This effect causes
a reduction in the effective area of the conductor. In other words, the skin effect
will define the limit of the maximum conductor area that can be used.

The value of the skin depth penetration is found by [102]

δsd =

√

2

ωσµoµr
, (5.36)

where:

• ω is the angular frequency, which is equal to 2πf ;

• σ is the conductivity of the conductor, in Siemens/meter;

• µr is the relative permeability of the conductor;

• µo is the permeability of free space, which is equal to 4π × 10−7 A/m.

Thus, the wire diameter should not exceed two times the value found in (5.36).
The skin depth for a frequency of 10 kHz in copper wire is equal to 0.652 mm.
Therefore, the maximum area of each conductor is given by

Askin = π(δsd)
2. (5.37)

On the other hand, the minimum cross-section area for the conductor is given by

AJ =
Irms

J
, (5.38)
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with J typically equal to 500 A/cm2. Usually the diameter of the conductor is
larger than the limit set by the skin depth effect. Thus, it is necessary to associate
a number of conductors in parallel as

npar =
AJ

Askin
. (5.39)

By applying the above equations to the proposed transformer configuration, it
is possible to find that the primary and the secondary windings should use a
conductor with a maximum diameter of 1.3 mm, and they should use seven strands
in parallel. For the tertiary winding 13 strands in parallel should be used, with a
maximum diameter of 1.3 mm. To build the transformer, however, Litz wire was
used to decrease the losses due to eddy current.

5.5.4 Transformer temperature

Due to non-idealities, different losses can be found in a transformer. Losses are
mainly composed of copper losses (Joule effect), magnetic losses (or core losses),
and losses due to eddy currents. Such losses generate heat, and therefore the tem-
perature can rise beyond the maximum temperature allowed for the conductors.

Copper losses

Copper losses depend on the resistance in the copper. It can be easily calculated
that

Rcu =
ρcuNt`cu
npar

, (5.40)

where ρcu is the copper resistivity, npar is the number of strands in parallel, `cu is
the wire length, and Nt is the number of turns. The copper losses are determined
by

Pcu = RcuI
2
rms. (5.41)

Because of eddy currents, the conductor resistance may have a much higher value
than calculated with dc only. Therefore, the copper losses were determined using
Mag-tool at a frequency of 10 kHz for the current and voltage levels specified in
Table 5.3.
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Primary
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Figure 5.18: Diagram for a single transformer with interleaved windings.

Losses due to proximity effect

A conductor that carries high-frequency current induces copper losses in adjacent
conductors by a phenomenon known as the proximity effect. The losses due to
the proximity effect can be effectively calculated using Mag-tool. One way to
reduce the copper losses due to the proximity effect is to interleave the wind-
ings. Moreover, when the windings are interleaved, the leakage inductance of the
transformer is reduced [148]. Therefore, the interleaved winding arrangement for
a single-phase transformer, as shown in Fig. 5.18, has been used.

Core losses

Core losses are basically due to hysteresis losses. An empirical equation to esti-
mate the core losses is given by [107, 137]

Pcore = CmB
y
maxf

xVol, (5.42)

where B is the peak flux-density amplitude of a sine wave, and Cm is a material
constant specified for a temperature of 100◦C given in [W/m3HzxTy]. The pa-
rameters x and y are constants that depend on the material used. A table with
all these constants can be found in [148].
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Core thermal resistance

Manufacturers often give an equivalent overall thermal resistance Rth that de-
scribes the amount of convective, radiative, and conductive heat removal. When
the thermal resistance is calculated and multiplied by the total power losses, the
temperature rise of the outer surface of the core can be calculated. For UU-shaped
ferrite cores the thermal resistance can be estimated by [55]

Rth = CthVol
−0.54 [

◦C

W
], (5.43)

where Cth = 53.0 · 10−3 and Vol is the volume of the core in m3.

Temperature rise

The temperature rise in the transformer can be easily calculated by multiplying
the thermal resistance calculated in (5.43) by the total losses, i.e., copper losses
plus core losses. This temperature rise is found by

∆T = PtotalRth [◦C]. (5.44)

Because it is difficult to calculate the total losses in the transformer caused by
several different loss mechanisms, the Mag-tool software was used to simulate the
described transformer configuration. Experimental results will be shown later to
validate the simulation results.

5.5.5 High-frequency transformer simulation

A single-phase high-frequency transformer with three ports, as shown in Fig. 5.12,
was designed using the Mag-tool software. This software was also used to optimize
the transformer and to choose the best wire configuration. Table 5.3 shows the
basic design parameters. Figure 5.15 shows a transformer with eight U-shaped
cores, designed with the ferrite characteristics shown in Table 5.1. Table 5.4
summarizes all the parameters and results obtained.

The resulting copper losses are much higher than the core losses. Usually, in
a good transformer design, the core losses and copper losses should be similar.
Therefore, the transformer could be further improved by choosing a smaller core.
However, because of the limited availability of ferrite cores, the configuration in
Table 5.4 is kept.

The waveform of the current used to carry out the design will be described in
chapter 6. It has a peak value of 123 A and an RMS value of 80 A. Using this
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Table 5.4: High-frequency transformer results using Mag-tool.

Parameter Value

Number of turns in the primary 16
Number of strands in parallel in the primary 11
Number of turns in the secondary 16
Number of strands in parallel in the secondary 11
Number of turns in the tertiary 8
Number of strands in parallel in the tertiary 21
Litz wire used in all windings 100 strands of ∅=0.1 mm
Switching frequency 10 kHz
Maximum magnetic flux density used 0.20 T
Magnetic flux density saturation 0.36 T
Magnetizing inductance 5.87 mH
Number of layers for each winding 3
Copper losses 39.50 W
Core losses 13.20 W
Losses due to skin effect 0.11 W
Losses due to proximity effect 0.22 W
Total losses 53.03 W
Final temperature 72.3oC

current in the design, the transformer reaches 72.3 oC. Because the Litz wire
can support 155oC and the transformer was calculated using a maximum B-field
of 200 mT to avoid saturation, the transformer can indeed be built using the
parameters in Table 5.4.

5.5.6 Experimental results for UU-shaped ferrite cores in
parallel

Figure 5.19 shows three high-frequency transformers manufactured based on the
parameters in Table 5.4 and Fig. 5.15.

Figure 5.20 shows the set-up used to test the transformers. The set-up is composed
of a full-bridge inverter, the proposed transformer, an inductor (Lac), and one
capacitor (Cac) to avoid transformer core saturation due to dc current circulation.

The goal of this set-up was to test the transformer with the current and voltage
levels shown in Table 5.3.

A thermocouple was inserted inside the windings for temperature sensing. In this
way it is possible to measure the temperature at the hottest point of the trans-
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Figure 5.19: Three-port single-phase high-frequency transformer.

former. The final temperature in the transformer for a triangular current with
120 A peak (see Fig. 5.21) reached 55oC. The same parameters were used in Mag-
tool software and a similar temperature (52oC) was found. Thus, it is possible
to conclude that the Mag-tool software can predict the transformer temperature
appropriately, and the expected final temperature of the prototype will probably
reach the calculated value (72oC) shown in Table 5.4. The temperature tests were
carried out on two ports only, i.e., the primary and the tertiary ports, because the
primary and second ports are similar. A power-volume and a power-mass den-
sity of 4.10 kW/dm3 and 1.72 kW/kg, respectively, are obtained for the proposed
transformer.

By using an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A), it was possible to measure the
resistance and leakage inductance in each winding, in addition to the magnetiz-
ing inductance of the transformer. Table 5.5 shows the measured values. The
procedure to carry out the measurements described in section 5.4.5 was applied.

The results presented in Table 5.5 and Fig. 5.21 are enough to validate the pro-
posed transformer. Therefore, this configuration was adopted in the construction
of the final prototype.
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Figure 5.20: Set-up (a) used to test the transformer, and voltage and current (b)
at the tertiary winding of the transformer.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter a bidirectional high-power three-phase converter is proposed. The
converter consists of three ports: the EV battery, the utility grid, and the station-
ary storage battery. The interconnection of these three ports, as proposed, has to
be achieved through a high-frequency transformer. This transformer requires low
and symmetric leakage inductances that are essential to ensure balanced three-
phase currents (transferred power). Transformers that can provide low-valued
naturally symmetric leakage are either conventionally or coaxially wound. In this
chapter, both transformers are evaluated.

The first evaluated high-frequency transformer was the coaxial transformer. This
transformer offers a feasible solution to contain the leakage flux within the in-
terwinding space and thus prevents the core from being saturated locally. As a
result, the core and copper losses are lower, and localized heating is avoided. Fur-
thermore, from a mechanical point of view, this technique offers reduced forces
within the transformer and a robust construction.

A method to calculate the leakage and magnetizing inductances of a single-phase
coaxial transformer was developed in this chapter. To calculate the leakage in-
ductance, the radii of the outer and inner tubes and the transformer length were
considered. If the dimensions and material characteristics used to build the trans-
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Figure 5.21: Experimental results of voltage and current waveforms at the pri-
mary and tertiary winding, for UU-shaped ferrite cores in parallel.

former are known, the leakage inductance can be precisely (<5%) calculated.

To calculate the magnetizing inductance, only the dimensions and parameters of
the toroidal core material were considered. The magnetizing inductance was de-
termined with a precision better than 3%. All results were obtained in three ways:
theoretically, by FEM calculations, and with measurements on an experimental
setup.

To carry out the tests on the coaxial transformer, only one inner tube and one
outer tube were used. For this reason the magnetizing inductance of this trans-
former was quite low (∼ 28 µH). To obtain a higher magnetizing inductance (more
than 1 mH for the specific application) three changes can be made: increase the
number of turns of the outer tube, increase the toroidal core dimensions, or in-
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Table 5.5: Measured transformer parameters, at a frequency of 10 kHz.

Parameter Value

Resistance in the primary winding 13 mΩ
Resistance in the secondary winding 13 mΩ
Resistance in the tertiary winding 4 mΩ
Leakage inductance of the primary winding 943 nH
Leakage inductance of the secondary winding 1.29 µH
Leakage inductance of the tertiary winding 350 nH
Magnetizing inductance measured in the primary winding 6.5 mH
Magnetizing inductance measured in the secondary winding 6.5 mH
Magnetizing inductance measured in the tertiary winding 1.82 mH
Turn-ratio between primary and secondary 1
Turn-ratio between primary and tertiary ≈ 1.9

crease both dimensions and number of turns. However, increasing the dimensions
and the number of turns is not a good option. Increasing the number of turns
of the outer tubes makes the transformer manufacturing process too complex (as
shown in subsection 5.4.7), and increasing the toroidal core dimensions will make
the transformer too large and heavy.

Thus, a new configuration is proposed using standard UU-shaped ferrite cores.
By combining UU-shaped cores it is possible to imitate EE-shaped cores and
therefore, standard methods for the transformer design are applied.

With this new configuration three single-phase three-port transformers were de-
signed, simulated, and experimentally verified. The transformer was designed for
a power level of 13.3 kW and frequency of 10 kHz. The Mag-tool software was
used to simulate the transformer and compare with theoretical results. Based on
theoretical and Mag-tool software results, the best configuration was found us-
ing eight U-shaped ferrite cores with a magnetizing inductance of 5.87 mH. The
transformer windings were built with Litz wires and interleaved layers. The final
temperature and total power losses were, respectively, 72.3◦C and 53.03 W. The
leakage inductances in each winding were lower than 1.3 µH, which is considered
low for such power level (13.3 kW).

The high-frequency inductors implemented between the SB and VB ports were
also theoretically designed and verified with the Mag-tool software. Each inductor
was designed for a power level and frequency of 13.3 kW and 10 kHz, respectively.
The total loss was found to be 37.7 W. This amount of power leads to a final
temperature of 114◦C, using two U-shaped ferrite cores. More details about the
inductor design are shown in chapter 6.4.1.
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Chapter 6

Power flow between stationary
battery and vehicle battery

6.1 Introduction

The previous chapter introduced a multiport converter for fast charging of an
electric vehicle battery. The converter consists of three ports: the vehicle battery
(VB), the stationary storage battery (SB), and the utility grid (UG). The first two
ports are configured as dc voltage terminals, whereas the last one is for alternating
voltage. The three ports are connected by a common high-frequency transformer,
and power converters are applied to control the power flow, keeping the voltage
at each port within acceptable levels. The power flow can be controlled bidirec-
tionally in two different paths: between the vehicle battery and the stationary
storage battery, and between the utility grid and the stationary storage battery,
as shown in Fig. 6.1.

The power flow is controlled by means of the voltage differences across the high-
frequency inductor placed before the vehicle battery port (see Fig. 5.2) and across
the low-frequency inductor placed before the utility grid. Accordingly, the power
flow has only two paths, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The power flow steering between the
utility grid and the vehicle battery is then controlled indirectly, following (5.1).

The voltage waveforms (vPA, vPB, vPC in Fig. 6.4) at the primary windings of the
transformer are used as reference. Changes in the vehicle battery and the utility
grid ports do not influence these reference waveforms. Therefore, the power flow
in the two paths shown in Fig. 6.1 can be controlled independently.

To control the power flow between the SB and VB ports, isolated dc/dc power con-
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Figure 6.1: Power flow between the ports in the proposed multiport converter.

verters are necessary. In chapter 2, a few dc/dc topologies were described, which
might be used in such application. Among them is the dual active bridge (DAB),
which is a well-known topology that is highly efficient and allows bidirectional
power flow.

Another interesting topology shown in chapter 2 is the six-leg inverter connected
to diode rectifiers, as shown in Fig. 2.1. Due to its number of switches, this inverter
can handle high current, with double line-to-line output voltage, compared to
the conventional three-leg inverter. However, due to the diodes presented at
the secondary side, it does not allow bidirectional power flow. The single-phase
DAB can also be extended to a three-phase topology, further increasing its power
capability [36].

By substituting one side of the three-phase DAB, i.e., one of the three-leg invert-
ers, with a six-leg inverter, it is possible to increase the power capability of the
DAB without affecting its modulation technique. Furthermore, the configuration
in Fig. 6.1 can be managed to decouple the dc/dc and ac/dc power flow.

This chapter describes the characteristics of the proposed dc/ac/dc conversion
that enable it to steer the power flow between the stationary storage battery and
the electric vehicle battery ports. The simulations and experimental results are
presented to validate the study.
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Figure 6.2: Three-phase dual active bridge.

6.2 Three-phase dc/dc converter proposal

The DAB circuit can be extended to a three-phase version, as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Depending on the duty cycle and phase shift, this topology can also operate with
soft switching [36]. As in the case of the single-phase dual active bridge con-
verter, both bridges generate quasi-square waves phase-shifted from each other.
The three-phase dual active bridge converter has substantially lower filter com-
ponent ratings when compared to its single-phase version. Consequently, it has
the potential to realize the highest power density. The inductors La, Lb, and Lc

in Fig. 6.2 are the leakage inductances of the transformer in each phase. The
three-phase DAB main waveforms are shown in Fig. 6.3, where the phase shift is
represented by δ.

The converter power rating at the input side can be increased more advantageously
by paralleling phases, not by paralleling multiple devices. Furthermore, the output
voltage can doubled. Figure 6.4 shows a six-leg inverter connected to the input
side of a three-phase DAB. To better understand this topology, only one phase
will initially be analyzed. This will later be extended to a three-phase version.

6.2.1 Six-leg inverter waveforms

The six-leg inverter shown in Fig. 6.4 can be divided into three different parts.
Phase A consists of switches SA1, SA2, S

′
A1, and S′A2. It is actually a full-bridge,

similar to that at the input side of a single-phase DAB topology. Therefore, the
same modulation technique used in DAB converters can be applied. Voltage vPA
at the primary side will be a square waveform if the same gate signal is used for
switches SA1 and S′A2. In the same way, S′A1 and SA2 should share the same gate
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signal.

To avoid a short circuit of the USB power source, switches SA1 and S′A1 must have
complementary gate signals. The same is true for switches SA2 and S′A2.

However, vPA can be set to three levels (USB, − USB, and zero), as shown in
Fig. 6.5. To generate such a waveform, a phase shift between the first inverter
leg (composed of SA1 and S′A1) and the second inverter leg (composed of SA2 and
S′A2) should be implemented. As previously described, switches SA1, and S′A1

must have a complementary gate signal. The symbol α in Fig. 6.5 represents
the phase shift between the first and the second inverter leg. When α = 0, the
inverter legs A1 and A2 have the same gate signal, and vPA = 0. When α = π,
vPA becomes a square wave.

The gating sequence shown in Fig. 6.5 consists of four different stages. The angles
shown in the figure are defined as

Θ0 = 0

Θ1 =
π − α

2

Θ2 =
π + α

2
(6.1)

Θ3 =
3π − α

2

Θ4 =
3π + α

2

Figure 6.6 details the four stages. In the first stage (Θ0 < Θ < Θ1), S
′
A1 and

S′A2 are in the “on” state; therefore, vPA will be zero. In the second stage (Θ1 <
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Figure 6.6: Four stages of the six-leg inverter topology.

Θ < Θ2), SA1 is in the “on” state, and vPA becomes equal to the voltage of the
power source USB. The commutation between the switches S′A1 and SA1 requires
a dead time to avoid a short circuit of USB; to simplify the description, however,
this aspect is not shown here.

In the third stage (Θ2 < Θ < Θ3), SA2 is in the “on” state, and vPA again becomes
null.

In the fourth stage (Θ3 < Θ < Θ4), S
′
A1 is in the “on” state, and vPA = −USB.

After this stage, the cycle repeats.

The six-leg inverter always follows this modulation pattern; i.e., vPA always con-
sists of three levels. The reasons why it is necessary to have three levels at vPA
will be explained in detail in chapter 7.

In Fig. 6.6, because USB behaves like a voltage source, vPA is not distorted by
disturbances coming from the second or tertiary winding. Thus, a converter
that behaves as a current source can be connected to the secondary or tertiary
windings. The voltage vPA will be used as a reference in the system. Therefore,
it is important to keep vPA to an acceptable level; otherwise, the power flow in
the other ports might be affected.

Phases B and C of the six-leg inverter follow the same modulation pattern previ-
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Figure 6.7: Simplified version of the proposed three-phase dc/dc converter, with
square waveforms used as voltage sources in each phase.

ously described, being shifted 120o from each other.

If a full-bridge is connected to the secondary side of the transformer shown in
Fig. 6.6, the resulting topology becomes similar to a DAB converter. This rep-
resents one phase of the complete three-phase topology shown in Fig. 6.4 Details
are provided in the following subsection.

6.2.2 Power at the vehicle battery port

In Fig. 6.4, because vTA, vTB, and vTC are stiff, they can be substituted with ideal
voltage sources with a phase shift 120o from each other, as shown in Fig. 6.7. To
simplify the description, α is henceforth considered to be equal to π, and therefore
the voltage sources are square waves. Different values for α will be discussed later.

In Fig. 6.7, the active power flow can be controlled if the voltage across the
inductors LX, LY, and LZ is managed in accordance to [106]:

P =
VsVr

2πf L
sin(δsr), (6.2)

where Vs (RMS) is the voltage source that is sending power, Vr (RMS) is the
voltage source that is receiving power, δsr is the phase shift between Vs and Vr,
and f is the frequency. Therefore, if Vs and Vr are kept constant, the active power
can be managed by the phase shift δsr. If δsr = π/2, the maximum active power
is transferred through the inductors; if δsr = 0, Vs and Vr are in phase, and the
power flow through the inductor is zero.
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In the same way, the reactive power can be calculated by

Q =
VsVrcos(δsr)−V2

r

2πf L
. (6.3)

To keep the reactive power at zero, the numerator of (6.3) has to be zero; therefore,

0 = VsVrcos(δsr)−V2
r , (6.4)

Vs =
Vr

cos(δsr)
. (6.5)

Thus, if δsr is set to a small value, Vs should be a little bit higher than Vr to
maintain Q = 0. In a closed loop circuit, a controller can be designed to change
the values of Vs and δsr to keep the reactive power at zero.

The apparent power can be obtained as

S =
√

P2 +Q2, (6.6)

and the power factor can be calculated by

PF =
P

S
. (6.7)

The first step to determine the power flow through the inductors LX, LY, and
LZ, is to obtain the voltage waveforms (vLX, vLY, and vLZ) across these inductors
and use (6.2) to calculate the active power in each phase.

To simplify the calculations, in Fig. 6.7 the vehicle battery voltage UVB is divided
into two equal parts. From this figure, it is possible to conclude that







VXO = VXQ +VQO

VYO = VYQ +VQO.
VZO = VZQ +VQO

(6.8)

Therefore,

VXO +VYO +VZO = VXQ +VYQ +VZQ + 3VQO. (6.9)

From Fig. 6.7, it also follows that







VXQ = VLX +VTA

VYQ = VLY +VTB.
VZQ = VLZ +VTC

(6.10)
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Figure 6.8: When three square waveforms are added, phase-shifted 120o from
each other, the result is a square waveform with the same amplitude
and three times higher frequency.

By substituting (6.10) into (6.9), it can be found that

VXO +VYO +VZO =(VTA +VTB +VTC)

+ (VLX +VLY +VLZ) + 3VQO. (6.11)

Because the voltages vLX, vLY, and vLZ are sinusoidal and phase-shifted 120o

from each other, i.e., the system is balanced, it is possible to conclude that

VLX +VLY +VLZ = 0. (6.12)

Thus, by substituting (6.12) into (6.11), it can be found that

VQO =
(VXO +VYO +VZO)− (VTA +VTB +VTC)

3
. (6.13)

The voltage VQO is the common-mode voltage of the three-phase system. It has
a frequency three times higher and an amplitude three times lower than that of
fundamental voltage waveforms. To describe how VQO is generated, vTA, vTB,
and vTC are added to each other and plotted in the same graph, as shown in
Fig. 6.8.

The same can be done with the voltages vXO, vYO, and vZO, as shown in Fig. 6.9.

Figure 6.10 indicates that, to find the shape of vQO, (6.13) can be applied using
the results shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. A phase shift (δ) of 30 degrees is applied
in Fig. 6.10. When δ = 0, the power flow is zero.
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Figure 6.9: Voltages vXO, vYO, and vZO added to each other.

Figure 6.10 shows three different conditions in which the dc voltages UVB and
USB have been changed. In the first condition (UVB/2 = NTP ·USB), if NTP = 1,
the voltage UVB will be twice bigger than USB, and the RMS common-mode
voltage vQO is the smallest among the three conditions. However, the maximum
amplitudes are the same. The common-mode component does not influence the
active power because its frequency is three times higher than the fundamental
frequency. Nevertheless, it can cause other problems in the system.

Because of the common-mode component of the inverter output voltage, common-
mode current flows through the parasitic capacitive coupling between the earth
and the inverter dc-bus, from points O to Q. This common-mode current not only
increases the losses in the conductive parts but also contributes to the conducted
EMI and can lead to incorrect operation of ground fault detection devices.

Common-mode chokes are one of the most popular solutions to limiting the
common-mode current flowing to the grid. However, they easily become quite
bulky and expensive as the inverter power rating increases [116]. Therefore, the
best option is to try to keep them as small as possible. In the case shown in
Fig. 6.10, the best condition is when UVB/2 = NTP ·USB, which will thus be used
in the study.

As previously discussed, to determine the current flowing through inductors LX,
LY, and LZ, the voltage across these inductors needs to be determined from the
active power. The common-mode voltage vQO can be calculated using Kirchhoff’s
laws in Fig. 6.7. It follows that

VLX = VXQ −VTA, (6.14)
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Figure 6.10: Common-mode voltage vQO for three different situations: UVB/2 =
NTP ·USB, UVB/2 > NTP ·USB, and UVB/2 < NTP ·USB.

where VXQ is given by

VXQ = VXO −VQO. (6.15)

From the waveforms vXO and vQO, shown respectively in Figs. 6.9 and 6.10, it
is possible to find vXQ (see Fig. 6.11). The voltage vXQ was expected to be a
square-wave; however, it is distorted by vQO. If vQO = 0, the voltage vXQ is
equal to vXO. However, to make vQO = 0, the phase shift δ must be null, and
consequently, the power flow is zero. Therefore, this kind of distortion is always
expected. Fortunately, vQO has a frequency three times higher than that of the
fundamental voltage; therefore, it does not affect the active power flow. To make
the common-mode voltage vQO as small as possible, the phase shift δ needs to be
small. This can be achieved by choosing a small inductance. However, a small
inductance makes the power flow control quite sensitive; therefore, high-accuracy
control is required. As shown in chapter 2, it is advisable to choose the operating
phase shift δ between π/12 and π/4 [139].

To determine iLX, iLY, and iLZ, the shape of the voltages vTA and vXQ is required
(see Fig. 6.12).
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Figure 6.11: Voltage vXQ is obtained by subtracting vXO from the common-mode
voltage vQO.

For instance, to calculate iLX in the range ϕ0 < ϕ < ϕ1, it is possible to derive

∆iL10 =
VTA − VXQ

LX

∆ϕ10

2πfc
=

UVB/2− (−UVB/6)

LX

∆ϕ10

2πfc
, (6.16)

∆iL10 =
UVB

LX

∆ϕ10

3πfc
, (6.17)

where ∆iL10 = iL1 − iL0, and ∆ϕ10 = ϕ1 − ϕ0 = δ. Because the average current
of the inductor LX is zero, iL1 = −iL0, the initial current iL0 can be found by

iL0 = −∆iL10
2

= −UVB

LX

δ

6πfc
, (6.18)

and iL1 is given by

iL1 =
UVB

LX

δ

6πfc
. (6.19)

The peak current iL2 is given by

iL2 = iL1 +
VTA −VXQ

LX

∆ϕ32

2πfc
= iL1 +

UVB/2− (UVB/6)

LX

∆ϕ32

2πfc
, (6.20)

iL2 = iL1 +
UVB

LX

∆ϕ32

6πfc
=

UVB

LX

(δ +∆ϕ32)

6πfc
. (6.21)

Because ∆ϕ32 is also equal to δ, iL2 can be found by

iL2 =
UVB

LX

δ

3πfc
, or (6.22)
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Figure 6.12: Vehicle battery current (iVB) and inductor current (iLX).

iL2 = 2iL1. (6.23)

The average current at the vehicle battery port (iVB) can be calculated based on
the currents iL1 and iL2. Therefore, the average vehicle battery current iVB is
given by

iVB =
1

2π

∫ ϕ

0

iVB(ϕ)dϕ. (6.24)

In accordance with Fig. 6.12, the current iVB is divided into two different parts.
Between ϕ0 < ϕ < ϕ1 iVB is linear, whereas between ϕ1 < ϕ < ϕ2, iVB is a
constant with a value equal to iL2. The average current iVB can be found by
calculating the area of these two intervals and multiplying it by six. Therefore,
iVB is given by

iVB =
3

2π

[

iL1δ + iL2

(

2π

3
− δ

)]

. (6.25)
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By substituting (6.23) and (6.24) into (6.25), iVB can be found by

iVB =
UVB

2πfc LX
δ

[

2

3
− δ

2π

]

[A], (6.26)

where δ has a limited range of between zero and π/3. Therefore, the power at the
vehicle battery port can be calculated as

PVB = UVB iVB, or (6.27)

PVB =
U2

VB

2πfc LX
δ

[

2

3
− δ

2π

]

[W]. (6.28)

According to [139], to avoid deterioration of the power factor and to make it
easier to implement the control, the phase shift δ has to be limited to 45 degrees.
Therefore, if the voltage UVB, the power PVB, and the switching frequency fc are
known, the inductance LX can be found.

6.2.3 High-frequency inductor current

To calculate the RMS current flowing through the inductors LX, LY, and LZ, the
current equations in the regions between ϕ0 < ϕ < ϕ1 and ϕ2 < ϕ < ϕ3 have to
be found. In the other regions, the current is constant. The RMS current through
LX is given by

iLX rms =

[

1

π

(
∫ ϕ1

ϕ0

i2ϕ01(ϕ)dϕ + 2

∫ ϕ2

ϕ1

i2ϕ12(ϕ)dϕ

+2

∫ ϕ3

ϕ2

i2ϕ23(ϕ)dϕ +

∫ ϕ4

ϕ3

i2ϕ34(ϕ)dϕ

)]1/2

, (6.29)

where











































iϕ01 = UVB

LX

1
6πfc

(2ϕ− δ)

iϕ12 = UVB

LX

1
6πfc

δ

iϕ23 = UVB

LX

1
6πfc

(

ϕ+ δ − π
3

)

,

iϕ34 = UVB

LX

1
6πfc

2δ

(6.30)
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and ϕ0, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, and ϕ4 are given by























































ϕ0 = 0

ϕ1 = δ

ϕ2 = π
3 .

ϕ3 = δ + π
3

ϕ4 = 2
3π

(6.31)

By substituting (6.30) and (6.31) into (6.29), iLX rms can be found by

iLX rms =
UVB

2πfc LX

δ

3

√

2− δ

π
. (6.32)

6.2.4 Current in the three-leg inverter switches

All the switches of the three-leg inverter shown in Fig. 6.7 carry the same current.
Therefore, only the current in one switch will be analyzed. Figure 6.13 shows the
current through SC1 when the vehicle battery is receiving power and δ = π/6.
A negative iSC1 indicates that the current passes through the antiparallel diode
and is injected into the vehicle battery. Most of the current will pass through the
antiparallel diodes, as shown in Fig. 6.13.

In (6.29), only one half period is considered in calculating the RMS current flowing
through LX. Therefore, the same equation can be used to calculate the RMS
current passing through the semiconductor. However, the result should be divided
by 2π, instead of π, because only half the current passes through each switch, as
shown in Fig. 6.13. Thus, the RMS current through the switch shown in Fig. 6.7
is given by

iSC rms =
UVB

2πfc LX

δ

3

√

1− δ

2π
[A]. (6.33)

The average current through each switch can be determined by dividing the
average current (iVB) from (6.26) by three. Thus, the average current in each
switch shown in Fig. 6.7 is found by

iSC =
UVB

2πfc LX

δ

3

[

2

3
− δ

2π

]

. (6.34)

The peak current in the switches is given by (6.22). Therefore,

iSC peak =
UVB

3πfc LX
δ. (6.35)
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Figure 6.13: Current in the switch SC1 when the vehicle battery is receiving
power and δ = π/6.

6.2.5 Low-pass filter at vehicle battery port

Each port has a low-pass second-order filter to smooth the current delivered to
the batteries. The filter at the VB port consists of a capacitor (CVB) and an
inductor (LVB).

Figure 6.14 shows the current through CVB, given by

iCVB = iVB − iVB. (6.36)

The RMS capacitor current can be calculated based on the waveform of iCVB.
For this purpose, the iCVB for ϕ0 < ϕ < ϕ1 is needed. We can write

iCVBϕ01 = iL1

(

3δ

2π
− ϕ

δ

)

. (6.37)

As a consequence,

iCVB rms =

√

√

√

√

1

π/3

[

∫ ϕ1

ϕ0

[

iL1

(

3δ

2π
− ϕ

δ

)]2

dϕ+

∫ ϕ2

ϕ1

(iL2 − iVB)2dϕ

]

.

(6.38)

After some calculations, it is possible to find

iCVB rms =
UVB

ωcLX

δ

3

√

δ

π

(

1− 9δ

4π

)

. (6.39)

To calculate the voltage ripple (∆vCVB) on CVB, iCVB is again used. Between
ϕ1 < ϕ < ϕ2, the current in the capacitor CVB is constant and equal to (iL2 − iVB).
Therefore, vCVB increases linearly.
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Figure 6.14: Current (iCVB) and voltage (vCVB) of the filter capacitor at the
vehicle battery port.

In the range ϕ2 < ϕ < ϕ3, the current iCVB decreases linearly; consequently,
vCVB has a second-order variation. To calculate the ripple ∆vCVB, it is necessary
to find iCVB between ϕ1 < ϕ < ϕp. The relation in this range is given by

iCVB = iL1

(

2 +
π

3δ
− ϕ

δ

)

− iVB, for ϕ2 < ϕ < ϕ3. (6.40)

Thus, to calculate ∆vCVB, the current iCVB has to be integrated from ϕ1 until
ϕp; therefore,

∆vCVB =
1

ωcCVB

[
∫ ϕ2

ϕ1

(iL2 − iVB)dϕ

+

∫ ϕp

ϕ2

[

iL1

(

2 +
π

3δ
− ϕ

δ

)

− iVB

]

dϕ

]

. (6.41)

To find ϕp, iCVB can be made equal to iVB in (6.40),

ϕp =
π

3
+

3

2π
δ2. (6.42)

After some calculations, it follows that

∆vCVB =
UVB

ω2
cLXCVB

δ2

2

[

1

3
+ δ

(

δ − 4

4π

)]

. (6.43)

Often, ∆vCVB is specified. Thus, the capacitor value can be calculated by

CVB =
UVB

ω2
cLX∆vCVB

δ2

2

[

1

3
+ δ

(

δ − 4

4π

)]

. (6.44)
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As described in chapter 2, to avoid a large current ripple and, consequently, large
filter capacitors, the maximum value of the phase shift δ should be in the range
of π/12 < δ < π/4.

Once CVB is defined, LVB can be found by

LVB =
1

(2πfm)2CVB
, (6.45)

where fm is the desired filter cutoff frequency, often defined as ten times less than
the switching frequency.

6.2.6 Power at stationary storage battery port

One way to calculate the power running through the stationary storage battery
port (SB port) is to determine the current flowing through each switch. The first
step to achieve this is to describe the current passing through the transformer
primary winding. For instance, as shown in Fig. 6.15, iPA can be obtained by
multiplying iLX by the turns ratio (NTP) of the transformer. Because all the
phases are similar, analysis will be carried out for only one phase.

The primary winding voltages (vPA, vPB, and vPC) and currents (iPA, iPB, and
iPC) of the transformers shown in Fig. 6.4 are phase-shifted 120o from each other.
Therefore, the current flowing into the SB port repeats every 60 degrees, with a
frequency six times the carrier frequency fc, as shown in Fig. 6.15.

From Fig. 6.4, it is possible to conclude that iSB is equal to the sum of all the
upper switch current waveforms. Therefore,

iSB = iSA1 + iSA2 + iSA3 + iSA4 + iSA5 + iSA6. (6.46)

Because iSB repeats every 60 degrees, it is necessary to determine the waveform
during the range ϕ0 < ϕ < ϕ2 to find the average current iSB. During the first 60
degrees, vPA and vPC are positive, and vPB is negative. Therefore, SA1, SA4, and
SA5 are in the “on” state, whereas the other switches (SA2, SA3, and SA6) are in
the “off” state. Thus, to calculate iSB in this range, it is necessary to sum only
the current waveforms of SA1, SA4, and SA5, as shown in Fig. 6.15. The maximum
and minimum values of iSB can therefore be calculated by adding together these
three switch waveforms, yielding the bounds 2NTPiL2 and 2NTPiL1, as shown in
Fig. 6.15. Because iL2 = 2iL1, the current ripple through the SB port is given by

∆iSB = 2NTPiL1 =
UVBNTP

LX

δ

3πfc
. (6.47)

From (6.47), it is possible to conclude that the current ripple will be two times
higher if NTP is equal to unity; consequently, the capacitor at the SB port will
also be two times bigger .
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Figure 6.15: Six-leg inverter waveforms.
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As shown in Fig. 6.10, NTP can be determined by considering three different
situations. The condition with the lowest common-mode voltage is when UVB/2 =
NTPUSB. Thus, in this condition, NTP is given by

NTP =
UVB

2 USB
. (6.48)

Therefore, to guarantee that the capacitor is of the same size in both ports, i.e,
the SB and VB ports, NTP should be equal to 1/2, and consequently, USB = UVB.
Moreover, if NTP = 1/2, the current through each switch of the six-leg inverter
will be two times lower than that in three-leg inverter switches.

In the same way, if the same current value in all the switches is desired, NTP

should be set equal to unity, and consequently, UVB = 2USB. However, in this
case the current ripple is doubled, and the filter capacitor should be two times
bigger than for the SB port.

As shown in Figs. 6.15 and 6.12, currents iSB and iVB are similar; therefore, the
average current iSB can be determined by multiplying iVB by 2NTP, leading to

iSB = 2NTPiVB =
UVB

USB
iVB =

U2
VB

USBωcLX
δ

[

2

3
− δ

2π

]

. (6.49)

Consequently, the power at the SB port is found by

PSB = USBiSB =
U2

VB

ωcLX
δ

[

2

3
− δ

2π

]

. (6.50)

6.2.7 Current in six-leg inverter switches

Figure 6.15 shows the current flowing through six-leg inverter switches. Because
the switches all have the same waveform, with a certain phase shift from each
other, the RMS and the average and peak currents will be determined for only
one switch. As shown in Figs. Fig. 6.15 and 6.13, the currents in both converters
(six-leg and three-leg inverters) are similar. However, the waveforms are inverted
because the SB port is delivering power and VB port is receiving power. Thus,
the RMS and the average and peak currents through a six-leg inverter can be
determined simply by multiplying (6.33), (6.34), and (6.35) by the turns ratio
NTP. The results are given by

iSA rms = NTPiSC rms =
1

2

UVB

USB
iSC rms =

U2
VB

2USBωcLX

δ

3

√

1− δ

2π
, (6.51)

iSA = NTPiSC =
1

2

UVB

USB
iSC =

U2
VB

2USBωcLX

δ

3

[

2

3
− δ

2π

]

, and (6.52)
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iSA peak = NTPiSC peak =
1

2

UVB

USB
iSC peak =

U2
VB

3USBωcLX
δ. (6.53)

When USB = UVB, by using (6.51), (6.52), and (6.53), the current through six-
leg inverter switches will be two times lower than that through three-leg inverter
switches.

6.2.8 Low-pass filter at stationary storage battery port

The components of the low-pass filter at the SB port can be calculated in the same
way as was described in subsection 6.2.5. Figure 6.12 shows the ripple current
through the VB port, given by

∆iVB = iL2 − iL1. (6.54)

Figure 6.15 shows the ripple current through the SB port, which is given by

∆iSB = 2NTP(iL2 − iL1). (6.55)

Thus, from (6.54) and (6.55), it can be found that

∆iSB = 2NTP∆iVB =
UVB

USB
∆iVB =

U2
VB

USB

δ

3LXωc
. (6.56)

Therefore, the current injected into the filter capacitor CSB has a ripple equal to
2NTP times the ripple through the capacitor CVB. If NTP = 1/2, the current in
the filters CSB and CVB will be equal.

Because the waveforms of iVB and iSB are similar, as shown in Figs. 6.12 and 6.15,
the RMS current and ripple voltage of CSB can be found by multiplying (6.39)
and (6.43) by 2NTP. The results are

iCSB rms =
U2

VB

USBωcLX

δ

3

√

δ

π

(

1− 9δ

4π

)

, and (6.57)

∆vCSB =
U2

VB

USBω2
cLXCSB

δ2

2

[

1

3
+ δ

(

δ − 4

4π

)]

. (6.58)

Thus, CSB is given by

CSB =
U2

VB

USBω2
cLX∆vCSB

δ2

2

[

1

3
+ δ

(

δ − 4

4π

)]

. (6.59)

To avoid a large current ripple, the maximum value of the phase shift δ should
be in the range of π/12 < δ < π/4, as described in chapter 2.

Once CSB is defined, LSB can be found by

LSB =
1

(2πfm)2CSB
. (6.60)
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Table 6.1: Simulation parameters of the proposed dc/dc converter.

Parameters Symbol Value

Power at VB port PVB 20 kW
Voltage at VB port UVB 400 V
Voltage at SB port USB 400 V
Turn-ratio of the transformer NTP = NT/NP 1/2
Phase shift for maximum power flow δ π/4
Duty-ratio angle α π
Switching frequency fc 10 kHz
Ripple voltage at SB port ∆vCSB 0.01USB

Ripple voltage at VB port ∆vCVB 0.01UVB

6.3 Simulations

To validate all the calculations carried out, numerical simulations were done using
PSIM version 8.0. Table 6.1 shows the parameters used in the simulations. The
simulations used NTP = 1/2 and UVB = USB; thus, the current through the six-
leg inverter switches is twice lower than that through the three-leg inverter. The
ripple current is the same in both filter capacitors (CSB and CVB). The complete
simulation was carried out with the circuit shown in Fig. 6.4.

The inductor values in Fig. 6.4 (LX,LY, and LZ) can be determined using (6.28).
As described in chapter 2, to avoid a large current ripple and, consequently, large
filter capacitors, the maximum value of the phase shift δ should be in the range
of π/12 < δ < π/4. Thus, δ is designed to lead the maximum power flow at π/4.
Table 6.2 shows the final results.

Figure 6.16 shows the average current flowing through the SB and VB ports.
The current of the VB port is negative because power is injected into the vehicle
battery. The current ripple in both ports is very low because all ripple is diverged
into capacitors CSB and CVB, as shown in Fig. 6.17. In the latter figure, both
voltages across the filter capacitors (CSB and CVB) have a ripple voltage of 4 V,
and the current ripple through CVB and CSB is the same, as designed. The current
iCSB is inverted in Fig. 6.17 because the SB port is delivering power.

Figure 6.18 shows the current passing through the high-frequency inductor LX. It
has the predicted waveform shown in Fig. 6.12, and the values are close to those
in Table 6.2. Figure 6.18 also shows the voltage across LX, with a peak voltage of
around 270 V. The currents through the other two inductors (LY, and LZ) have
the same waveform; however, they are phase-shifted 120o from each other.

Figure 6.18 shows the current through the six-leg inverter (iSA) and the three-leg
inverter (iSC) switches. The current for only one switch of each converter is shown
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Table 6.2: Theoretical results expected from simulations carried out with the
PSIM software.

Parameters Symbol Value

Average current of VB port iVB 50 A
Average current of SB port iSB 50 A
High-frequency inductor value LX,LY,LZ 27.08 µH
RMS current of the high-frequency inductors iLX rms 42.13 A
Peak current of high-frequency inductors iLX peak 61.54 A
RMS current of VB switches iSC rms 29.79 A
Average current of VB switches iSC 18.59 A
Peak current of VB switches iSC peak 61.54 A
RMS current of SB switches iSA rms 14.90 A
Average current of SB switches iSA 9.29 A
Peak current of SB switches iSA peak 30.77 A
RMS current of filter capacitor at VB port iCVB rms 9.22 A
Current ripple of filter capacitor at VB port ∆iCVB 30.77 A
Maximum current of filter capacitor at VB port iCVB max 5.77 A
Minimum current of filter capacitor at VB port iCVB min -19.23 A
Minimum filter capacitor value required at VB port CVB 15.91 µF
Filter inductor of VB port LVB 1.59 mH
Ripple voltage of VB port ∆vCVB 4.00 V
RMS current of filter capacitor at SB port iCSB rms 9.22 A
Current ripple of filter capacitor at SB port ∆iCSB 30.77 A
Maximum current of filter capacitor at SB port iCSB max 19.23 A
Minimum current of filter capacitor at SB port iCSB min -5.77 A
Minimum filter capacitor value required at SB port CSB 15.91 µF
Filter inductor of SB port LSB 1.59 mH
Ripple voltage at SB port ∆vCSB 4.00 V
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Figure 6.16: Simulated average current at the SB (iSB ) and the VB (iVB) port.

in Fig. 6.18 because all the other switches have similar waveforms. Both currents
in this figure have the same waveform; however, iSC is two times higher than iSA,
as expected.

All the presented simulation results are performed with the PSIM software using
ideal components at steady-state operation. The simulations validate the equa-
tions developed in this chapter.

6.4 Circuit implementation

To validate the theoretical and simulation results, a 40 kW prototype was built.
This prototype was designed to extract 20 kW from the utility grid and 20 kW
from the stationary storage battery to supply a vehicle battery with 40 kW.
However, in this section, only the power flow from the SB to the VB port is
investigated. Therefore, 20 kW will be injected, or extracted, from the vehicle
battery (VB port).

To emulate the vehicle and stationary batteries, two dc generators were used.

Figure 6.19 shows the three-leg and the six-leg inverter. Both converters were
manufactured by Semikron B.V., originally for 40 kW. Therefore, the converter
is over-dimensioned for the tests.

The six-leg inverter consists of six IGBT modules (SKM100GB12T4), which can
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Figure 6.17: Simulated voltage (vCSB and vCVB) and current (iCSB and iCVB)
waveforms related to filter capacitors CSB and CVB.

support a continuous current of 100 A and a collector-emitter voltage of 1200 V.
Each module has a snubber capacitor connected in parallel (0.22 µF/1600 V). To
control these modules, six drivers (SKHI22A) were used. The capacitor bank uses
three parallel polypropylene capacitors (E50.N13-424NT0) of 420 µF, for a total
of 1.26 mF. Each capacitor can support an RMS current of 40 A and a voltage of
1100 V and has an internal resistance (ESR) of 2 mΩ. All components are placed
on a heat sink (P16/400) connected to a fan (SKF 16 A).

The three-leg inverter has three IGBT modules (SKM300GB12E4), which can
support 300 A and 1200 V, and have snubber capacitors connected in parallel
(0.22 µF/1600 V). It uses three gate drivers (SKHI22A) and the same capacitor
as in the six-leg inverter; however, it has only two capacitors in parallel. The heat
sink is smaller (P16/300) and has the same fan (SKF 16 A).

The transformer that connects the three-leg to the six-leg inverter follows the
design in section 5.5. Only two windings of this transformer were used; the third
remained open.
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Figure 6.18: Simulated current (iLX) and voltage (vLX) of the inductor LX, and
the current through the VB (iSC) and SB (iSA) switches.

The frequency of the current circulating through the filters SB and VB is six times
the switching frequency, i.e., 60 kHz. Therefore, the filters should be designed with
a cutoff frequency approximately ten times lower. Thus, the LSB and LVB values
were set to 5 µH, which corresponds to a cutoff frequency of 2 kHz and 2.5 kHz,
respectively.

The design of the high-frequency inductors LX, LY, and LZ is detailed in the
following subsection.
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Figure 6.19: Three-leg inverter (a) and six-leg inverter (b).

Ferrite

Figure 6.20: High-frequency inductor.

6.4.1 High-frequency inductor design

According to (6.28), to inject 20 kW into the vehicle battery with a phase shift
of 45 degrees and an input voltage of 400 V, the high-frequency inductors should
be set to 27.08 µH. Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.18 show, respectively, the current and
voltage of these inductors and their waveforms.

Once the current waveform is known, it is possible to design the inductors using
a similar procedure to that described in section 5.5.

With (5.31), it was possible to estimate the size of the inductor; the best con-
figuration found was that shown in Fig. 6.20, which consists of two U-shaped
ferrite cores of the same size and material used to manufacture the transformer
(see Table 5.1).

The number of turns is given by [62]

Nt =
LIpeak
BAe

. (6.61)

Using the parameters of the core shown in Table 5.1 and the current (iLX peak)
shown in Table 6.2, Nt was found to be equal to 14.
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Figure 6.21: Inductor losses.

The gap is given by

gap =
N2

tµoAe

L
. (6.62)

Using (6.62), the gap was found to be 7.8 mm. To carry out the calculations, a
maximum magnetic flux density of 0.28 T was assumed.

The wires were dimensioned based on the skin effect, as described in section 5.5.
Because the frequency is high, Litz wire with 100 strands of 0.1 mm diameter is
adequate. Twenty bundles in parallel were used, according to (5.39).

The losses in the inductors were determined using the Mag-tool software; Fig. 6.21
shows the results. The total loss was found to be equal to 37.69 W. This amount
of power leads to a final temperature of 114oC. The wires can support a maximum
temperature of 155oC.

The hottest spot in the inductor is around the air gap, as shown by the Mag-tool
software in Fig. 6.22. Each circumference represents one Litz wire; in the figure,
the loss in each wire is shown on the side. The maximum magnetic flux density,
calculated with the Mag-tool, was 260 mT.

To validate the inductor design, the same setup shown in Fig. 5.20 was used. Lac

now represents LX. In fact, Fig. 5.21 was done using the inductor described in
this section. Thus, the current iTA shown in Fig. 5.21 is the current that passes
through LX.

According to the Mag-tool software, for a triangular current with a waveform as
shown in Fig. 5.21, the inductor would have a maximum temperature of 84oC. A
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Figure 6.22: Diagram of the inductor losses; each circumference represents one
Litz wire (100 strands of ∅=0.1 mm).

thermocouple sensor was inserted close to the air gap. The temperature of the in-
ductor in the setup reached 90oC, validating the Mag-tool simulation. Figure 6.23
shows a picture of the final inductor.

6.4.2 Switch signal board

The converter shown in Fig. 5.1 has 42 switches. Thus, because of the large num-
ber of switches, the control has to be fast enough to carry out all the calculations
and to control all the switches simultaneously.

Also due to the large number of switches, the setup for the generation of switching
signals is based on a Virtex 4 FPGA. Because the FPGA processes the signals
in parallel, it is able to control many switches at the same time [91, 123]. The
FPGA algorithm was designed with the use of MATLAB/Simulink.

Figure 6.24 illustrates how the gate signals are generated. Graph (a) shows the
steps in the generation of the gate signals, all processed by the FPGA. The bottom
graph shows how the data is sent to the drivers.

The drivers use the delay, indicated by the number 1 in Fig. 6.24 (graph (a), to
update the data sent by the FPGA. The gate signal will always be updated at
the beginning of every cycle.
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Figure 6.23: High-frequency inductor used in the prototype.

In step 2, the FPGA samples the current in the three ports shown in Fig. 5.1
through hall effect current sensors. Based on these values, the FPGA carries out
some calculations (step 3). The FPGA can calculate and send the data at the
same time because it can work in parallel, unlike a DSP, which processes data in
series.

In step 4, the FPGA places the data at IO ports to be sent to the switch drivers
through optic fiber connections. However, this new data set will only be updated
at the beginning of each new cycle, as shown in Fig. 6.24(b).

Figure 6.25 shows (a) the FPGA connected to the optic fiber transmitter, and the
optic fiber receiver board attached to the converter drivers.

6.5 Experimental results

To validate the theoretical analysis, a prototype was built to connect the SB to
the VB port. Figure 6.4 shows the complete circuit.

The six-leg inverter is connected to the three-leg inverter by three single-phase
transformers. The power flow can be controlled by setting the phase-shift δ across
the inductors LX, LY and LZ. This part of the prototype was tested for 20 kW.

The parameters used in the experimentation are the same as those in the simu-
lations (shown in Table 6.2). Therefore, if δ = π/4, 20 kW will be drained from
the stationary storage battery and injected into the vehicle battery. Figure 6.26
shows the complete setup.
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Figure 6.25: Gate signal boards; (a) shows the FPGA connected to optic fiber
transmitters, and (b) shows the optic fiber receiver board attached
to the converter drivers.
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1

4

3

2

Figure 6.26: Setup to test the power flow between SB and VB; (1) indicates the
three-leg inverter, (2) the six-leg inverter, (3) the high-frequency
link transformer, and (4) the high-frequency inductors (LX,LY,LZ).
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Figure 6.27: Experimental results for the voltage (USB and UVB) and current
(iSB and iVB) at the VB and SB ports.

Figure 6.27 shows the currents and voltages in the VB and SB ports. According
to the figure, the average current delivered by the SB port is equal to 53.9 A, and
the average current received by the VB port is 51.1 A. Therefore, the efficiency
of the converter in these conditions is around 94.8%.

The current in both ports has a small ripple of less than 5% of the average current.

The power flow in this converter was tested in two directions. Because similar
results were obtained, the results for only one direction (from SB to VB port) are
shown here.

The experimental results shown in Fig. 6.28 try to reproduce the graphs in
Fig. 6.12. The waveforms shown in graphs (a) and (b) in Fig. 6.28 are for the
voltage on the tertiary winding of the transformer (vTA) and for the voltage be-
tween points X and Q, respectively (see Fig. 6.4). The voltages vTA and vXQ are
those across iLX. Subtracting vTA from vXQ, the waveform vLX can be obtained,
as shown in Fig. 6.28(d).
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Figure 6.28: Experimental results for the voltage in the tertiary winding (vTA) of
the transformer, the voltage between points X and Q (see Fig. 6.4),
and the current (c) and voltage (d) across the inductor iLX.

The phase shift δ is equal to π/4, as shown in Fig. 6.28(d). When the voltage
across the inductor LX is positive, the current iLX increases according to the
well-known inductor differential equation (5.20). If vLX becomes negative, LX

starts decreasing. Figure 6.28(c) shows the final current waveform through the
inductor LX. Therefore, by changing δ, it is possible to control the power flow in
accordance with (6.28).

The oscillations shown in Fig. 6.28(b) are due to the common-mode voltage (vQO)
described in section 6.2.2 (see Fig. 6.11).
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6.6 Conclusions

A three-phase dc/dc converter is proposed to steer the power flow between the
SB and VB ports. This converter is an extension of a three-phase DAB converter.
By replacing the three-leg inverter of a three-phase DAB with a six-leg inverter, it
is possible to increase the current capability of the six-leg inverter switches while
retaining standard modulation techniques. Furthermore, the proposed converter
has two times higher ratio between the input and the output dc voltage com-
pared to a three-phase DAB while maintaining similar current in all the switches.
Therefore, this converter is suitable for EV batteries with low dc voltage.

The proposed dc/dc converter consists of a high-frequency transformer, a six-leg
inverter, a three-leg inverter, high-frequency inductors, and two second-order low-
pass filters in both the VB and SB ports. To design the complete converter, the
RMS average and the peak values of the voltage and current were analytically
determined for all switches and passive components. To confirm the theoretical
development for a power flow of 20 kW, simulations were carried out using the
PSIM software.

To guarantee that the capacitor is of the same size in both the SB and VB ports,
the turns ratio between the primary and tertiary windings (NTP) should be equal
to 1/2. Therefore, according to the calculations developed in this chapter, the SB
and VB ports should have the same voltage level. The voltage used during the
simulations is 400 V for both the SB and VB ports. Moreover, if NTP = 1/2, the
current in each switch of the six-leg inverter will be two times lower than that in
a three-leg inverter.

At a power level of 20 kW, the RMS and the average and peak current values
for the six-leg inverter switches are, respectively, 14.9 A, 9.3 A, and 30.8 A. In
agreement with the theoretical calculations, the current through the three-leg
inverter switches is two times bigger. The tests were carried out with the same
voltage for both the VB and SB ports. In this case, the converter operates with
soft switching; therefore, the overvoltage across the switches is quite low (500 V).

A 20 kW prototype was built to verify the theoretical study. The parameters of the
experimental verification are the same as those used to carry out the simulations.
The depicted waveforms confirm the switch patterns and validate the theoretical
analysis for both power flow directions.
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Chapter 7

Power flow between stationary
battery and utility grid

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, a dc/ac/dc converter is proposed to control the power flow
between the SB and VB ports. As shown in Fig. 5.1, the system has three ports:
two with dc terminals and one with ac terminals. The power flow illustrated in
Fig. 5.1 can be managed in two different ways, by steering the power between the
VB and SB ports, and between the SB and utility grid (UG) ports.

In this chapter, the techniques to control the power flow between the stationary
storage port and the utility grid are described. Figure 7.1 shows the proposed
converter for carrying out the power flow control between the SB and UG ports.

The dc/ac converter consists of a six-leg inverter that is connected to a three-phase
matrix converter by a high-frequency link transformer. Most of the techniques
applied in the proposed dc/ac converter are derived from the matrix converter
ideas [6, 57, 88] introduced in chapter 3. The six-leg inverter has already been
described in chapter 6 and will therefore not be discussed here.

The analysis starts with the description of a single-phase version of the proposed
dc/ac converter, which is later extended to a three-phase dc/ac converter. A
20 kW prototype was built to verify the theoretical study of the power flow be-
tween the SB and UG ports.
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7.2 Single-phase high-frequency link dc/ac con-
verter

The proposed three-port converter requires two different modulators – one to
control the power flow between the SB and UG ports, and another to control
the power flow between the SB and VB ports. Both modulators use the primary
voltage of each transformer (vPA, vPB, and vPC in Fig. 7.1) as their reference. In
the six-leg inverter shown in Fig. 7.1, three full-bridges are applied (one for each
single-phase transformer).

Apart from a 120o phase-shift, the input voltage of each three-phase transformer
has the same waveform as in a single-phase system. Thus, the modulation nor-
mally applicable to a full-bridge in a single-phase system can also be used here.

Because the three-phase converter is based on three single-phase systems, the
modulation for the single-phase converter, highlighted in Fig. 7.1, will first be
described. The analysis will later be extended to a three-phase system.

In [79] PWM techniques are proposed to modulate a full-bridge inverter connected
to a dc/ac converter, keeping these two converters synchronized to guarantee good
performance. However, in the proposed converter, the modulation has to satisfy
quite different requirements.

The stationary storage battery is a common buffer for both the UG and VB ports.
These two ports can work independently; i.e., the bidirectional power flow from
the grid to the stationary battery can be controlled.

The modulation described in section 6.2.1 is applied to generate the waveform
vPA. Switches SA1 and S′A2 share the same steering signals, as do S′A1 and SA2.

Once the modulation for the full-bridge inverter is defined, the next step is to
determine the modulation for a single-phase matrix inverter. The technique used
here, shown in Fig. 7.2, differs from the conventional approach. Our goal is to
establish a modulation that generates the output waveform vSG in Fig. 7.2, which
has a sinusoidal fundamental component.

Between 0 < ωct < π, SB18, SB20, SB22, and SB24 are switched on. The circuit
can be seen as a conventional voltage source inverter when vSA is positive and
not zero (see Fig. 7.2). In the same way, for π < ωct < 2π, switches SB17, SB19,
SB21, and SB23 are switched on, leading to a conventional inverter when vSA is
negative and not zero.

By increasing or decreasing β, it is possible to change the output voltage vSG.
The gate signals of all the switches in the matrix converter are determined by β.
The waveform vSG is the combined result of all switch states.

The range of parameter β is between 0 and π. If β = 0, vSG = 0, and if β = π,
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Figure 7.2: Modulation technique applied in a single-phase high-frequency link
dc/ac converter. (a) Phase A of the proposed three-phase topology.
The gate signals of the matrix converter and full-bridge switches for
iLS > 0 (b) and iLS < 0 (c).
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Figure 7.3: For the switching period, 〈vSG〉 can be considered constant because
the carrier frequency is much higher than the modulator frequency.

vSG is constant and equal to the dc voltage USB.

By changing β, it is possible to change the average value of vSG. Considering
that the frequency of the carrier waveform (ωc) is much higher than the modula-
tor waveform (ωo), the latter can be considered constant during a carrier period,
as shown in Fig. 7.3. Therefore, the value of β is calculated such that vSG has an
average voltage equal to the value obtained from the reference sinusoidal modu-
lator vm.

Because the waveform vSG has twice the frequency of vPA, the first significant
harmonic of vSG is twice the switching frequency.

To adjust the waveform vSG, it is necessary to first determine its average value,
which corresponds to the fundamental voltage component of the switched wave-
form. The moving average value of vSG in Fig. 7.3 is given by

〈vSG〉 =
β

π
USB, (7.1)

or, conversely, by

β =
〈vSG〉
USB

π. (7.2)

Once β is defined, the switch gate signals can be determined and implemented
using a DSP or FPGA.

In total, eight signals are required for the single-phase matrix converter, as shown
in Fig. 7.2a. The gate signals SB17, SB20, SB22, and SB23 are similar but have a
certain phase shift from each other. The same is true for the other gate signals
SB18, SB19, SB21, and SB24. Therefore, only two signals need to be defined; the
other six are derived from them. Table 7.1 shows the gate signals derived from
the switches SB19 and SB23.

To avoid a short circuit, in the first half-period (0 < ωt < π) in Fig. 7.2, it is
necessary to set a dead time between the switches SB21 - SB23 and SB17 - SB19.
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Table 7.1: Six gate signals derived from the switches SB19 and SB23.

Gate Phase-shift from Gate Phase-shift from
signal signal SB19 signal signal SB23

SB18 π SB22 π

SB21
π−β
2 SB17

π+β
2

SB24
3π−β

2 SB20
3π+β

2

During the transition (ωct = π), a dead time is necessary between the switches
SB17 - SB18 and SB21 - SB22. In the second half-period, the dead time is applied
between SB18 - SB20 and SB22 - SB24. Finally, at the end of the cycle, a dead
time is necessary between SB19 - SB20 and SB23 - SB24. All these dead times are
highlighted in gray in Fig. 7.2.

The dead time of the matrix converter switches does not need to be synchronized
with the full-bridge inverter because when ωct = π, such as in Fig. 7.2b, the upper
switches (SB17, SB18, SB21, and SB22) will commutate with zero-current because
the current load is circulating through the bottom switches (SB19, SB20, SB23, and
SB24).

7.2.1 Operation stages

When considering a positive load current, i.e., iLS > 0 in Fig. 7.2, the proposed
single-phase topology can be divided into six different stages, as shown in Fig. 7.4.
For an easier description, it is supposed that the dead time is equal to zero, and
the load current has a low ripple (fm � fc). The study considers that USB delivers
power to the utility grid; i.e., the phase of the reference waveform that controls
vSG is leading vAO in Fig. 7.2.

In the first operational stage (t0 < t < t1), the four upper switches (SB17, SB18,
SB21, and SB22) are in the “on” state; therefore, iLS passes through the transistors
SB17 and SB22 and the antiparallel diodes of SB18 and SB21. Although SB20 and
SB24 are switched on, the current does not go through them because it is blocked
by the antiparallel diodes of SB19 and SB23.

In the second stage (t1 < t < t2) in Fig. 7.4, SB21 is switched off, and SB23 is
switched on. Therefore, vSG becomes equal to vSA. Because the turn ratio of the
transformer is equal to unity, vSG is equal to USB. Thus, USB delivers power to
the utility grid. The current in this stage grows linearly because an approximately
constant voltage is applied across LS. In this stage, iSA is positive.

When SB17 is switched off (t2 < t < t3) in Fig. 7.4, the voltage vSG is equal to
zero, and iLS starts decreasing.

All even-numbered switches (SB18, SB20, SB22, and SB24) are in the “on” state
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during the first half-period (0 < ωt < π). Between π < ωt < 2π, the odd-
numbered switches should be in the “on” state. Despite these changes in the
switch states, the load current during stage four (t3 < t < t4) in Fig. 7.4 follows
the same path as when t2 < t < t3.

USB again delivers power during the fifth stage (t4 < t < t5) when SB22 is switched
on. At this moment, although vSA is negative, vSG is positive because the current
passes through the transistors SB20 and SB21. The current in this stage is negative
in the transformer, and iLS increases.

Finally, in the last stage (t5 < t < t6), vSG becomes zero and iLS decreases.
Figure 7.5 shows the current in all the devices.

The operational stages for a negative load current can be derived using the same
technique.

7.2.2 Switch current

This subsection describes the method for calculating the average and RMS current
through the switches. To perform the calculations, the following hypotheses are
considered:

• All semiconductor devices and dc sources are ideal;

• Commutation losses are neglected;

• The phase current is sinusoidal and phase-shifted from the phase voltage by
the angle γ (see Fig. 7.6);

• The carrier frequency is much higher than the modulator frequency.

In the modulation technique shown in Fig. 7.5, current flows for half a period.
For instance, if β is increased, the times t1 and t4 will decrease proportionally,
whereas t2 and t5 will increase proportionally. Thus, the time difference between
t4–t1 is kept constant and equal to Tc/2; the same applies to t5–t2. Therefore,
the current in all the switches will always flow during one half-period even when
β is changed.

Figure 7.6 shows the phase current and voltage of the matrix converter, as well
as the current through the switches, at a low switching frequency. The switch
current is split into positive and negative parts; the current that passes through
the transistor is the positive part, and the current through the antiparallel diode
is the negative part. Thus, to calculate the average or effective transistor current,
only the first half-period has to be considered.

Because the switches conduct only over one half-period (Tc/2), the duty cycle is
constant and equal to Tc/2Tm, as shown in Fig. 7.6. Thus, the current through
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Figure 7.6: (a) Current and voltage of a conventional three-phase inverter.
Graphs (b) and (c) show the current in the transistor and antiparallel
diode, respectively, for fc = 1 kHz and fm = 50 Hz.

both the transistor and the antiparallel diode have the same waveform and, conse-
quently, the same average and RMS current. It is possible to calculate the number
of current pulses that pass through the switches. For instance, the waveforms in
Fig. 7.6 were obtained at fc = 1 kHz and fm = 50 Hz; therefore, the number of
current pulses in the transistor and antiparallel diode is equal to 10. The number
of pulses in each device can be obtained as

Number of current pulses in each device =
Tm

2Tc
, (7.3)

where Tm and Tc are, respectively, the modulator and carrier period. To calculate
the average current value for each pulse, the amplitude of the current for each
instant should be known. Because the instantaneous current through the switch
has the same value as the load current, it is possible to calculate the amplitude
of this current for each pulse by

i[T] = Ipeaksin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

, (7.4)

where Ipeak is the peak current in the load, and k represents each step. The sub-
script “T” refers to the transistor. For instance, when k=5 in Fig. 7.6, according
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Table 7.2: Theoretical switch current values in a 20 kW three-phase matrix con-
verter.

Parameter Value

Average transistor current 6.5 A
RMS transistor current 14.5 A
Peak transistor and diode current 41.0 A
Average anti-parallel diode current 6.5 A
RMS anti-parallel diode current 14.5 A

to (7.4) the transistor current peak is equal to Ipeaksin(π/2) and therefore has the
same value as the load current peak.

To calculate the average current in each instant, (7.4) has to be multiplied by
the duty cycle, which is equal to Tc/2Tm. Therefore, if the average current
value generated by each pulse is added and the total value is divided by Tm, it
is possible to calculate the average current in each device. Thus, the average
transistor current can be calculated by

Iavg[T] =

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

[

Ipeak
Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)]

. (7.5)

This method is only valid when Tm � Tc; therefore, each pulse in Fig. 7.6 can
be approximated by a rectangular bar.

The average antiparallel diode current can be calculated using (7.5) because the
transistor and the diode have the same waveform, with the latter having a phase
shift of 180o.

To calculate the effective transistor current, the duty cycle should be rewritten as
√

Tc/2Tm. Therefore, the RMS transistor current is given by

Irms[T] =

√

√

√

√

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

[

Ipeak

√

Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

]2

. (7.6)

The RMS antiparallel diode current can be calculated using (7.6).

Table 7.2 shows the average and RMS current values of the transistor and anti-
parallel diode in each switch for a 20 kW three-phase matrix converter, considering
a utility grid phase voltage equal to 230 Vrms.
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7.2.3 Semiconductor losses

In power electronics switching devices, both transistors and diodes take on various
states during the switching cycle. In any of these states, energy is dissipated,
heating the semiconductor devices and adding to the total power losses. Suitable
power semiconductor rating and cooling measures must be taken to ensure that the
maximum junction temperature specified by the manufacturers is not exceeded.

IGBT losses

Forward blocking losses and driver losses account for a small share of the total
power dissipation and therefore can normally be neglected. However, in case
of high blocking voltages (>1 kV) and/or high operating temperatures (>150o),
blocking losses may gain importance and may even result in thermal runaway
due to an exponentially rising reverse current. For IGBTs, two relevant loss
mechanisms should be considered: conducting and switching losses.

The conduction losses depend on the load current, junction temperature, and duty
cycle. According to Fig. 7.5, the currents in all the matrix converter switches have
the same waveform. Thus, calculating the losses in only one switch is enough to
characterize the total losses. Because the load current is sinusoidal, and the
switching frequency is much higher than the load current frequency, the current
through the switches can be considered constant during the switching cycle.

During transistor conduction, an IGBT can be modeled as a voltage source in
series with a small resistance. Thus, the average cycle-by-cycle conduction losses
are given by

Pcond[T](kTc) = iavg[T](kTc)vCE0 + rCEi
2
rms[T](kTc) k = 1, ..., (Tm/2Tc),

(7.7)

where vCE0 and rCE are, respectively, the collector-emitter threshold voltage and
the on-state slope resistance of the IGBT.

If a current ripple through the load, as shown in Fig. 7.5, is disregarded, the total
IGBT conduction loss in a matrix converter is determined by

PMC cond[T] =

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

[[

Ipeak
Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)]

vCE0

+

[

Ipeak

√

Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

]2

rCE



 . (7.8)

The switching losses, or turn-on and turn-off losses, depend on the load current,
electric load type (ohmic, inductive, capacitive), dc-link voltage, junction temper-
ature, and switching frequency [158].
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Table 7.3: Commutation losses in the six operational stages shown in Fig. 7.4.

Commutation time Loss type/IGBT Loss type/anti-parallel diode

t0 – –
t1 Eon/SB23 Drr/SB21

t2 Eoff/SB17 Drr/SB18

t3 – –
t4 Eon/SB22 Drr/SB24

t5 Eoff/SB20 Drr/SB19

t6 – –

For different current values, the energy dissipated at every turn-on and turn-off
can be obtained from the IGBT data sheet. Because the load current waveform is
known, the total IGBT switching losses in the matrix converter can be determined
by

PMC sw[T] =
2

Tm

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

(Eon + Eoff), (7.9)

where Eon and Eoff , respectively, refer to the energy dissipation during turn-on
and turn-off, normalized for the maximum current. These energy dissipation
values can be obtained from the manufacturer’s data sheet.

In the six operational stages shown in Fig. 7.4, there are only four commutations
where dissipation due to turn-on (Eon) and turn-off (Eoff) losses occurs. Table 7.3
shows these commutation times.

The IGBTs in the full-bridge inverter shown in Fig. 7.5a only have conduction
losses because commutation only happens when iPA is zero (see t0, t3, and t6 in
Fig. 7.4). However, unlike in the matrix converter, the transistor current in the
full-bridge inverter switches changes at an interval corresponding to the value of
β determined by (7.2). Therefore, the conduction losses for each IGBT are given
by

PSLI cond[T] = 2

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

[[√
2
Ipeak〈vSG〉

USB

Tc

2Tm
sin2

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)]

vCE0

+

[

Ipeaksin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

√

√
2
〈vSG〉
USB

Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

]2

rCE



 . (7.10)

When the SB port is delivering power, the current passes only trough the transis-
tors; therefore, only IGBT conduction losses are considered. However, if the SB
port is receiving power, the current will pass through the diodes. Thus, only the
diode conduction losses should be considered.
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The total losses in the transistors when the SB port is delivering power are given
by

Ptotal[T]d = PMC cond[T] + PMC sw[T] + PSLI cond[T], (7.11)

Ptotal[T]d = 79.5 + 420.1 + 108.3 = 607.9 W. (7.12)

When the SB port is receiving power, the losses in the IGBTs are given by

Ptotal[T]r = PMC cond[T] + PMC sw[T], (7.13)

Ptotal[T]r = 79.5 + 420.1 = 499.6 W. (7.14)

In (7.11) and (7.13), only the losses in the transistors are considered. The diode
losses are calculated as follows.

Freewheeling diode losses

During the conduction period, a diode dissipates energy because this component
can be seen as a voltage source in series with resistance. The conduction losses
in this component depend on the load current, junction temperature, and duty
cycle. For the antiparallel diodes, the conduction losses in a matrix converter are
determined by

PMC cond[D] =

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

[[

Ipeak
Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)]

vF0

+

[

Ipeak

√

Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

]2

rF



 , (7.15)

where vF0 and rF are, respectively, the forward threshold voltage and the on-state
slope resistance (forward slope resistance) of a diode.

At given control parameters for the IGBT commutation with the diode, and ne-
glecting parasitic effects (for instance, stray inductance), the losses due to energy
dissipation during reverse recovery are dependent on the load current, dc-link
voltage, junction temperature, and switching frequency. The energy dissipated
during reverse recovery (Err) for different currents can be obtained from the man-
ufacturer’s data sheet. The losses due to reverse recovery in a matrix converter
are given by

PMC Drr =
1

Tm

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

Err. (7.16)
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There are only four commutations where dissipation occurs due to diode reverse
recovery, and these are shown in Table 7.3.

In the full-bridge inverter, the current will pass through the diodes when the SB
port is receiving power. In this case, the diodes will have two different losses:
those due to conduction and those due to the reverse recovery energy, which are
defined, respectively, by

PSLI cond[D] = 2

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

[[√
2
Ipeak〈vSG〉

USB

Tc

2Tm
sin2

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)]

vF0

+

[

Ipeaksin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

√

√
2
〈vSG〉
USB

Tc

2Tm
sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

]2

rF



 , (7.17)

PSLI Drr =
1

Tm

Tm/2Tc
∑

k=1

sin

(

2πk
Tc

Tm

)

(Err). (7.18)

Therefore, the total losses in the freewheeling diode when the SB port is delivering
power is given by

Ptotal[D]d = PMC cond[D] + PMC Drr, (7.19)

Ptotal[D]d = 115.9 + 381.9 = 497.8 W, (7.20)

When the SB port is receiving power, the total losses are given by

Ptotal[D]r = PMC cond[D] + PMC Drr + PSLI cond[D]. (7.21)

Ptotal[D]r = 115.9 + 381.9 + 156.7 = 654.5 W. (7.22)

Table 7.4 shows the estimated semiconductor losses in a 20 kW three-phase matrix
converter connected to a six-leg inverter (see Fig 7.1).

7.2.4 Single-phase power flow

The power flow is controlled by the phase shift between the fundamental compo-
nent of 〈vSG〉 and vAO, the grid voltage in phase A in Fig. 7.5.

The frequency, magnitude, and phase shift of the fundamental component of 〈vSG〉
can be steered by the reference waveform vm. Thus, considering the utility grid
phase voltage as a reference, the amplitude and phase of 〈vSG〉 can be controlled,
and consequently, the active and reactive power flow through LS (see Fig. 7.2a)
can be managed.
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Table 7.4: Semiconductor losses in the complete three-phase system shown in
Fig. 7.1, when the SB port is receiving power.

Parameter Matrix converter Six-leg inverter
losses (W) losses (W)

(24 switches) (12 switches)

IGBT conduction losses 79.5 108.3
IGBT Switching losses 420.1 0
Diode conduction losses 115.9 156.7
Losses due to diode reverse recovery 381.9 0
Total losses in each converter 997.4 265.0

Total losses when SB is receiving power 1154.1
Total losses when SB is delivering power 1105.7
Efficiency when SB is receiving power 94.2 %
Efficiency when SB is delivering power 94.5 %

Disregarding high-frequency harmonics and considering that the matrix converter
is sending power, the active and reactive power are given, respectively, by [106]

PLS =
VAOVSG

2πfgLS
sin(θ), (7.23)

QLS =
VAOVSGcos(θ)−V2

AO

2πfgLS
, (7.24)

where VSG is the RMS fundamental component of vSG, VAO is the RMS utility
grid phase voltage, fg is the utility grid frequency, LS is a low-frequency inductor,
and θ represents the phase shift between 〈vSG〉 and vAO.

Assuming that VAO, LS, and fg are fixed, the active and reactive power can be
managed by controlling the amplitude of 〈vSG〉 and the phase shift θ between
〈vSG〉 and vAO. Both are defined by the sinusoidal modulator reference.

To avoid the excessive exchange of reactive power with the grid, the amplitude of
〈vSG〉 and the value of θ have to be adjusted to keep the reactive power as low as
possible.
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Table 7.5: Simulation parameters for the single-phase matrix converter.

Parameter Value

Power 6.7 kW
Switching frequency 10 kHz
Voltage at stationary battery (USB) 400 V
Utility grid voltage and frequency 230 V/50 Hz

7.2.5 Simulation of the proposed single-phase matrix con-
verter

A simulation using the PSIM software was carried out to validate the theoretical
results for the single-phase matrix converter shown in Fig. 7.5. The converter was
simulated for 6.7 kW, which is one third of its maximum power (20 kW). Table 7.5
shows the parameters applied in the numerical simulation. The simulation was
implemented with nonideal components; therefore, the findings are expected to
be similar to the experimental results shown in a latter subsection.

The inductor LS can be determined using (7.23). The phase shift θ in (7.23) should
be defined between 15 and 45 degrees for easier control. In this simulation, the
angle θ was set to 18 degrees. With this phase shift, LS = 8 mH.

Figure 7.7 shows the voltage 〈vSG〉(t) and vAO(t) across the inductor LS. To
obtain 〈vSG〉(t), a second-order low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz
was used.

To keep the reactive power as low as possible, the numerator of (7.24) should be
null. Therefore, if θ is kept constant, vSG(t) can be increased slightly such that
QLS is close to zero. In this simulation, VAO = 230 V and θ = 18o. If VSG(t)
is equal to 230 V, the reactive power is equal to 1.1 kVar. However, if VSG is
increased to 241 V, QLS becomes equal to 25 Var. In Fig. 7.7a, the amplitude
of VSG is slightly higher than VAO, keeping the reactive power low. When the
power flow direction is inverted, VAO should be higher than VSG.

At θ = 18o, the RMS current iLS is equal to 29 A, as expected. The peak, average,
and RMS current in the switches obtained in the simulations are similar to those
shown in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.8 shows the secondary transformer winding voltage (vSA) and current
(iSA). The average value of iSA is close to zero. The transformer will not have
problems related to core saturation due to direct current.

The current drained from the SB port (iSB) consists of a dc component (16 A)
and a low-frequency (50 Hz) fundamental component of 12.7 A (RMS); the next
harmonic component (20 kHz) has a value of 6.4 A (RMS), as shown in Fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.7: Waveform voltages and current across the inductor LS.

The SB port input filter was designed with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz. Therefore,
current components with a frequency higher than 20 kHz, i.e., iCSB, will pass
through the capacitor CSB, and the dc and 50-Hz component are drained from
USB.

In a three-phase matrix converter, iSB is composed of a dc current and three sinu-
soidal current waveforms phase-shifted 120◦ from each other. As is well known,
when three 120◦ phase-shifted sinusoidal waveforms are added, the final result is
null. Thus, in a three-phase system, only the dc component is drained from USB.
The effective current circulating through CSB under the conditions in Table 7.5
is 8.8 A (RMS).

The currents through all the matrix converter switches have the same wave shapes
but are phase-shifted from each other. Figure 7.8 shows the current in switches
SB17 and SB23 as an example. When these two switches are in the “on” state,
as in the first half-period in Fig. 7.8e, the voltage vSG becomes equal to vSA. In
the second half-period, when SB20 and SB22 are switched on, vSG has the same
waveform as vSA but with inverted polarity. The instantaneous voltage across
LS can be controlled by changing the width of the vSG waveform, which then
generates the sinusoidal waveform shown in Fig. 7.7.
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Figure 7.8: Waveform in the matrix converter switches and other components.
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Figure 7.9: Current at the SB port (iSB), SB capacitor (iCSB), and stationary
battery (USB). The last graph shows the iSB harmonic spectrum.

Figure 7.8 shows several waveforms related to the matrix converter switches. They
are similar to the waveforms described in the theoretical analysis. However, due to
nonideal components, oscillations are generated, changing the current and voltage
waveforms in the matrix converter devices. This is investigated in the following
subsection.
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Table 7.6: Parameters for voltage overshoot analysis.

Parameter Value

Leakage inductance of the primary and secondary winding 1 µH
Resistance of the primary and secondary winding at 3.3 MHz 1.9 Ω
Total cable resistance at 3.3 MHz 600 mΩ
Transformer turn ratio 1
Capacitor in parallel with each matrix converter switch 580 pF
Switching frequency 10 kHz
Capacitor at SB port (CSB) 820 µF
Voltage at SB port (USB) 400 V

7.2.6 Ringing and voltage overshoot

To analyze the current and voltage ringing it is convenient to use the circuit shown
in Fig. 7.10, which describes an alternating current with a small triangular ripple
through an RL load.

A parasitic capacitor is placed in parallel with each switch of the matrix converter,
as shown in Fig. 7.10, take into account the higher-frequency oscillations. The
IGBT internal capacitance value was obtained from the manufacturer’s data sheet.

The circuit in Fig. 7.10 was simulated using the PSIM software, and the results
are given in Fig 7.11. Table 7.6 shows the simulation parameters.

As shown in Fig. 7.11a, there are three different oscillations in vSA during the first
half-period, which are also repeated in the second half-period. Each oscillation
has a different path, and the three paths are highlighted in Fig. 7.10.

The first oscillation type appears when vSA changes from −USB to +USB. Fig-
ure 7.10a shows the current loop in this case. In this mode, the load current iLS
(shown in Fig. 7.11b) is flowing through the upper switches (SB17, SB18, SB21,
and SB22); therefore, there is no current through the transformer. The resulting
circuit loop consists of resistors, inductances, and capacitors, where the oscillating
current passes through the capacitors in parallel with the switches SB19 and SB23.
Since the upper switches are conducting the load current, the voltages across SB19

and SB23 are the same. Because the capacitor CSB has a high value, its internal
resistance RCSB is quite low (2 mΩ); thus, the SB port can also be seen as a short
circuit at high frequencies.

In order to predict the behavior of the voltage across the snubber capacitors in
parallel with SB19 and SB23 a formulation is developed in the following. To carry
out the calculations, the well-known relationship for a RLC network is applied.

The oscillation frequency of a weakly-damped parallel resonant RLC network is
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Figure 7.11: Simulation results for the circuit shown in Fig. 7.10. In graph (a),
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modes, respectively.
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known to be

fosc ≈
1

2π
√
LC

. (7.25)

Using the parameters in Table 7.6, this results in a frequency of 3.3 MHz. The
wiring and transformer resistances are considerably larger at such a high frequency
than at 10 kHz. The primary and secondary resistances of each winding in the
transformer described in section 5.5 was measured at 3.3 MHz (see Fig. 7.12) and
is found to be equal to 1.9 Ω. The cables of the prototype were also measured
at this frequency. Each meter of cable persents 300 mΩ resistance. Because the
complete prototype is expected to use around 2 meters of cable, an extra 600 mΩ
must be added. Therefore, a total resistance of 4.4 Ω was inserted in series with
the IGBT parasitic capacitors to study the voltage overshoot in the simulated
circuit.

Using the parameters shown in Table 7.6, the damping factor can be calculated
as [41]

ζ =
R

2

√

C

L
, (7.26)

resulting in ζ = 0.05. A system with a damping factor lower than unity is expected
to be underdamped.

The general expression for the capacitor voltage in a RLC network is given by

vC(t) = vf +A1e
s1t +A2e

s2t, (7.27)

where vf is the dc voltage component, and s1 and s2 are, respectively,

s1 = − R

2L
+

√

(

R

2L

)2

− 1

LC
, (7.28)

s2 = − R

2L
−

√

(

R

2L

)2

− 1

LC
. (7.29)

The coefficients A1 and A2 are determined by the boundary conditions. For the
specific situation in Fig. 7.10a, A1 and A2 are given by, respectively,

A1 = voC − vf −
(iPA/2C)− voC s1

(s2 − s1)
, (7.30)
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Figure 7.12: Measured resistances by an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A) of
(a) the primary (RPA) and secondary (RSA) transformer windings,
(b) the connection cable used in the prototype, and (c) the pri-
mary and secondary leakage inductances of the transformer shown
in Fig. 7.10.
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A2 =
(iPA/2C)− voC s1

(s2 − s1)
, (7.31)

where C is the equivalent capacitance of CSB19 and CSB23 in parallel, iPA is the
initial current through the transformer leakage inductance, and voC is the initial
voltage across the capacitor C.

For the first oscillation mode, the initial current through the transformer leakage
inductance and the initial voltage across CSB19 and CSB23 are both zero. Under
these initial conditions, the voltage waveform across the switches SB19 and SB23

is determined by (7.27). The results were plotted with MATLAB software and
are shown in Fig. 7.13a. The latter result is similar to the simulation outcome
from the PSIM software, which is shown in Figs. 7.11d and 7.11f.

Independent of the current value that circulates through the load, the voltage
waveform across the switches SB19 and SB23 never changes in the first oscillation
mode because the initial conditions are always the same. The resonant frequency
of the circuit was calculated and confirmed by simulation to be 3.3 MHz.

The second oscillation mode in Fig. 7.11a occurs when the power source USB starts
sending energy to the load, as shown in Fig. 7.10b. At that moment, the voltage
across the switch SB19 is clamped with the load voltage (vSG). The voltage vSG
can be calculated because the current through the load at this moment is known.
Therefore, the initial conditions in this case are the voltage value of vSG (at that
specific moment) and zero current through the transformer leakage inductance.
Using these quantities and (7.27), a theoretical voltage waveform across SB19 for
the second oscillation mode can be determined, as shown in Fig. 7.13b. The
voltage waveforms across SB19 and SB21 are the same in this case.

The third oscillation mode starts when the power source USB stops sending energy
to the load, as shown in Fig. 7.10c. At this moment, the current through the
leakage inductances (LPA and LSA) are equal to the load current iLS, the voltage
across SB21 is equal to USB, and the voltage across SB17 is zero. Thus, the currents
coming from the leakage inductances and from the capacitor in parallel with SB21

start charging the capacitor in parallel with SB17. When the voltages across SB21

and SB17 reach the same value, oscillation starts. Under these initial conditions,
the theoretical voltage waveform across the switches SB17 and SB21 was calculated,
as shown in Fig. 7.13c. When the load current is negative, the same overvoltage
is generated across the switches SB20 and SB24. As such, the highest overvoltage
will always occur on the outer switches SB17, SB20, SB21, and SB24, as shown in
Fig. 7.10.

The three oscillation modes can be summarized as follows. Once the equivalent
RLC circuit parameters are determined, the first oscillation mode is dependent
on the voltage USB, the second oscillation mode is imposed by the load current
iLS and voltage vSG, and the third oscillation mode is based on iLS and USB.

Consequently, with the method described in this section it is possible to determine
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Figure 7.13: Voltage across the matrix converter switches, determined on the
basis of theoretical analysis. Results for the (a) first, (b) second,
and (c) third oscillation paths are shown.
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the maximum peak voltage across the matrix converter switches for the maximum
load current (iLS = 40 A). The results in Fig. 7.13 show a peak voltage of
approximately 1500 V over the outer switches (SB17, SB20, SB21, and SB24). The
outer switches have the most stress because they are switched off when the load
current is at its highest value. Thus, snubber capacitors should be connected in
parallel with these switches. The design of these snubber capacitors is described
in the following subsection. The inner switches (SB18, SB19, SB22, and SB23) do
not need snubber capacitors because in the worst conditions (iLS = 40 A) the
voltage across the switches is lower than 800 V, as can be seen in Fig. 7.11.

7.3 Snubber design

As described in the previous section, the proposed ac/ac converter requires snub-
ber capacitors to limit the overvoltage across the outer switches (SB17, SB20, SB21,
and SB24). The snubber capacitors are placed in parallel with the IGBTs to ab-
sorb the energy accumulated in the stray inductances, present in the transformer
and cables of the circuit shown in Fig. 7.10. The objective of a snubber capacitor
is to reduce voltage ringings that occur when a switch is switched off, by providing
an alternative path for the current flowing through stray inductances. The en-
ergy accumulated in stray inductances can be eventually dissipated directly in the
switches in conduction, or in an external resistor placed in series with a snubber
capacitor. For the ac/ac converter proposed in this chapter, the energy from the
leakage inductances (shown in Fig. 7.10) is dissipated directly in the IGBTs and
the parasitic resistances.

The power dissipated in the IGBTs due to the snubber capacitors is determined
by [165]

Psn =
1

2
CsnV

2
snfs, (7.32)

where Csn is a snubber capacitor value, fs the switching frequency, and Vsn is the
voltage across Csn just before the switch is switched on. The value of Csn can
be determined using (7.27), to guarantee that the overvoltage across the outer
switches will not be higher than a desired maximum value.

In the implemented converter (Fig. 7.10) a total leakage inductance of 2 µH was
measured, resulnting a peak voltage of 1500 V (see Fig. 7.11) when the maximum
load current (iLS) is 40 A. The goal is to reduce the peak voltage to 800 V to allow
the use of IGBTs which can support a maximum voltage of 1000 V. Therefore,
using (7.27) is possible to determine the peak voltage across the outer switches for
different values of Csn. However, when a different capacitor is placed in parallel
with the IGBTs, the ringing frequency changes and, consequently, the resistance
of the transformer and cables of the prototypes also change (see Fig. 7.12). There-
fore, in order to facilitate the choice of the snubbers, for different values of Csn, the
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Figure 7.14: Overvoltage across SB17 for different snubber capacitor values.

corresponding transformer and cable resistances were obtained from the oscilla-
tion frequencies as given by (7.25) and the impedance characteristics in Fig. 7.12.
Then, the resulting voltage ringing is plotted using (7.27), as shown in Fig. 7.14.
According to Fig. 7.14, with snubber capacitors between 15 nF to 22.5 nF, the
voltage across SB17 has a peak value lower than 800 V. For safety margin reasons
a capacitor of 22 nF was implemented. The proposed ac/ac converter was sim-
ulated again with the chosen snubber connected in parallel to each outer switch
(SB17, SB20, SB21, and SB24) and the results are shown in Fig. 7.15. This fig-
ure confirms a maximum voltage across SB17 of 650 V and ringing frequency of
759 kHz. The inner switches (SB18, SB19, SB22, and SB23) also have overvoltage
lower than 800 V, as requested.

The extra power losses in the switches can be calculated with (7.32), resulting
a dissipation of 17.6 W per switch. Because snubber capacitors are placed only
across the outer switches (SB17, SB20, SB21, and SB24), and the proposed ac/ac
converter has three phases, 12 snubber capacitors were implemented in total. As
a result, the total snubber loss is 211.2 W. When these losses are added to the
total losses, shown in Table 7.4, the efficiency of the proposed ac/ac converter
reduces to 93.2 %.
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Figure 7.15: Simulation results for the proposed matrix converter using snubber
capacitors (22 nF) across the outer switches (SB17, SB20, SB21, and
SB24).
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7.4 Three-phase high-frequency link dc/ac con-
verter

The three-phase matrix converter shown in Fig. 7.1 consists of three single-phase
matrix converters. This system has similar characteristics and might use the same
modulation approach as the single-phase version.

If a three-phase transformer is implemented, the primary and secondary voltages
will have four levels instead of two (square-wave). As described in the previous
section, a square-wave is necessary to properly modulate the single-phase ma-
trix converter. Therefore, three single-phase transformers are needed. In this
configuration, the transformer turn ratio is set to unity.

At the input side, three full-bridge inverters are placed in parallel. Thus, as shown
in section 6.2.7, this converter will have half the current through the switches
compared to a conventional three-phase inverter.

At the output side, a common point (G) is necessary. The other three outputs (S,
T, and U) are connected to the load. Here the load is the utility grid, and low-
frequency inductors (LS, LT, and LU) are placed between the matrix converter
and the grid to control the power flow between them.

The three-phase matrix converter has a total of 18 IGBT modules and, therefore,
18 drivers.

Unlike the single-phase version, the three-phase system cancels the low-frequency
(50 Hz) current component in the stationary storage battery current (iSB). There-
fore, the battery will have a low current ripple if the input low-pass filter is prop-
erly designed.

7.4.1 Simulation of the three-phase converter

The simulation of the three-phase system was carried out for a power flow of
20 kW. The other parameters, such as switching frequency, low-frequency induc-
tors, etc, were set to the same values applied for the single-phase version shown
in subsection 7.2.5.

Figure 7.16 shows 〈vSG〉 with a phase shift of 18o from the phase voltage vAO.
With this phase shift, 29 A circulates through each phase of the utility grid (see
Fig. 7.16), leading to a total power flow of 20 kW. As in the single-phase version,
VSG has to be slightly higher than VAO to keep the reactive power as low as
possible.

Figure 7.17 shows the total current iSB drained from the SB port. Unlike the
single-phase version, CSB in the three-phase system absorbs the total alternating
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current, and only dc current with a small ripple (less than 2 A) flows from the
stationary storage battery USB, as shown in Fig. 7.17. The effective current
circulating through CSB is approximately 18 Arms.

The voltage across and the current through the switches and other components
are similar to the single-phase version waveforms and therefore are not shown
here.

7.5 Comparison between the conventional back-

to-back converter and the proposed dc/ac topol-
ogy

In this study, the matrix converter is used to carry out the ac/ac conversion; thus,
it is instructive to compare it to a conventional back-to-back configuration (BBC),
as shown in Fig. 7.18. The six-leg inverter is adopted to handle higher power and
avoid using a balanced high-frequency transformer. Because this inverter can
handle high current, the voltage rating can be decreased, reducing the number of
battery cells connected in series in the stationary vehicle battery.

The three-leg inverter used at the vehicle battery side is a conventional converter
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and thus requires no comparison. A comparison is necessary only between the
matrix converter and the BBC, or between the stationary vehicle battery and the
grid, as shown in Fig. 7.18.

Below are the advantages of using a matrix converter connected to a six-leg in-
verter, such as that in Fig. 7.1:

• It does not require a bank of capacitors;

• The voltage at the vehicle stationary battery side can be reduced because
it can handle higher currents;

• Transformer isolation;

• It allows more freedom in the choice of turns ratio of the transformer;

• The voltage across the bank of capacitors for a BBC has to be around 800 V
to obtain the grid phase voltage of 230 Vrms; thus, the switches have to be
designed for such high voltage;

• With a matrix converter, a voltage level of 400 V at the stationary vehicle
battery can be used to obtain the grid phase voltage of 230 Vrms. Therefore,
the switches can be designed for a lower voltage rate compared to the BBC, if
a technical solution is found to reduce the spikes across the matrix converter
switches. For instance, by reducing the transformer leakage inductances;

• The converter allows more than two ports.

The drawbacks of the proposed topology are the use of snubber circuits, and
the large number of switches, which results in a large number of drivers, lower
reliability, and slightly higher switching and conducting losses.

Although the matrix converter has more switches than the BBC, its topologies
can achieve a total volume lower than that of BBCs, as analyzed in [50, 125].
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Figure 7.19: Three-phase matrix converter.

7.6 Circuit implementation and experimental re-

sults

To validate the theoretical and simulation results, a prototype of a 40 kW con-
verter was built. This prototype was designed to drain 20 kW from the utility grid
and 20 kW from the stationary storage battery so as to supply a vehicle battery
with 40 kW. However, only the power flow from the SB to the UG is investigated
in this section. Therefore, 20 kW will be injected, or drained, from the utility
grid port.

Figure 7.19 shows the three-phase matrix converter. The building blocks of this
converter were originally manufactured by Semikron B.V. for 40 kW. Therefore,
the system is overdimensioned for the tests.

Each phase of the matrix converter consists of 4 IGBT (SKM150GM12T4G) mod-
ules that can support a continuous current of 150 A and a collector-emitter voltage
of 1200 V. To control these modules, four drivers (SKHI23R) were used. All these
components were placed on a heat sink (P16/400) connected to a fan (SKF16A).

The design of the transformer connecting the three-leg to the six-leg inverter has
been presented in section 5.5. Only two windings of the transformer are used
here; the third remains open.

For testing purposes, the stationary storage battery is emulated by a dc generator.
The utility grid is also emulated by a dc generator connected to a conventional
three-leg inverter. This conventional inverter can be easily synchronized with
the proposed matrix converter because all the switch gate signals share the same
control board, as shown in Fig. 6.24. Therefore, PLL (phase-locked loop) circuits,
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2

1

3

Figure 7.20: Setup to control the power flow between the SB port and utility grid;
(1) the three-phase matrix converter, (2) the conventional three-
leg inverter to emulate the utility grid, and (3) the low-frequency
inductors (LS, LT, and LU).

normally applied to synchronize the utility grid voltage with the output matrix
converter voltage, are not necessary.

Figure 7.20 illustrates the setup for connecting the SB port to the utility grid.
Figure 6.26 shows the six-leg inverter. The six-leg inverter is connected to the
three-leg inverter by three single-phase transformers. The power flow can be
controlled by steering the voltage across the inductors LS, LT, and LU. This part
of the prototype was tested for 20 kW.

The parameters for the experimentation are the same as those used in the simu-
lations in subsection 7.4.1. Therefore, if θ = 18o (the shift between 〈vSG〉(t) and
vAO(t) in Fig. 7.16a), 20 kW will be drained from the stationary storage battery
and injected into the utility grid.

Figure 7.21 shows the corresponding currents and voltages. The amplitude of
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Figure 7.21: Experimental results for (a) the voltage across iLS and the (b) three-
phase current through LS, LT, and LU.

〈vSG〉(t) is slightly higher than vAO(t) to keep the reactive power low. In Fig. 7.21,
the power flow direction is from the SB to the UG port.

When the active power delivered by SB is equal to 20 kW, only 18.6 kW is injected
into the utility grid. Therefore, the efficiency of the converter is around 93% in
these conditions. Figure 7.22 shows the current and the voltage at the SB port.
The current ripple at the SB port is small, i.e., less than 5% that of the average
current.

The power flow was tested in both directions. However, because the results are
similar, the findings for only one direction (from the SB to the UG port) are
shown.

The experimental results shown in Fig. 7.23 try to reproduce a few waveforms
from Fig. 7.15. The voltage vSA in Fig. 7.23 has an extra oscillation because the
experimental results was obtained for a three-phase system, instead of a single-
phase system as described in the oscillations shown in Fig. 7.15. This extra
oscillation is originated in another inverter leg phase. However, because all phases
are implemented with snubber capacitors, and this extra oscillation has a value
(600 V) lower than the maximum peak voltage (800 V), it will not be described
here.

As described in subsection 7.3, the outer switches in each phase of the matrix
converter require an extra snubber capacitor to decrease the overvoltage. The
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Figure 7.22: Experimental results for (a) the current and (b) the voltage at the
SB port.

snubber capacitors placed in parallel with these switches have a value of 22 nF
each, according to the calculations in subsection 7.3. The maximum peak voltage
across the outer switches when using the snubber capacitors is approximately
630 V, which is similar to the simulation results shown in Fig. 7.15.

7.7 Conclusions

The three-phase dc/ac converter proposed in this chapter steers the power flow
between the SB and UG ports. In this converter, the high-frequency transformer
links the six-leg inverter to the direct ac/ac converter. Most of the techniques
applied in the proposed ac/ac converter are derived from the matrix converter
technologies introduced in chapter 3. The analysis started with the description of
a single-phase version, which was later extended to a three-phase dc/ac converter.

The proposed direct ac/ac converter requires a high-frequency (10-20 kHz) square
wave at the input side. This square wave is generated by a six-leg inverter linked
by a high-frequency transformer. The proposed ac/ac converter can be modulated
to generate a low-frequency (50 Hz) sinusoidal waveform with variable amplitude,
frequency, and phase shift at the output side. When the output of the proposed
ac/ac converter is connected to the utility grid using a low-frequency inductor,
the power flow through this inductor can be steered by changing the amplitude
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Figure 7.23: Experimental results for the drain-source voltage of the switches
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and phase shift of the generated sinusoidal output voltage waveform.

To dimension the switches, the current and voltage waveforms of the proposed
ac/ac converter are presented. Analytic equations are developed to determine
the semiconductor losses and operating values of the switches. To verify the
theoretical analysis, numerical simulations (using the PSIM software) are carried
out for a power level of 20 kW, SB=400 V, and a utility grid line-to-line voltage
of 380 V (50 Hz). According to the analytical and simulation results, for a power
level of 20 kW, each switch has to support RMS, average, and peak current values
of 14.5 A, 6.5 A, and 41 A, respectively.

The efficiency of the proposed three-phase dc/ac converter is also calculated. The
result shows 94.2% efficiency when the SB port is receiving power from the VB
port and 94.5% for the reverse direction.

In addition, the overvoltage across the switches of the proposed direct ac/ac con-
verter is described. This overvoltage is generated due to the resonance between
three passive components: transformer leakage inductances, switch capacitances,
and wiring resistances. By applying simple RLC circuit equations, it proved
possible to determine the analytic equations and reproduce the voltage across
the switches (with the MATLAB software) to predict the overvoltage and reso-
nance frequency. The analysis shows that the switches connected directly to the
high-frequency transformer encounter higher voltage spikes compared to those
connected directly to the load.

Simulations carried out using the PSIM software are used to verify the theo-
retical evaluation of the overvoltage under the conditions previously described
(power=20 kW, SB=400 V, fc = 10 kHz, and UG=230 V/50 Hz). Under these
conditions, the overvoltage across the switches of the proposed ac/ac converter
reached a maximum amplitude of 1500 V. This value is similar to that found
in the theoretical analysis. Therefore, to decrease the overvoltage, snubber ca-
pacitors are designed using the developed analytic equations together with the
numeric simulations. As a result, across the switches with higher overvoltage,
snubber capacitors of 22 nF are placed between the collector-emitters to decrease
the peak voltage.

A 20 kW prototype was built to verify the theoretical and numerical study of
the proposed three-phase dc/ac converter. The same conditions applied in the
numeric simulations are used to carry out the experimental verification. To obtain
a power flow of 20 kW, a phase shift of 18 degrees is needed between the voltages
across the low-frequency inductors. When the active power delivered by the UG
port is equal to 20 kW, only 18.6 kW is injected into the SB port. Therefore, the
efficiency of the converter is approximately 93% in these conditions. The current
ripple at the SB port is small, i.e., less than 5% that of the average current. When
the SB port is delivering power, the efficiency is also approximately 93%.

To compare the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed dc/ac topology with
those of conventional dc/ac topologies, a back-to-back configuration (BBC) is
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analyzed. The following are the advantages of the proposed dc/ac converter:
the absence of a bank of capacitors, transformer isolation, greater freedom in the
turn ratio of the transformer. The high-frequency transformer implemented in the
proposed dc/ac converter can be easily built for high-power levels using standard
UU-shaped ferrite cores. The main drawback of the proposed converter is the
large number of switches and, consequently, of drivers, and snubber circuits are
necessary to damping the overvoltage across the switches.
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Chapter 8

Three-port bidirectional converter

8.1 Introduction

A recently introduced family of multiport bidirectional dc-dc converters derived
from a general topology has been proposed [29, 141, 166]. This multiport topol-
ogy uses a combination of a dc-link and magnetic coupling. In this respect, the
topology interconnects multiple sources, storage devices, and loads without the
penalty of an extra conversion or additional switches. The resulting converters
consequently have the advantage of being simple in topology and their inclusion
of a minimum number of power devices. The topology introduces several new
possibilities to construct a multiport converter for particular applications and,
due to its flexibility in structure, provides a solution to connect diverse sources
and loads. The system features a minimal number of conversion steps, making
compact packaging possible. In addition, it allows for the control and power man-
agement of the converter by a single digital processor. This centralized control
eliminates complicated communication structures that would be necessary in the
conventional topology based on separate conversion stages.

A potential application of this multiport technology at higher power levels would
be in future power systems, where interfacing of various energy sources will be a
must. An ideal multi-input power supply could accommodate an infinite variety
of sources and combine their advantages. With multiple inputs, the diversified
energy sources increase reliability and utilization.

In this chapter a multiport topology is proposed, particularly to reduce the impact
in the utility grid with the introduction of fast-charger systems for electric vehicles.
Fast charging an EV battery requires the draining of high power from the utility
grid. The proposed multiport topology has a port with a rapid time response to
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supply the energy during the relatively short charge period. If this port is designed
to be faster than the utility grid, it can guarantee, locally, the grid power quality.
Moreover, this rapid port could be used to buffer energy when the power demand
of the utility grid is low and delivery energy to the load when the grid power
demand is high (peak shaving).

To experimentally verify the theoretical study, a 40 kW prototype is built to
connect three ports: the EV battery, the utility grid, and an energy storage
buffer. Experimental results prove the capability of the multiport converter to
control the power flow between these ports, with an efficiency of 93%.

8.2 Three-phase three-port bidirectional power

flow

A few multiport topologies have been proposed [140–142, 166] to integrate a di-
verse class of sources and loads. In [141, 166], multiport converters are tested for
low power levels (<3 kW), using single-phase converters in each port. In [140],
a multiport topology using bidirectional three-phase converters in each port is
proposed. This converter is designed for high-power applications, but it has not
been experimentally verified. Moreover, each port of the multiport converter pro-
posed in [140] is designed for dc voltage only. Thus, if an ac port is required, for
instance, to connect to the utility grid, an extra inverter must be used. This extra
inverter means an additional energy conversion, hence an increased capacitor at
the dc-link stage and a decrease in the efficiency and reliability of the converter.

In this chapter a bidirectional three-phase three-port converter using a direct
ac/ac converter to connect with the utility grid is proposed. The proposed con-
verter is composed of three ports, i.e., the electric vehicle battery (VB), the utility
grid (UG), and the stationary storage battery (SB). These ports are linked by a
high-frequency transformer and bidirectional converters, as shown in Fig. 8.1.

The proposed three-port converter can have the power flow steered in two different
paths: between SB and VB by the dc/dc converter (described in chapter 6), and
between SB and UG by the dc/ac converter (described in chapter 7). The power
flow control between UG and VB is made indirectly through the transformer and
the six-leg inverter (SLI) switches. The worst-case scenario occurs when the sta-
tionary storage battery (SB) is empty and the VB port requires the maximum
power. In this case, the UG delivers the total power, and the current will pass
through the SLI switches. Thus, additional semiconductor losses are generated on
the SLI switches, and the topology has lower performance. Because the proposed
topology aims to reduce the current taken from the grid, charging the vehicle bat-
tery directly from the utility grid at maximum power would decrease the efficiency
of the system. Thus, this strategy should be avoided.
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The power flow between the ports can be controlled independently in the two
paths previously described, but the power flow has to obey the constraint shown
in (5.1).

A battery with high current rating and capacity, e.g., lithium or nickel based,
is used at the vehicle battery port to make rapid charging possible. This port is
supplied by the utility grid and the stationary storage port at the same time or by
each port individually. Therefore, the EV user has more freedom to choose from
which source he wants to drain energy. For example, customers that use energy
during off-peak hours will pay less than regularly adjusted flat rates. During peak
hours, the electricity price will rise well above the flat rates. At these hours it will
be much more economical to generate or use energy from on-site storage than to
use the higher-priced energy from the public utility grid. The fast-charger system
can also be programmed to automatically make the best choice for the EV user.

There are two different modulators in the proposed topology: one to control
the power flow between the SB and the UG ports, and another one to control
the power flow between the SB and the VB ports. Both modulators use the
primary voltage of each transformer (vPA, vPB, and vPC in Fig. 8.1) as a reference.
The power is managed by adjusting the phase-shift of the voltage between the
inductors LS, LT, LU (low frequency) and LX, LY, LZ (high frequency) for the
ports UG and VB, respectively. The modulation and power flow steering between
the three ports are explained in chapters 6 and 7, and therefore are not described
in this chapter.

8.3 Simulations

A simulation using PSIM software is carried out to validate the theoretical results
for the multiport converter shown in Fig. 8.1. Table 8.1 shows the parameters
applied in the numerical simulation. The simulation is implemented with non-
ideal components, so the results are expected to be similar to the experimental
results shown in subsection 8.4.

The power flow is controlled in two different paths, as shown by the black arrows
in Fig. 8.2. The power flow between the VB and the SB ports using a dc/dc
converter is described in chapter 6. In the same way a dc/ac converter controls
the power flow between the SB and the UG ports, as described in chapter 7. In
these chapters (6 and 7) similar simulations for a power level of 20 kW were carried
out. Therefore, current and voltage across the switches of each converter (dc/dc
and dc/ac) have already been analyzed. Thus, in this chapter only simulation
results for the input and output of the VB, SB, and UG ports, and transformer
waveforms are shown. All the simulation results shown in this section consider
the power being delivered by the UG (20 kW) and the SB (20 kW) ports and
injected into the VB port (40 kW).
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Figure 8.2: Power flow between the ports in the proposed multiport converter.

Table 8.1: Simulation parameters of the proposed three-port converter.

Parameters Symbol Value

Power received by VB port PVB 40 kW
Power delivered by SB port PSB 20 kW
Power delivered by UG port PUG 20 kW
Voltage at VB port UVB 400 V
Voltage at SB port USB 400 V
Line-to-line voltage and frequency at UG port VAB 398 V/50 Hz
Turn-ratio between primary and secondary NTP = NT/NP 1
Turn-ratio between primary and tertiary NTP = NT/NP 1/2
Phase shift voltage across LX,LY,LZ, δ π/4
Phase shift voltage across LS,LT,LU, θ π/10
Switching frequency fc 10 kHz
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Figure 8.3: Simulation results for the current at VB and SB ports and the three-
phase currents drain from the utility grid.

Figure 8.3 shows the current drained from the UG and the SB ports and injected
into the VB port. The current of the VB port is negative, because the power is
injected into the vehicle battery. The current ripple in the VB and the SB ports is
low because all ripple is diverged into capacitors CSB and CVB. The RMS current
circulating through CSB and CVB are, respectively, 20 A and 21 A, as calculated
in subsections 6.2.5 and 6.2.8.

Figure 8.4 shows the current through LX, LY, LZ. Its amplitude is twice as large
compared with simulations shown in Fig. 6.18 because the VB port is receiving
40 kW in Fig. 8.4, instead of 20 kW. However, the results show similar waveforms
for both power levels.

Figure 8.5 shows the primary, secondary, and tertiary currents in the transformer.
The current is considered positive when it enters the transformer, so when these
three currents are added it results in a null value. The oscillation presented in iPA,
will cause an extra oscillation in the SLI switches, as shown in Fig. 8.6. However,
the current through the three-leg inverter will not experience any influence. This
extra stress increases the current in the SLI switches, and, consequently, the losses
are increased. Therefore, the losses might be a little bit higher when compared
with the theoretical values. The total losses are obtained in this simulation, and
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Figure 8.4: Simulation results for the currents through LX, LY, LZ.

it results in a total converter efficiency of 93%.

The current at the tertiary winding of the transformer (iTA) in Fig. 8.5 does not
have the oscillation shown in iPA and iSA, because the SB port compensates all
the noise coming from UG. Therefore, the current delivered to the VB port always
has the shape shown in Fig. 8.5c.

Figure 8.6 shows the current through the SLI (iSA), matrix-converter (iSB), and
three-leg inverter (iSC) switches. The same figure shows only the current for
one switch of each converter, because the other switches have similar waveforms.
Both iSA and iSB have an RMS current value of approximately 20 A. However,
iSC has an RMS current approximately three times higher (58 A), as calculated
in subsection 6.2.4.

8.4 Experimental results

A 40 kW prototype was built to validate the theoretical and simulation results.
Figure 8.7 shows this prototype, which was designed to deliver/receive 20 kW
from the utility grid and 20 kW from the stationary storage battery. Therefore, if
both ports (SB and UG) delivery 20 kW, the VB port receives 40 kW. To emulate
the vehicle and stationary batteries, two dc generator machines were used.

Figure 8.8a shows the voltage waveform across LS when the phase-shift is 18
degrees. With such a phase-shift there is a power flow of 6.7 kW in each phase,
draining 20 kW from the utility grid and injecting it into the VB port. To obtain
the waveforms shown in Fig. 8.8a, a second-order low-pass filter was used because
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Figure 8.5: Simulation results for the primary, secondary, and tertiary currents
in the transformer.
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Figure 8.7: Setup to control the power flow between the SB, VB, and UG ports.
The photograph shows (1) a conventional three-leg inverter, (2) the
high-frequency inductors (LX,LY,LZ), (3) the high-frequency link
transformer, (4) the SLI, (5) the three-phase matrix converter, (6)
a conventional three-leg inverter to emulate the utility grid, and (7)
the low-frequency inductors (LS,LT,LU).

these voltages are full of harmonics. As mentioned in chapter 7, the utility grid is
emulated through a dc generator. Therefore, a filter was also used to obtain only
the fundamental component of the utility grid line-to-line voltage (vAB).

Figures 8.8c and 8.8d show, respectively, the current in the SB and the VB ports.
The current ripple of the SB port is 2 A, which represents 4% of the total current
drained from this port. The current ripple of the VB port is even lower (2 A),
i.e., only 2%.

The voltages at the VB, SB, and UG ports are, respectively, 400 V, 400 V, and
230 V (phase-voltage). With these voltage values and the currents shown in
Fig. 8.8 it is possible to calculate the total efficiency of the system. The experi-
mental result shows an efficiency of approximately 93%.

Figure 8.9 shows the current in each winding of the phase A transformer and the
voltage across the secondary winding (vSA). The maximum voltage achieved in
the latter waveform was 800 V. A snubber capacitor of 22 nF was placed across
the outer switches in each phase of the matrix converter. For instance, in phase
A from Fig. 8.1 the outer switches are SB17, SB20, SB21, and SB24. Snubber
capacitors are necessary in these switches, as shown in subsection 7.2.6.

The currents in the phase A transformer were measured, considering them to be
positive when the current enters the transformer. The turns ratio between tertiary
and primary (or secondary) is equal to 0.5. Therefore, the tertiary current (iTA)
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Figure 8.8: Experimental results for (a) phase shift between vST and vAB (volt-
ages across LS), (b) three-phase current drain from the grid (LS, LT,
and LU), (c) current drained from the SB port, and (d) total current
injected into the VB port.
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Figure 8.9: Experimental results for the (a) primary winding voltage, and current
in the (b) primary, (c) secondary, (d) and tertiary windings of the
transformer.

is twice higher than iPA and iSA summed.

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter a multiport topology to integrate a diverse class of sources and
loads is proposed and experimentally verified. Specifically, the proposed topology
is designed to reduce the impact on the utility grid generated by the introduction
of EV fast-charger systems. The proposed multiport topology has a port with a
rapid time response to supply the energy during a relatively short charge period,
i.e., during the fast charging of EV batteries. If this port is designed to be faster
than the utility grid, it can guarantee, locally, the grid power quality.
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The proposed three-port converter can bidirectionally control the power in two
different paths: between SB and VB by the dc/dc converter, and between SB and
UG by the dc/ac converter. The power flow control between UG and VB is made
indirectly through the transformer and SLI switches. The worst-case scenario is
when the stationary storage battery (SB) is empty and the VB port requires the
maximum power. In this case, total power is delivered by UG, and the full current
will pass through the SLI switches; the semiconductor losses are higher, and the
topology has lower performance. Therefore, this scenario should be avoided.

Simulations were carried out to test the proposed three-port converter for different
power flow directions. The simulations were carried out with a maximum power
of 40 kW (at VB port), a switching frequency of 10 kHz, SB and VB voltage
equal to 400 V, and a grid line-to-line voltage of 380 V (50 Hz). Some restrictions
were also imposed. For instance, the maximum power at the SB or the UG port
should not exceed 20 kW, and the batteries were modeled as an ideal source. The
simulation results of the proposed three-port converter were compared with the
proposed dc/dc and dc/ac converter, and the results were similar, as expected.
The major differences with the numerical results were found at the VB port
because 40 kW was injected here. As a result, the current through the switches
of the VB port was doubled. However, the overvoltage across these switches was
still low (∼500 V).

To experimentally verify the three-port converter, a setup for the maximum power
of 40 kW was built. The prototype was designed with the same specifications as
implemented in the simulation previously described. To emulate the batteries,
two dc generators were used for the VB and the SB ports. These dc generators
deliver or receive a maximum current of 136 A, and generate a maximum dc
voltage of 440 V. To emulate the UG port (380 V), a three-phase inverter was
connected to a dc-source of 800 V.

The complete setup had 21 IGBT modules (or 42 switches) in total. Therefore,
a control board to control 42 gate signals was built. Due to the large number of
switches, the control board was based on an FPGA (Virtex 4). The connection
between the control board and switch drivers were implemented by optical fibers
to avoid noise interference. This board shows to be very reliable, and it can be
used in different power converters, even with more switches.

With the setup thus described, the proposed multiport converter was tested, and
it proved to be capable of controlling the power flow with a maximum efficiency
of approximately 93%. In full power operation and ambient temperature of 25oC,
the high-frequency transformers and inductors reached a maximum temperature
of 70oC and 114oC, respectively. When the cooling systems (fans attached along-
side the inductors) were switched on, the temperature in the high-frequency induc-
tors reached 90oC. The high-frequency transformers do not need cooling systems
because the temperature of 70oC is considered acceptable for these components.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

This thesis presents a topology to improve the performance of the utility grid
when intermittent (or pulse-type) loads are introduced into the grid network.
The topology is based on bidirectional multiport technology, showing several pos-
sibilities to construct a converter to integrate a wide range of sources and loads.

In particular, a solution for the introduction of EV fast chargers into the public
utility grid is presented. The solution is based on the implementation of an
additional storage source, on-site, close to the grid facilities. This storage source
(or energy buffer) can be used to improve the local power quality of the utility
grid, because it can compensate the mismatch between the utility grid and the
load (EV battery). To connect this additional energy buffer, a multiport system
is proposed.

The analysis of the proposed multiport system in this thesis is divided in two
main parts: vehicle electrification (Part I) and three-port bidirectional conversion
systems (Part II). Part I gives a brief overview of the EV technology and a litera-
ture review of the dc/dc and ac/ac converters used to implemented the proposed
multiport system. Part II describes the design and experimental verification of
the proposed three-port system to improve the fast-charger system infrastructure.
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9.1.1 Conclusions of Part I

Battery size, cost, and capacity are the major obstacles for EV success (or accep-
tance). Most EV manufacturers are looking for batteries that provide the best
balance between cost, performance, and durability. EV batteries show nonlinear
behavior during charging and discharge. Therefore, the converter connected to
the EV battery should be designed for a large voltage operational range. More-
over, due to the relatively low-voltage level of the EV battery and the high power
required in EV fast-charge applications, the converter should be able to with-
stand higher power levels. In this thesis two high-power density topologies have
been studied: a dual active bridge (DAB) converter and a topology with three
full-bridge inverters in parallel. Both topologies present most of the required fea-
tures, i.e., high-power capability, galvanic isolation, and bidirectional power flow
capability. Therefore, either can be used to implement the proposed multiport
converter system.

The link between the proposed multiport converter system and the utility grid
is made through an ac/ac converter. Ac/ac converters can be designed with
either direct or indirect topologies. Indirect topologies consist of two or more
stages of conversion, and an intermediate dc-link stage is always present. A
typical example of an indirect ac/ac converter is the back-to-back configuration
(BBC). This converter is widely used, and it can have bidirectional features.
Therefore, this topology becomes more attractive for medium- and high-power-
range applications. However, converters based on BBC topologies have volume
and reliability problems due to the large bank of capacitors in the dc-link.

Direct topologies have a single stage to carry out the ac/ac conversion. An exam-
ple of a direct ac/ac topology is the matrix converter. This converter has more
switches compared with the BBC configuration. However, the size of the matrix
converter structure can be reduced due to the absence of the bank of capacitors.
Moreover, the matrix converter switches can be assembled using a single six-pack
semiconductor module, which makes the design more compact. Such character-
istics make this topology a good candidate for EV applications, where volume
and weight are limited. Therefore, the connection of a multiport converter, a
direct ac/ac converter based on matrix converter technology, to the utility grid is
proposed.

The infrastructure to connect EVs to the utility grid is another challenge for
EV success. A large number of EV charging stations is necessary due to an
important aspect called range anxiety. Range anxiety is defined as the fear of
driving to a remote place and ending up with an empty battery. Therefore, to
reduce this fear enough fast-charging stations should be established close to the
highway. However, with the introduction of fast-charging stations into the utility
grid network, the power quality of the utility grid is locally affected. Therefore,
necessary actions such as static var compensator (SVC) or an additional energy
storage source have to be implemented close to the fast-charge system. In Part II
of this thesis a three-port bidirectional conversion system is proposed to implement
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this additional source.

9.1.2 Conclusions of Part II

In Part II a bidirectional high-power three-phase converter is proposed. The con-
verter consists of three ports: vehicle battery (VB), stationary storage battery
(SB), and utility grid (UG). The power flow between these three ports is con-
trolled by both a dc/dc converter and a dc/ac converter. The dc/dc converter is
responsible for controlling the power flow between the SB and the VB ports, and
the dc/ac converter controls power flow between the SB and the UG ports.

The interconnection of these three ports, as proposed, has to be achieved through a
high-frequency transformer. This transformer requires low and symmetric leakage
inductances that are essential to ensure balanced three-phase currents (transferred
power). Transformers that can provide small, naturally symmetric leakage are ei-
ther conventionally or coaxially wound. In this thesis, both transformers are eval-
uated. The first evaluated high-frequency transformer is the coaxial transformer.
This transformer offers a feasible solution to contain the leakage flux within the
inter-winding space and thus prevents the core from being saturated locally. As
a result, the core and copper losses are lower, and localized heating is avoided.
Furthermore, from a mechanical engineering point of view, this technique offers
reduced forces within the transformer and a robust construction. However, based
on the method to calculate the leakage and magnetizing inductances developed
in Part II, to obtain the desired magnetizing inductance (more than 1 mH for the
specific application) the coaxial transformer would become too heavy and volumi-
nous, and the manufacturing process too complex (as shown in subsection 5.4.7).
Thus, a new configuration is proposed using standard UU-shaped ferrite cores.
With this new configuration, three single-phase three-port transformers are de-
signed, simulated, and experimentally verified. The transformer is designed for a
power level of 13.3 kW, frequency of 10 kHz, magnetizing inductance of 5.87 mH,
and leakage inductances in each winding lower than 1.3 µH. The transformer
windings are built with Litz wires and interleaved layers. The final temperature
and total power losses measured were, respectively, 72.3◦C and 53.0 W, for a
ambient temperature of 25◦C.

A three-phase dc/dc converter is proposed to steer the power flow between the SB
and the VB ports. This converter is an extension of a three-phase DAB converter.
When the three-leg inverter of a three-phase DAB is replaced with the SLI, it is
possible to increase the current capability of the inverter switches while retaining
standard modulation techniques. Therefore, this converter is suitable for EV bat-
teries with low dc voltage. To design the complete converter, the RMS, average,
and peak values of the voltage and current are analytically determined for all
switches and passive components. To confirm the theoretical study, simulations
and experimental verification are carried out for a power level of 20 kW. For this
power level the RMS, average, and peak current values for the SLI switches are,
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respectively, 14.9 A, 9.3 A, and 30.8 A. In agreement with the theoretical calcula-
tions, the current through the three-leg inverter switches is two times larger. The
tests are carried out with the same voltage for both VB and SB ports, and trans-
former ratio between primary and secondary winding of 1/2. For this situation,
the converter operates with soft switching, and therefore the overvoltage across
the switches is quite low (500 V). The depicted waveforms found on simulations
and experimental results confirm the switch patterns and validate the theoretical
analysis for both power flow directions.

The power flow between the SB and the UG ports is steered by a three-phase
dc/ac converter. In this converter the high-frequency transformer links the SLI
to the direct ac/ac converter proposed in this thesis. The proposed direct ac/ac
converter requires a high-frequency (10-20 kHz) square-wave at the input side.
This square-wave is generated by an SLI. The proposed ac/ac converter can be
modulated to generate a low-frequency (50 Hz) sinusoidal waveform with variable
amplitude, frequency, and phase-shift at the output side. When the output of the
proposed ac/ac converter is connected to the utility grid using a low-frequency
inductor, the power flow through this inductor can be steered by changing the
amplitude and phase-shift of the generated sinusoidal output voltage waveform.
To design the complete converter, analytic equations are developed to determine
the semiconductor losses and operating values of the switches. To verify the the-
oretical analysis, numerical simulations and experimental verification are carried
out for a power level of 20 kW, SB=400 V, and utility grid line-to-line voltage of
380 V (50 Hz). According to the analytical and simulation results, an overvoltage
across the ac/ac converter switches is generated due to the resonance between
three passive components: transformer leakage inductances, switch capacitances,
and wiring resistances. Applying simple RLC circuit equations, it proved pos-
sible to determine the analytic equations and reproduce the voltage across the
switches, to predict overvoltage and resonance frequencies. The analysis showed
that the switches connected directly to the high-frequency transformer encounter
higher voltage spikes than the switches connected directly to the load. Therefore,
to decrease this overvoltage, snubber capacitors are designed using the developed
analytic equations together with the numeric simulations. The proposed dc/ac
converter shows an efficiency of 93% when the SB port is receiving power from
the VB port, and 93.1% for the reverse direction.

Once the proposed dc/dc and dc/ac converters are analyzed and experimentally
verified, these two converters are linked through the proposed high-frequency
transformer, for the evaluation of the three-port system. The proposed three-port
converter can bidirectionally control the power in two different paths: between
SB and VB by the dc/dc converter, and between SB and UG by the dc/ac con-
verter. The power flow control between UG and VB is made indirectly through
the transformer and SLI switches. The worst-case scenario is when the stationary
storage battery (SB) is empty and the VB port requires the maximum power. In
this case, total power is delivered by UG, and the full current will pass through
the SLI switches. The semiconductor losses are higher, and the topology has lower
performance. Therefore, this case scenario should be avoided.
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To experimentally verify the three-port converter, a setup for the maximum power
of 40 kW was built. To emulate the batteries, two dc generators are used for the
VB and the SB ports. These dc generators deliver or receive a maximum current
of 136 A and generate a maximum dc voltage of 440 V. To emulate the UG port
(380 V), a three-phase inverter is connected to a dc-source of 800 V. The complete
setup has a total 21 IGBT modules (or 42 switches). Therefore, a control board
to control 42 gate signals was built. Due to the large number of switches, the
control board is based on an FPGA (Virtex 4). To avoid noise interference, the
control board and switch drivers are connected by optical fibers. With the setup
thus described, the proposed multiport converter was tested, and it proved to be
capable of controlling the power flow with a maximum efficiency of approximately
93%.

Overall, it can be concluded that the proposed multiport system can bidirection-
ally control the power flow between the utility grid, the vehicle battery, and the
additional storage battery. However, due to the large bank of batteries required
for the additional storage source, the system soon becomes too expensive to be of
economical interest at present time. Therefore, the multiport system proposed in
this thesis is a viable solution for future fast-charger systems, when battery prices
for EV applications will drop as soon as the volume of production increases.

9.2 Recommendations

9.2.1 Transformer design with different core materials

The proposed transformer is designed with ferrimagnetic core material (NiZn),
suitable for a frequency range of 10 to 20 kHz, saturation flux density of 300 mT,
and power levels higher than 1 kW [45]. With this core material (NiZn), a
power-volume and a power-mass density of 4.10 kW/dm3 and 1.72 kW/kg, re-
spectively, are obtained for the proposed transformer. For the required power
level (40 kW), these density values might be optimized [131]. Therefore, different
methods and software were used to optimize the power-volume and power-mass
densities. However, due to the low saturation flux density (300 mT) of the NiZn
ferrite, higher power densities could not be achieved. Therefore, other core ma-
terial with better characteristics, i.e., higher saturation flux density and lower
coercivity (which is proportional to the hysteresis losses), might be used. Core
materials like amorphous (VITROVAC, METGLAS) and nanocrystalline alloys
(VITROPERM, FINEMET) have a higher flux density and a lower coercivity
compared with conventional ferrite material (MnZn, NiZn) [154]. An example
of nanocrystalline material (FINEMET) can be found in [130]. This nanocrys-
talline material presents a saturation flux density of 1.23 T, which is four times
higher than NiZn. In [130], two transformers are designed for the same power
level (30 kW), with two different core materials (ferrite, and nanocrystalline al-
loy). The result shows that the transformer designed with nanocrystalline core is
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3.5 times smaller.

9.2.2 Battery modeling and experimental verification

To emulate the EV and the stationary storage batteries, two dc generators are
used. These generators can deliver or receive current, keeping the terminal voltage
constant and imitating the battery behavior. However, because the battery termi-
nal voltage has a nonlinear behavior, an appropriate model should be used. There
are basically three types of battery models reported in the literature [120, 144]:
experimental, electrochemical, and electric circuit-based. Experimental and elec-
trochemical models are not well suited to represent cell dynamics for the purpose
of state of charge estimations of battery packs. However, electric circuit-based
models can be useful to represent electrical characteristics of batteries. With ap-
propriate electric circuit-based models, battery terminal voltage curves can be
accurately reproduced [144] and numerically simulated to study the battery dy-
namics during charging and discharging. Moreover, different battery types should
be modeled, dimensioned, and experimentally verified.

9.2.3 Synchronization with the utility grid

In this thesis, the connection with the utility grid is made by a dc power-supply
connected to an inverter. Because the proposed multiport converter and the
system that emulate the grid voltage (inverter plus dc source) share the same
control board, synchronization with the utility grid is automatic. However, due
to an additional power conversion (ac/dc/ac) the system has extra losses, and
the proposed multiport converter should be directly connected to the grid net-
work. To synchronize with the grid, different closed-loop control algorithms can
be implemented [65]. A well-known method to carry out the synchronization with
the grid is a phase-locked-loop (PLL). A PLL compares the phase of the input
signal with the phase of the signal derived from its output oscillator, and adjusts
the frequency of its oscillator to keep the phases matched. The signal from the
phase detector is used to control the oscillator in a feedback loop. More advanced
PLL circuits not only detect the phase of the grid voltage, but also separate the
specific symmetric-sequence components from the grid voltage [151]. Thus, the
proposed multiport converter can be accurately controlled, even under unbalanced
conditions.
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9.2.4 Control scheme for fast transient response and peak
shaving of the utility grid

A three-port system implies multiple control objectives. In this thesis the control
scheme is aimed at regulating constant power flow at the VB, SB, and UG ports.
However, a good control strategy should allow the power flow to be tightly reg-
ulated, at the same time preventing load transients from affecting the operation
of all the sources (VB, SB, and UG). Therefore, a closed-loop control should be
implemented at the proposed three-port converter for different battery models
and advanced PLL circuits.

Moreover, if an appropriate control scheme is implemented in the system, new
possibilities are introduced to direct the energy flow in fast-charge systems. For
instance, with the introduction of an additional storage battery into the utility
grid, EVs can be charged, with energy supplied simultaneously from two different
power sources, i.e., the utility grid and the stationary storage source. Further-
more, because the electricity rates are higher for elevated power demands, it be-
comes more economical to buffer the energy into this additional stationary storage
source when the utility grid demand is low and use it when the grid demand is
higher.
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Appendix A

Coaxial cable inductance

The calculation of leakage inductances considers only two windings: the primary
winding as an outer tube and the secondary as an inner tube, as shown in Fig. A.1.
To make the calculations easier, the secondary winding is considered a solid tube.
The coaxial cable inductance can be determined depending on the cable length.
The first step is to calculate the energy stored in a magnetic field: The coaxial
cable inductance can be determined depending of the cable length. The first step
is to calculate the energy stored in a magnetic field:

W =
1

2

∫

V

−→
B
−→
HdV =

1

2

∫

V

µo
−→
H2dV. (A.1)

The magnetic field component has a tangential directional (Hφ), therefore

W =

∫ R3

0

µoHφ(r)
22πr` dr. (A.2)

The magnetic field per length ` of the cable is

W

`
= µo

∫ R3

0

Hφ(r)
22πr dr. (A.3)

To determine the energy per length inside a coaxial cable, the magnetic field
needs to be calculated. Therefore, the Hφ magnetic field component in zone 1
(see Fig. A.1) can be written as

2πrHφ = I
πr2

πR2
1

, (A.4)
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Figure A.1: Coaxial cable view with magnetic field-strength profile, considering
direct current circulating in the primary winding and the same cur-
rent returning from the secondary winding.

where I is the current flowing in the coaxial cable.

Now, the magnetic field is calculated in each zone in Fig. A.1. For zone 1 the
magnetic field strength is

2πrHφ = I
r2

R2
1

, (A.5)

or,

Hφ =
I · r
2πR2

1

. (A.6)

In zone 2 the magnetic field is given by

2πrHφ = I, (A.7)
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Hφ =
I

2πr
. (A.8)

For zone 3 it can be found as
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Finally, for the zone 4 it can be found as

Hφ = 0. (A.11)

By taking A.3, the energy W per length ` can be calculated for the magnetic field
as
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The inductance per length can be calculated by

L
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. (A.13)

Solving A.12 and substituting into A.13 the inductance per length in a coaxial
cable can be found
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The inductance A.14 represents the leakage inductance in a coaxial transformer.
To calculate the magnetizing inductance in a coaxial transformer, the magnetic
field inside the toroidal core, i.e., the magnetic field in zone 4 has to be found.
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However, the relative permeability of the ferrite has to be used. The H-field inside
of the ferrite can be defined as

2πrHφ = I, (A.15)

Hφ =
I

2πr
. (A.16)

The energy due to the magnetic field in zone 4 can be calculated as
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Consequently, the magnetizing inductance per length in a coaxial transformer can
be calculated by
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If the transformer ratio is different from unity, then the leakage (Llk) and the mag-
netizing (Lmg) inductances per length have to be multiplied by the transformer
ratio N, where N is defined by

N =
NS

NP
. (A.19)

Therefore, the leakage and magnetizing inductances per length in a coaxial trans-
former are given, respectively, by
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Samenvatting

Energy Management of Fast-Charger Systems for Electric Vehicles

Experimental Investigation of Power Flow Steering Using Bidirectional
Three-Phase Three-Port Converters

Het conventionele elektriciteitsnet is ontworpen voor specifieke belastingspatro-
nen. Er zijn belastingen die veel energie vereisen in een korte tijdsspanne, zoals
snellaadsystemen voor elektrische voertuigen. Het aansluiten van een groot aantal
elektrische voertuigen resulteert door de sterk pulserende belasting in aanzienlijke
spanningsvariaties. Hierdoor hebben snellaadsystemen een merkbaar negatieve in-
vloed op de kwaliteit van de voedingsspanning. Spanningsfluctuaties zijn schadelijk
voor de transformatoren in het elektriciteitsnet, en daarom moeten er maatrege-
len worden genomen zoals het inzetten van blindvermogenscompensatie en lokale
energieopslag.

Dit proefschrift presenteert een mogelijke oplossing voor het verbeteren van de
stabiliteit van het openbare elektriciteitsnet wanneer onconventionele belastingen
worden aangesloten. De voorgestelde topologie bestaat uit een meer-windings-
transformator die de onderlinge verbinding van meerdere bronnen en belastingen
mogelijk maakt zonder de nadelen van extra conversiestappen of schakelaars. De
voorgestelde topologie toont verschillende mogelijkheden om een meerpoortscon-
verter te bouwen voor bepaalde toepassingen. Vanwege de flexibele structuur
biedt dit systeem een oplossing voor het integreren van een breed scala aan bron-
nen en belastingen. Bovendien kan de aansturing en het energiebeheer van de
omzetter worden uitgevoerd door een enkele regelaar. De centrale aansturing die
daardoor mogelijk is voorkomt de gecompliceerde communicatiestructuur van een
conventionele topologie die bestaat uit meerdere afzonderlijke transformatoren.

In dit proefschrift wordt in het bijzonder de integratie in het openbare elektriciteit-
snetwerk onderzocht van elektrische voertuigen met bijbehorende snellaadsyste-
men. De voorgestelde oplossing is gebaseerd op het toevoegen van een extra
bron aan de al bestaande faciliteiten van het elektriciteitsnet. Op deze manier
kunnen de accus van elektrische voertuigen worden opgeladen met energie va-
nuit twee verschillende bronnen, namelijk het elektriciteitsnet en een stationaire
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accu. In dit proefschrift wordt beschreven hoe men een dergelijk systeem met een
driepoortsconverter ontwerpt, analyseert en verifieert. De voorgestelde converter
verbindt de drie poorten via een gemeenschappelijke hoogfrequent transformator.
Elke winding van de transformator gebruikt bidirectionele gelijk- en wisselspan-
ningsomvorming om de energiestroom in het snellaadsysteem te regelen. Er is een
nieuw type omzetter ontwikkeld om het elektriciteitsnet (lage frequentie) zonder
extra converters direct te koppelen aan de hoogfrequente transformator.

De voordelen van de voorgestelde topologie zijn de mogelijkheid van bidirectionele
energiebeheersing in meer dan twee poorten, de verbetering van de kwaliteit
van de voedingspanning op alle poorten, het nivelleren van spanningsvariaties
en tenslotte de toepassing van efficinte directe wisselspanningsomvorming. De
voorgestelde meerpoortstechnologie kan worden gemplementeerd in toekomstige
systemen waar de koppeling van verschillende energiebronnen nodig is of waarbij
een combinatie van energiebronnen voordelen biedt. Verder verhoogt de nieuwe
converter de betrouwbaarheid van een dergelijk systeem.

Om de theoretische studie te valideren is een prototype gebouwd van een 40 kW
driepoorts bi-directionele converter die de accu van een elektrisch voertuig aansluit
aan het elektriciteitsnetwerk en aan een stationaire accu. Experimentele resul-
taten laten zien dat het vermogen van deze meerpoorts bidirectionele converter
kan worden geregeld met een rendement van 93%.
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